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Appendix A (Statement of Work) to ART3 Tachnical Report

SECTION 1

TECHNICAL PROPOSAL

1.0 INTRODUCTION

This proposal responds to the Broad Area Announcement of FY91 Reseaich
Opportunities of the SDIO Innv,,atiVe Science ,nd Te-chnology, Mireor,.-,ate ef-•.rence

Number SDIO 90-18, listed as topical area number (4) Self Adaptive Processing and

Simulation. A ofabraiv lst-" at un Ie I 'IV tea wIIm,,l1 IIntif I tu al %of A %Owl WWI Co oatoI

Metric Systems Corporation and Clemson University), proposes to perform, research

consisting of the two primary tasks and a.-*soca°- sub-tasks 0 d.cr II ;ub5•ibu .. .
sections of this proposal.

The proposed industrial-university team has decades of experience in providing advanced

technology-oriented research and development as well as manufacturing support for the

United States government and industry. With combined partnership resources of more

S than 3000 personnel located throughout the United States and overseas, consisting

primarily of scientists, engineers, analytical and product personnel, the proposed team

represents a wide spectrum of research, development, engineering, manufacturing, test

and evaluation, and operational activities. Facilities and laboratories are available to

support effectively a variety of experimental and scientific investigations.

Recent research and development activities have included providing focus for emerging

technologies and directing research programs that required the skills of highly specialized

scientists and engineers. For example, advanced sensor and communication

technologies for phased arrays and high power systems have been investigated to

determine their potential for meeting specialized rapid prototyping requirements. In

addition to laboratory experiments and basic research ranging from com••a-,•t to larme

space, terrestrial, and platform systems, associated studies included computer-aided

analysis of highly accurate transpontab.e measurement syste,, t-h a ch d be uea 0t a

Q variety of geographically disbursed test sites.

Scientific Roscoarch CorporatIon A-1



Appendix A (Statement of Wor*) to ARTS Technical Report

1.1 TECHNICAL AREAS PROPOSED

O Two primary tasks are proposed that "m;m'efte f rnse•"-h .mP, ,inenl, dir•ety•,

related to the advancement of Simulation Technologies. Particular tasks and associated

sub-tasks proposed are as fc-".....ws: (Task 1) Expm•,1,t,,, $ ,,.•,U, r Syst , C°.,,,i , W....

Component Research (System Control and Processing Modules, IF Waveform Generation,

High Power Transmitars, RF mo" 19 .. .. "Antenna ="-C "'"•" ""1 k,.., I) ̂ """A;""'

and Experimental Studies (system vulnerabilities utilizing all-source data, and emerging

technologies such as signal processing and muLi-target d ,teCtion). Tnh, ,alt,-",,p III

these various tasks and sub-tasks, shown in Figure 1, is discussed in subsequent

paragraphs.

The research proposed will be performed by industrial and university engineering and

computer science professionals, who will focus on developing solutions to defense

problems. Industry will be providing emerging technologies for evaluation and will also

support proposed research activities.0
Our research team has the technical experience and special facilities required to

effectively support experimental and associated critical components research program.

Additionally, this team could also perform optional applied research and prototyping tasks.

The costs, risks, and transportability limitations associated with the development of high

fidelity simulations have frequently precluded their effective utilization as test assets. It is

therefore proposed that component developments Vow cost emitters with full effective

radiated power and high-fidelity signals) be Integrated with emerging phased array and

processing technologies to build multiple-use, experimental modular test assets.

Research activities will include evaluation and subsequent development of a real-time

programmable signal processor that will operate in a multi-target environment. A real-time

multicomputer laboratory will be utilized for studying transputer-based architectures for

radar signal processing. This facility can also support research work In the use of

sophisticated signal processing techniques needed for real-time detertion and tracking

Q in a multi-target environment

Scientific Research Corporation A-2
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Appendix A (St3tament of Work) to ARTB Technical Roport

Such experimental modules could be designed to simulate ground based sensors and

airborne missile parameters for strateg..a.ll as"" tactclko syst.m. ""a .... .....a Ok

high clutter and multipath environments as part of an integrated air defense system. Both

early warning and terminal tracking elements could be connected with adaptive networks

and efficient data systems to perform a variety of functions. Critical component

technologies may include: (1) complex phased arrays and sub-arrays; (2) variable

waveform generators; (3) high average power transmitter components; (4) knowledge-

based modules and associated machine intelligence; (5) ultra-stable sources; and (6)

support networks.

1.1.1 TASK I: EXPERIMENTAL MODULAR SYSTEM AND CRITICAL COMPONENT

RESEARCH

Historically, simulation/simulator test asset developments have been program specific with

limited flexibility or transportability. In addition to meeting flexibility and versatility

requirements, simulation system developments need to be cost effective. In a down

Q scaled defense environment, it is clear that the U.S. can neither construct realistic war

fighting assets nor simulate advanced systems in the absence of cost saving

technologies. In this proposal, a number of technological advancements are identified

which sre expected to provide an order of mgnri.tude reductionhimn in sytetm rdevelomet

costs. The proposed modular system research activities will provide the foundation for
sub-element assessments and subsequent inde4•ia• m,•,nn,,•,•o,+ ,,en,.

Alternatives specified will utilize both near-term and advanced technologies.

*technlcal Approach

Effective target acquisition, tracking andW n rsQarhnter Up"-

technologies require timely development of modules that can be integrated, adaptive,

multi-spectral, and technically sophist-icaed. A •atua C therefore is th c

of a multiple emulation system with flexible, transportable, and low-cost design features.

Such a system will replicate characteristics of power and signal sources that would be

O encountered in a variety of operational environments. Realistic testing scenarios will

Scientific Rcearch Corporticn A-4
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consider the fact that signail dePSitUIeS I& 11uu0 a %OU 1 Th SPfQ 4.ja~ a ~ 6"N e II

( systems. The test article to be developed must therefore employ highly integrated

'electronics and RF modules with reconfigurable elements that replicate a variety o.

sonsors and missile control systems. Operational requirements. may also include adaptive

processes and coherent sidelobe-canceller techniques to extract information on targets
that are embedded in a bacligroumd of, hiligh cutr

Trans portability for fleld experiamentation wil Wo Vnhance w %ha miiterllsmdua
approach. The system could be broken down at convenient interface points for transport
and re-deployme~nt at a new location and re-conn~ected at defined eiteifacapits The!
enhanced versatility, transportability, and rerlability of such a modular design make it a
most attractive option.

-One example of a modular design element Is a knowledge-based subsystem that allows
fte uer operational flexibility in configuring fte system to perform a variety of processing

Ofunctions. Developmental options intclude llmdble selection o? a set of IF hardware for
generating the appropriate timil.Ng pute.. an~d wavetr" to produe~t the desired radiated
signals. The rece'ved signals will b8 processied at IF and fed to a data acquisition system
for recording or, with appropriate softWism, processbig rouWl."ld proviode rd~yniam feedbackow*6=
to the system to provide a real-time response capability for mnore sophisticated simulation
requirements. Expandable frequency coverog3 will be provided by a collection of
frequency translation modules. Intarchzngosble antenna subsystems at the RF port of
such a tranlatlon module vdilal flow the user to cus-tomize tho radiated signal pattarn to
satisfy various requirements. This approach per'its timely development of a baseline
system with enhancement capabilities and provides for the addfition of new modules for
major performancet upgra~des. A Moddular Wrg mbe system withm fitfu.y re~plicmated
performance bands wil be developed. The system will be suitable for a variety of
experimental :and develo~pmental supporr, lsMio=*. 0t 14WRI provides ifxiiitn a omi

where Mlte specific information is currently available, and it will allow rapid reconfigurastion
Sof sub-elements as additonal data become available.

Scientific Research Corporation A-5
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The basic elements of a design concept ftht w.11 mpara taizon enabling technologies tO

Qachieve these objectives are shovm iin FU~wic r2. The rcentralized control and operator
interface functions shown in this diagramr could be implamented in a simplistic general
purpose front-end p~rccessor. Alternatively, a more comple sae roczrCudb
used to construct complex waveforms and pe,,,rform sional prcessing functions. "ili
irizerrnediate frequency (IF) waveform ganeration, time synchrconization, and IF recaption
fun~ctions may be implemented with rerati)y hviab' rdwaýro and softwvare. The high
power transmit sections needed for amplification and ganaratlon of the appropriate RF
waveform must be davolop,30. They =1104 ldJ en 6KA t( TrIMMth es ~tv

radiating apertures that perform beeamn steering and RF coifrnntic'n.

Commonalities of digital and low power RF components will be exploited to reduce
development costs. An extension of this conc..pt may includa developilment. of, a s*ing,'
front-end processor and IF waveform generator to control and produce low power

O waveforms for multiple users. New requirements could tharafore 1:3 satifed in the low
power section of the system by mgdffyng existing software. A standard interface will be
implemented between the IF sections and high power RIF components; however, multiple
RF heads and radiating apertures may be. r.equ.red dua to prcsont ttchn'ology rlimtations
in high power generation systems. Future enhancaments could be achieved with the
addition of a new antanna or RF mo~du.e. with mninimna! impact on the other sysig-m
components.

System Control and Processing Modulca
System control and processing functions ara typicafly performed by a general purpose
processing system. Functions of the processz:or include providing an intuitive user
interface and control for the system. For example, .,,-uxfulon waveform parameters a re
typicaffy established by the prce-o f r oadlng to tho wavotorm gnonratgr,

Scientific Research Corporation A-6
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App-endix A (Statoment of Work) to ARTS Tochnlc,I1 Report

A viable implementation of a realistic user interface entails high level operator interaction
()to specify alternative test scenarios. For example, such a systemn May am1tMMZ~I-ul

retrieve a prioritized list of candidate emitters utilizing know *ledge-based systems that
characterize spe'cifiC targets, mieSile chaaceic ar~n4d V" --mn

Operators could have embedded software that would modify the candidate emitters list
subject to~ new inte~ligenc. cdata. Ahferniative con1"ceptas co-kdi use artitiw~cilaul itlec
techniques to assist in cand~date emitter selection. For instance, geographic mapping
and emulation probabititca. co-u!0 b04c4%dit h ~~- -~- -css hr

reducing operator interaction. Other functions provided by the processor may include
measurement of actual emanations.

Processor functions may also encompass dynamic adjustent of transmit waveforms
based on threat environrn3nt characteristics, In a typical encounter,' systems are likely
to cycle through a predictable change in transmit Waveform as targets are detected and
engaged. For example, radar waveforms may transition from search/acquisition modes

O-af operation to target track, and from target track to target engagement Wavefc~rm
transitions serve to alert enemy forces of weapon status -and provide additional
confirmation of system identity. While transilions are not critica] to counter Surveillance,
they may play a substantial role in "end game' deception. The processor VAll therefore
be responsible for processing return energy, scoring detections, establishing target
tracks, controlling the direction of antenna radiaticn, calculating transmit waveform
parameters, selecting the, appropriate RF module, and monitoring system status.

IF Waveform Generation
Control signals generated by the processor are sent to the waveform gene~ratorv which
consists of low frequency and wide bendwidth components- that are capable of producing
a variety of signal characteristics. This development appro3,Ch exploits th" fcoMMon~n~ry
of digital and. low power RF components to generate waveforms for fbitrary RF
requirements utilizing IF baseband modules. Mult-i-system eirmulo 1, terfo b

() achieved since dl waveforms, regardless of final frequency, can be originated at

Scientifc Rosoarch Corporuation- A-a
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baseband or IF thereby providing increased flexibility and expandability. Furto er, the
Obaseband and IF waveforms can be generated by hardware that i's smial, light, and

inexpensive.

In the modular system proposed, RF waveforms required to simulate threat emissions can
be derived utilizing IF baseband cpnet.The5%e &oWI WWWO lowI IWflt'4.I

waveforms can be constructed in digital forrmat using available computer hardware and
software. This permits the design, c^nstrctinan i9"aiflofwaeors o
current as well as future requirements. Digital representation of a particular waveform can
therefore be used to drive an Arbitrary Wavefo1 aa Synthuesizer whi chll %I tuII#1" rn provides4Mo- anr
analog baseband input to the IF generator. 'The IF generator provides ant analog signal
which is converted to the appropriate frequency, amplified, and10 then propag~atedtrduOwough
the antenna. This direct digital synthesis technique will be utilized to build the baseband
waveform in, software and the resultant digita representation will pro'v-1de an input *W ta
synthesiker or digital-to-analog converter.

OThis technique provides several advantages over traditional analog baseband waveform
generation techniques such as:

*very fine frequency and phase resolution,
-flat and predictable response over a wide bandwidth,
-low phase noise,
*minimal adrjusUtment/drift,
-low analog component count,
-easy implementation of alternative modulations, and
-low power consumption.

Some of the advantages realized with analog waveform generation systems. include:
*possibility of generating higher frequencies,

.~ spurious noise performance,
() - smoother frequency chirps,

Sclent~ftr Research Corporation A-9
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- easy implementation of analog modulators, and

(I) lower cost for simplistic (static)N rem., iraemfvts

By extending this system conept, it ;i- osbefrwvfomgnrto o

accomplished by mimick~ing actual signals and providing them as an input to the basic
sytmfor signal regeneration. This prOcass ka '* poteta to% proid t

for integrating new requirements into simulator assets with minima! software development;
however, fundamental research is re-quirred two dvetuelr =il-feasbiy fexIs '1 0 , :11 14- Pan

effectiveness of the system.

High Power Transmitters
Low power waveforms generated by the lF hardware require fluiher processing to convel"
the signal to the appropriate RF andi establish the proper output power. In the modular
design approach, these functions arp implemented in a high power MrF1 module.

QWhile the problems encountered in the low power sections of the modular design are well
understood, high. power components ame typically the largest, heaviest, and most c'ostly
portions of the system. For example, the high power transmitter draws large
amounts of current at high voltage levels thus dictating power plant requirements. Stable
operation of the transmitter often requires liquid cooling, which produces additional
repercussions on system design. Consequently, simulator developments tend to revlve
around design constraints associated with the transmitter.

Transmitter de!,igns are typically dictated by RF tube selection. The situation is
complicated by the fact that RF tubes are htghly spec--Aiazed to snpecific sysetems; therefor
design of a new system often Involves construction of a new tube. While hundreds of
tubes with differing characteristics have been m-anufactu11red, there or* at i~ast twom dozen

parameters required to specify their operation. Consequently, a slight deviation in system
requirements often results in a new tube devrekopment Progrnm.

Scientifle Rosoarch Cotporatlon A46
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The transmitter design approach proposed utilizes a master oscillator power arn11Pliilier

Qarchitecture. The master oscillator will be used to convert the signal generated by the IF

hardware, or it can be eliminated if low power RIF signals are supported directly by the

waveform generator. High power amplifiers will provide the appropriate gain. Although

vacuum tubes are commonly used as the amplifier in applications requiring hign output
power, alternative approaches involving the coherent summation of outputs from low-

power components will be investigated. Among the candidate tubes, CFAs and cavity-
coupled TWV~s probably hold the most promise for near term applications.

Figure 3 illustrates the percentage bandwidth versus peak power output of various tubes
in the S- to X- band range of operation. In the power region of interest, Klystron
bandwidth is less than ten percent. of the cente, frequency, whereas the bandwidth of

coupled cavity TWrs and CFAs is approximately thirty percent. Wh ile it is notable that
helically wound 1Wrs posseSS even. greater bandvidths, these tubePs can be unrefiable
at high power levels. Bandwidth constraints are critical to simulator developments due

Oto fth requirement for multi-system s~muiatlon. It is clear that multiple tubes wil ble
required to span the complete frequency range of interest. However, wider tube
bandwidths will reduce cost and complexity.

operating efficency affords anoth~er Mse.3sutre for% + tubet crmprarsn. Fmigure A Hi~ut oroat ai

plot of efficiency versus bandwidth for several high power tubes. Low efficiency devices
aenerally require large amounts of. Parme1 power16 to 1WO QW~&"'LA& 5 ,,he' ouPupowerw.I
Consequently, low tran~smit effitciency can translate into a large power supply. In addition,
energy not coupled to the RF ftaeld Ls usUall'y convreOrtedlinv Ot' 4 hato ItWaQ6l Ite I&

increased cooling requirements. At ten percent bandwidth, CFA efficiency is
approxidmately 60 percent in corniparison to Utho 253 prt %.o41 4fici86Y en I tof V~ IaGnd

Klystrons. In addition to the relatively high efficiency of CFAs, these devices are smaller
in comparison.to Th/Ts and Klystrons. However, uhle gcaln and" dynamnic range cog %COFJ

Scientific Research Corporation A-11
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are small in comparison to other tube types. A typical high power CFA possesses a 6-30

dB gain with a dynamic range of 3-20 dB. In co,%mp=,rimo•n high por TWer S and

Kilystrons possess typical gains of 30-70 dB with dynamic ranges of 40-80 dB.

While detail design trade-offs are best conducted after a thorough investigation of

waveform characteristics, some genteral con"cu-sions ar- oposslibatO thi jun e. $In

applications where size and weight are of primary concern, a two-stage transmitter design

may afford the most flexibility. The output from the IF -haruware Cu.D. b 1 " ... C.. 10

a solid state amplifier, or a relatively small TWT. The first stage output would feed a high

power CFA. This configuration affords the benefits of the gain-bandwidth product

displayed by "WT's and solid state devices, and would also exploit the efficiency of high

power CFAs. Power supply voltage would be minimized since TWTs operate at low

power and CFAs are more efficient. For example, a typical one megawatt TWT might

require a power supply capable of producing 90 KV while a comparable CFA requires

only 40 KV. Some of the disadvantages of the two-sage approach include pulse

Qcompression, increased noise, and relatively more complex circuitry. In operatonal

scenarios not constrained by space limitations, Klystrons provide a viable mechanism for"

achieving high power output with minimal waveform distortion. Recent research in

Klystron development has produced devices that manifest extremely high peak power with

low phase noise.

Aperture Trade-offs

The RF energy generated by the transmitter requires further amplification and coupling

into a free-space environment. Amplification is achieved by translating omni-directional

emanations into highly directive field patterns and establishing a proper impedance match.

Recent technological advancements have made it possible for radiating apertures to
couple RF energy into free space with. inmc"reed effitcincv whhile provdinnm m, dtLfon. ionn!

capability. Consequently, the U.S. has progressed from a defense posture based on the

proliferation of a multitude of sin-l•-moder ,,, singl,- f,,nc,-tiomn ,-tem t•%on ,mp-,•o, ,-f

S highly advanced assets possessing multi-funclion capabilities. For example, from a radar

Scientific Research Corporation A-14
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perspective, the roles of air survwillance, target acquisition, target tracking, and missile

O guidance have traditionally been performed by different systems. However, mQoern

systems are capable of accomplishing these functions in a single integrated package.
To accomplish the multi-function misinon, the Syste.M mu St rmpirly distrihuteO traqns.,

energy over large areas. Search, track and guidance dwells must be interleaved on a
mrilisecond basis while maintaining precise control over the dtirec.,Pon oAnd ccmnces.inn of

the transmit waveform. These requirements generally dictate the utilization of phased-

array technology. By employing a phaBed-arry, the proosed ,,s-", ,,l bo an"he t6,

track multiple targets simultaneously while controlling missiles and performing search

functions.

Advanced phased-arays are u.uay. Com.pos.edA VI .hU..•a.n.,..s od en co...,.l..

radiating elements. Traditionally, corporate feed structures utilizing individual phase

shifters for each element have been employed. ueu' to the complexity of the feed

structure, beam steering logic, and associated olectronics, it is no surprise that the

O antenna is one of the major cost drivers in phased aurray sys-tems.

Phased Array Alternatives

Most new systems include increased reliance on multi-function elements that utilize
phase" array technologies in their implemenation O ;"" . Qince the ct of sUlati su. ch
systems is highly dependent on the antenna structure, our investigation will focus on

alternative means of imitating the scan, pattern diSplayed by a phased-array.

The major trade-offs in performance encountered with Iafternative arrays include higher
RMS sidelobe levels, reduced field of view, and reduced antenna gain. The resultant

antenna is still capable of scanning the volume covered by the organic asset in the same

amount of time with the same spot size but with reduced main beam power, decreased

capability for multiple target tracking, and increased sidelobe levels. The net result is that

stringent requirements may be placed on the transmitter and phase shifter elements

Scientific Research Corpoitabon A-15
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because of increased power requirements arising from a reduced element count

Statistically thinning the elements from, the =rray re ,ira, mor-, c.,mpleX fe,° swctem

A small aperture array will a!",--, reque $$Ig I , I GI , ,,,A, p,,. ,J WO11m,,",," , , ""

due to a reduced element count. However, the feed network can be simplified, as

compared to that of the thinned array, due to element symmet=,-uy arnd 'u,= ,usence . Uf

terminated elements. Element symmetry also reduces sidelobe levels as compared to a

thinned array. Increased beamwidth due to the physically sma-"llr aien, , ap e-Lure is the

major sacrifice in antenna performance.

The high-gain element array maintains the gain of the full aperture with fewer elements.

Therefore, full array ERP can be supported with the same transmitter and phase shifters

while maintaining a narrow beamwidth. RMS sidelobes are low but grating lobes become

prominent due to the relative element spacing. This approach provides the greatest cost

savings of the four aftematives but has the disadvantage of a limited field-of-view.

A combination of high-gain elements in a statistically thinned array is another technique

which could be used to simulate phased-array antennas at a reduced cost. This

approach also demonstrates an increase in grating lobe levels due to increased element

spacings as well as increased sidelobe levels resulting from the thinned array. The

antenna would require increased transmitter and phiase shifter power handling capability,

Cost is increased due to the difficulty in implementing a space feed.

Micro-strip Patched Arrays

Mechanical designs reduce phased-array simulator costs by substuting -!ectronica!!y

complex apertures with rudimentary mechanical components. Element reduction

techniques attempt an equiva!ent goal by der..,cin, the n,,mbehr ,f ac-t,, a M,•e A

third possible approach involves the utilization of low cost, highly relabile, electronic
components. Phased-aray price redue,,ft ion throuh lo c cP onn,,,'l•onpm,,,,

Q is an area that is receiving increasing levels of attention due to the extensive uization of

Scientific Research Corporation . A-16
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large conforrnW and planar arrays in both the government and private sectors. The
O primary technology for investigation in these endeavors is silicon based integrated circuit

techniques. -ThD advantage of constructing the elements in this manner is that the
manufacturing-process is reflialrn -t-a-b le rH-Pnrdcost ffACtiV1 f or re!at~iyqIv lInme

quantities.

Figure 5 illustates a single element of a micro-strip patched array. A PTFE (Teflon), non-
woven, glass~daminate material is consnwtPHte wi~th the proprmiate relzfkte r~rihh

Alternatives kwolvng a silicon substrate with phosphorus or boron implantation are
possible. Aluminum metallization on %1 on 1 W# of IQ wafleer fo,",ls +Ntho g~round plsanme wohlile
the elements~zre typically constructed from DUROID 5870 material with a dielectric
constant of 2Z.. The reson asNt freq--eincry Of a-nG 1%r n leant %onW Iu&,a U n mI manr IsaIIIQI1
given by 4an2

Owhere 1 anctwVare the patch dimensions; and Onm" and *n* are the mode numbers. The
lowest resonant frequency occurs at mnail and n a U when I> w. F'Or examnple,on nc
elements display.-a peak radiation response of. approximately 2.9 GHz. Single elements
bandwidths --megenerally limrited by substrate thickness to less than 10 percent
of the resor=M frequency. Therefore, high-Q (narrow bandwidth) limitations have

taition,*l- restricted the utilization of micero-strip patched wrays to narrow. band
transmissions.

Recent endezlors by the Strategic Defense Initiative Office (SDIO) have revived interest
In micro-std~ý patched array applications for radar and communications systems
developmenz.The primary stumbling block has been bandwidth llrniations. While It Ist
possible to svpport the Intstantaneous bandwidth of most radar and communications
systems (other than chirp) with micro-strip Patched arrays., .t is. not posz.1ble tm suppomirt
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typical dynamic (tunable) bandwidths without appreciable losses using single-lyer

(3) designs.

Preliminary developments based on mul-ti.ayer concepts are reported to satisfy the wide

bandwidth requirement. The underpendings of this approach are based on concepts
borrowed from RF radio deve!•pment. In par,,~ it ic pnosihl to cnnnruc a wide

bandwidth receiver by employing multiple high-O amplifying stages. The receiver
bandwidth can be narrowed by a"tig t ihe"m cre•nr tho ithsame reonance, or ft can

be widened by slightly detuning the individual stages. A graphical representation of the

wide bandwidth concept is illustrated in Figure 6 for a •t"•o-a=sta -armm'r decinn. The

concept is implemented in micro-strip antennas by employing multiple layers. Eac.h layer

is analogous to a single amplifying stage. Detn, bW , e ...,,.,ages is eccomp-ish.. by
designing layers with different resonance. Therefore, by increasing the size of the lower

conductive layer relative to the upper layer, wide bandwdth operantio-1 is ac•h•iheved. Single
element, multi-layer prototypes have been developed which have displayed bandwidths

O on the order of 23% at 3:1 VSWRs.

Applications of wide bandwidth micro-strip patched arrays in the p,-""""d ""WdUlr"

design are numerous. The bandwidth of the antenna lends feasibility to the concept of
multi-simulation applications. Reduced antenna weight decreases the payloaV

requirements for the host platform, and the possibility of constructing conformal

configurations enables the development of low profile structures.

Scope of Task I Research

Assessments and experimental sub-tasks will be completed for a hierarchy of flexible

modules capable of satisfying a multipfcity of developmental and testing requirements.

These include:
1. Assessment of critical functions to assist in defining and solving parameter

optimization problems.

Scientific Research Corporation A.19
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2. Definition of dchitectures, objectives, and sub-elements, including

(jI~ operational interactions.
3. Scientific investigation and development of emerging technology modules

for utilization in :the development of an experimental system based on a
combination ofbntelligence and signal sources.

4. Analysis and trade-off in support of programmatic decisions.
S. Definiton of plaas and functional specifications for a prototype system.

As test assets continue to exf~ve* tO moet fi hture reniuiremenft the deiatin nrinr~inpne

proposed will become more- tlractive. Implementation of the proposed modular design

concept is therefore a very aftaxctfive =ay to prepre or lhle filuotL. Th abl11"' tbr rcmt -r

a waveform, store ft. modify ittzcording to new requirements, and feed it into a waveform

gen Zrator could provide the'rrtst, cost effec"t-i"e. o m~mnig e eurmns
This process will provide a mechanis ,m for the expedient upgrade of test assets to parallel
strategic and tactical weapon System dv, p~t.Teflwcat~ " h

() activities is shown in Figure 7.

1.1.2 TASK II: ANALYT1JL AND EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES

Proposed technologies to be ~typtwlated into effective testI asseetsa Imiusst ble adaptJ'v'emult

spectral, flexible and accurate.5 to support laboratory as well as free-space testing of
weapon systems. Testing scenarios require replication1 of, einevirnm" cOnssn "I#VWOf
combination of complex signal sources and information flows between various sensors,

weapon control systems and ri~isslie systems. This task tfheirefore Wit', supor the
concepts and experimentataft defi'ned in Tasks I and 1I. Subsystem and component
technology studies wiU include; v~dnqernbility assessments, emerging technology studies
for miniaturized low-cost syste~s, and signal processing investigations.

Scientific Research Corporation A-2f
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Vulnerability Assessments

QThis sub-task consists of the development of charactristic .and paralmeters Of a

dynamically evolving threat environment, including platform, weapon and missile systems.
Multiple intelligence sources wil be utilized to provide com,",premene -upp,, for

subsequent development of a high-fidelity, flexible, transportable experimental test asset

system. Specific activities will include the following:

1. Definition of the requirements and missions for a representative deployment

environment

2. Selection and specification of conflict scenarios in sufficient detail to allow

identification of systems involved in engagements, ink..luding terminal

homing.

3. Establishment of a data structure that permits parameters and

characteristics of threat systems to be identified in sufficient detail for trade-

off analysis and subsequent identification of critical component

developments, as wel! as the inte,,ration of adaptive hardware and software

() with simulation developments.

Adaptive Clutter Rejection Filtering Investigations

Low altitude ground clutter, parti•--A,,y ,in ,urban, or semi-urban environments, can be quite

specular in character. Fixed bandwidth clutter rejection filters (e.g. MTI) may be

Inadequate, where it is difficult to discri-minate bet veen t,•get retims and clutter returns

on the basis of spectral properties. An adaptive least squares algorithm may be

configured to operate on complex-valued data sequences to determ.ine an inverse,

autoregressive, model-based impulse response fiater for clutter rejection. This algorithm

is stable and can be implemented with fixed point athmetic. Addti-onal woir ;s needed

to determine an appropriate vectorization to provide for efficient real-time implementations.

In situations where the signal-to-clutter ratios are small or where the clutter spectrum may

be broadened by radar system phase instabilities, clutter rejection may not be desirable.

O Previous work concerning pulse doppler radar used to detect weak distributed targets has

Scientific Research Corpormton A-23
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shown that clutter rejection filtering may reduce the signal sensitivity to the point where

O detection is unreliable. Modelling techniques which preserve the second order. properties
of the radar return signal are being invetinteAd --, a means of target detection and

tracking in the presence of strong ground clutter. A modified PRONY algorithm based

upon an autoregressive model of the radoar returm pe•,tru-,m i being used to identify

distributed targets without the benefits of clutter rejection filtering.

Signal Processing In Non-Homogeneous Clutter Environments

In this su!-task we propose to investigate the app..i.c..tion -0, i;,Nt=,nt systems to rcntant

false alarm rate (CFAR) detection in the presence of non-homogeneous clutter. The

presence of non-homogeneous clutter and the presenCe of interfaoe-ing targets aS^oc=it,

with a multiple target environment can seriously degrade the performance of conventional

CFAR radar detecton including GO-CFAR and SO-CFAR processors. Non-homogeneo-u•s, ,

clutter can be an appropriate characterization of an ECM environment. Earlier work has
Indicated that what is needed even in a single target environment is a m-algorithm

O processor with associated integration of the processor outputs so that performance

robustness is achieved over a wide class of potential clutter environments. Our proposd
approach is to use intelligent system technology as a means of integrating various

processors. Algorithm outputs can be combined based upon rules defined through

analysis of non-homogeneous clutter environments.

1.2 SUMMARY OF PROPOSED RESEARCH CONTRIBUTION TO

EXPERIMENTAL AND TESTING PROGRAMS
The research activities proposed can assist in providing an order of magnitude cost

savings in processing and simulation/simulator developments. Timely insertion of
advanced technologies will be stimulated by new and innovatv ideas and collaborative

partnerships. In addition to having successfully completed projects on several related
research programs, the univer..ity and Industry research team proposed can offectively

transition from conceptua research activities to major industrial prototyping utilizing

C)- existing facilities and produc•''t ex"peric,. Prt,,nl in ewh h.ase can therefore provide
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a wide range of scientific and highly specialized disciplines with access to facilities and

() clearances that will permit performance aZ the •,wiwhh sles. These,

characteristics have historically permitted investigative studies and developmental options

on programs similar to those proposed in an accurate and tuiely manner. Elem"nts Of

the proposed research may necessitate integration of diverse all-source information as

well as complex technologies. Effective integration of these activitles will be &cc• . ,p!*Islhad

in an even-handed manner with the academic and industrial capabilities described in

previous sections of this proposal.

Specifications and components will be developed for a modular programmable test asset

system to assist the SDIO Innovative Science and Technology Directorate and the U.S.

Army Strategic Defense Command and their customers as they deal with a dynamically

evolving threat environment. The spin-off of advanced processing and associated

technologies wil accurately assist in the replication of various threat signatures as well as

provide for experimentations and modeling of blue systems. Each element of our

proposed research will be complementary in solving a multipflicity of direct and related

innovative science and techno!ogy progra"m obje-c•,ves. For example, there are numerous

defense-related computational problems that can not be met by traditional algorithmic

computing techniques. Emerging tedth.olog... offes the pa.qsbility of real-time

performance for a large class of computing problems facing the Strategic Defense

mission. By forming partnershlps on the lea•di•fng edge Of computing, sim,,,n

developments and instrumentation technologies, we provide a team for rapidly assessing

the potential for research as well as dev'"o"ing i""o'at•'° so"u"on fo a dnaically

evolving threat environment.
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Appendix B (Exciter Phase Locked Design Concepts) to AR. 8 ... "-- l... :~c ji&

B-I: HF Phase Reference Exciter Design

A schematic diagram of an HF phase reference source exciter is shown in Figure B-I.

The schematic does not show all parameter values such as gain, attenuation, etc. Instead, its

intent is to show the minimal required components to provide the subsystem function, Exact

parameter values are based on the element characteristics, interrelationships and requirements.

The design concept should be clear enough however to enable the identification of those

parameters and ,ubsystem element requirements.

This exciter schematic incorporates the ," t tje div,;i,, to acon.oda,,

reconfigurability. It also provides for a spare phase lock signal at the trailer and a stable clock
source for the timing and control (TRr c,,ee,,-, "h,., ;i "nj m,,; ... nt fr th, tr...n.i,.e

signal phase reference and the T&C reference clock to be phase locked however. It should be

noted that the stable master oscillator ( )' . pro•'Ides ,, , ph Ah~. signAl, to te C, HO,

STALO-2 and STALO-l phase locked oscillator sources. The waveform generation signal is an

input to the exciter. That signal ts used to mA-odulate t.he CHO sinl for bath U -egulaur.b wana

chirped transmissions. The mixers are protected either by necessary attenuators or isolators to

prevent reflections back into the device ,and sUb.se.,ent..... no-,.i;reA mi,;,,;n, ,rodtv

The saw expansion system inputs include a system select and pulse gate. The system
select is used in the event multiple - 'imeb.andwith prouc'ts are required AU 4I st g or

multiple systems. The pulse gate gates the output of the SAW expansion system to the desired

output pulse• idth. The pulse gate may or may not be supplied bY th SrAW expansion 3y3trm.

If the pulse gate is supplied by the expansion system, thi expansion system will require the

waveform generator input for timing purposcs. U-1 ...h.r ea.., the. pulbc . at. or wavefo...m

generator will be a timing and control (T&C) supplied signal. The SAW expansion system is

shown with a coaxial path around the device via coaxi.al Sw.itches . '- -' j -Or Out Of th. -

chirped mode.

In the event that the radar characteristics are changedl, Only -the CI••rcItV. oated W.it

STALO-I in the trailer and the output to the transmitter will require possible hardware

replacement. It is possible to use a microwave,,cuerc, ....... ,,,ir " 1 tL,.- I, 11U- d a...e'
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YIG filter on the exciter output. Circulators anud ar,--p-ifiers c. be- se-le•ed•. .to ouver over ah

Q octave of bandwidth. The phase noise of the exciter output may not be optimal however. In

tactical low PRF emulations, this mnay not be a problem.

,'• •Setect
Waveforkxm retor GSO

s'-w

33dd0,STAN1~ .M..i

4 Way

', 0/) , l: RSWo -2t !IvdeI~j)vI70d'3tB

ea -= Div J

t•O) < -170 d olz Ric 1UO
, Valrraile Divsimn

SVm~l'ruiiermlvaian J

; Widev t. <

S"ALO-I

'VI

To Trwinim '

Figure B-1: HF Phase Refercnc Erc,,g, S.h,,nad,

0
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"0-2 UHFIL-Band Phase Reference Excter ,,,---

The schematic diagram of the UHF/L-Band Phase reference exciter is shown in Figure

B-2. This schematic i,-n'c s L, ",4uired oJU ..... ;&.. . ..; ....... : --

techniques and the proposed van/trailer division. Many of the same schematic features apply

here as they did in the HF phase lock sou.. - _.i ...... "_ ,I_ .I.:......... :. LY ...

path between the van and trailer is required.

" _X- Ku B""-

• 135 d~d}•" .. /k,

',,p$T PRX Std&o.I Van ,/Tradfr •Dis n

1k-

.0 ~4k .
IOD*k > DVidrr

_ __* -- S

• TAO$ l *l Syuanldz

V I

Scenifc esarh orortin.B.

114016k B -

~ L--r-, _

V S"Msd

12 ?4k

fSTAW kV& rffV

T&C

Figure B-2: UHF/L -Band Phase Reference Exciter Schematic
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The discussion of the phase locked loops may begin with Lhe VCOs, The VCO phase

O noise requirement is such that their noise is no higher than the 1.2 GHz klystron's. The non-

linear device provides harmonics of the VCO s;gnal Thpnnnrnnrinte harmonni iS Se!eCted with

the bandpass filter. Appropriate implies the VCO harmonic is equivalent in frequency with its

phase lock source. The phases of the VCO hr-,mOic- and ,h•,s •l k ,,ire- w•-il ho ,•,',, i",

the normal phase quadrature condition required by the PLLs. The PLL mixer ports are protected

by isolation devices. System sensitivity is p,-cerved by the ,n ,,•Inn ,, tdpd ;,tP,,-,•,at;,n

products as a result of reflections The PLL mixer output is low pass filtered. There is no reason

that the filter 3 dB bandwidth should be higher ,ta 0 Hz. In MY nM ;r ";",c• .,A•

steady state after initial power-up and will remain there during operation. Any phase noise

degradation by the non-linear device -d. l.l, b ,iu•btanti'; ,,, r ,dur-" ,h . t ,,,,v A,,r vid ,lp

following integrator. The integrator phase noise improvement will of course be proportional to

the radian frequency of the phase noise. The resultant c,,trol signal t-o the VCO sholuld

be a spectrally pure DC signal of theoretically zero amplitude. The VCO quiescent frequency

will be that of the desired frequency output.

0

0
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RADAR CALCULATIONS
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0 Representative Low PRF Case
Receiver and Signal Processor Subyto m Performance Analysis

Gr~cil~d 1fdr Pnr,'ithrs

c =3.10' mJ•ec. (velocity of light)

f = 141C? Hz (bansmitted frequency)

C
A - m. (2nsmitted center frequency wavelength) ).-0.0214 m.

f

PRF -z4000 Hz (tronsmittad pulse repton frequency)

Rmax : 2  m. (maidmum unambiguom rav..) f Rom ..75W' .4
PRF.2

a 1min A sq. m. (minimum spocfed tret cr•nsssVc,, ,,,M

Pt ýz 50000 W. (transmitter output power)

Tpulse' 910"6 sec. (Expndod dranhmittd pulsawlltd i seconds)

8 cirp 2.5. ids Hz (Pulse Compresscn Ci4p -- ,,,1d•,)

N .=32 (Number of FFT Integrations = Number of frequency bins In a PRF)

DopBinBW = (Resultant Doppler Bin Bandwidth) DopBinBW =125 HzN

MinSIR := 0 dB (RequIred SIR for Pd ard Pf.a for S,.,•,,T.&I.,nagd

SubChtVi :: 75 dB (Specified subcluder viability)

ChitFiltRej :=0 dB (Speafied dutc r filter rejecton)

k =1.38.O 123 wat(deg.K*Hz) (Saltzm isco,'Jt-)

F.:=2512 (Receiver Noise Figure = 4 dB)

MExSNR AD 75 dB (Measured AID sigrnl-to-noise ratio)
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O�,Dv.wVon of Cc pmmrý,d PUOwidt
The envelope of the reccived compresed Pulse and the envelope of t* trnsnittod expanded

pulse are reolatd by a fcurfr twrd3form. Awumlng that the ea•,lnded transmit pice is rei,•tOnar
in shap and Wharg a duratm of r•ne mkcoeconds, the envelope wnd thur the p%9zawidt" of the
comprem,•d pulse can be determined. 'The time sidelobes wit be reduced to 35 dB3 bdc'v Ot of
the m2in lobe by Taylor (Tschebychaff error) weighting of the FFT samples. The Io•ss wscc,'-sd
with the maln lobe broadernig will also be calculated.

Assumptions:

SLL 35 dB (Forced time sidolbe level maximum value.)

nbar 5 (Number of ddelobbe; to be held'4 at t -0Mx-"- ""IV"Cb ''"

CalculaUtions:

nhits = 99 (Arbi'tary odd number of rime samples inddent upon the expanded puts. envelope.)

Nsmp =4096 (Total number od ft inme samples.)

famp -ints ft" -L.I-10W Hz (Sanpling frequency).
•pulue

S i O..nhits- I kk ::=hits..Nsamp.- I (rimeindiciesi.-meindexonexpanded pulse
envelope, kk - tUme Index after expanded pulaa
envelope.)

j ::0.. NXP1 I (FFT frequency index)
2

t. :t u.f--,i seec tk -'pulse t sec.
nhints nhits

bi :1 bk, :0 (FFTsample values.)

B:=f(4b) B : 11j + 10 10 (Calculate the magritude d the fift of the expanded pulse

B. envelope mnd prevent a zero quant•y.)
Max : Bo B. :: j : 2. log(B. (Normalize and calculate the logrtthmic magnitude.)0 Max J /

f mp .j Hz (Calculate the cener frequency of each of the FFT frequency ins.)
n s e mp
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t. ____a I e3 (Calculte the equivalent tme for each ffl bin ,,ater frequency.)
J BchirpJ

Compute the Taylcr WVndow for ft Pulio Comnprez.on

SLL

R :10"2 A:= iwosh(R) (Calculate consbM relatod to dired eadioU levbi.)
]I

bar

+ I I . - 2 (Scaling factor)

m:-L..nbar- I n = O..nbar'- 1 nI =I..nbar - I L for calaion of TayIlor

coefficient)

n 
"-

((nbar - i~HI-
FF: 2)

(abet - I+ ny.-(nbr- - I- n)

xO:=0.. anits - I (Taylor coefficent index)
2

L -nhits - 1 (Total length of the number of time samples)

2-a'1o ?To "j.E ,L (Calculate theaylroefficen)2. "it.•E

0q=O.1 20-io(t)-l-.S5 dB (EffidencyoftheTaylorweightng)
FF0.+ ZE (FF1 2

nI

L to i-= (Loss coefficelt for rwoge equation) L taylor - 1.532

W TSyl"r.h- o W 'Ahi :Taylor1  (Assign the appropiateTaylor coefficientto
(-21-n each Ime etneple.)

wb, W•.i- wbk :0 (Weight the expanded pulas samoles with the Tlor coefofide•t.)

0
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0WB zffl(wb) 'WB.. +ID.iO07( zlatth anteothftoteW6-t
.xparded pulse an prevent a zero qunnty.)

WB.
Mia: WB0  WB. J---. WB. :=20log',WB.ý ( Nornizize, appy the efficency cdlctited0 JMax V wid calculaft the Iogftrrn* magrftde.)

WeiI

0 4*1 30 I 10- I 1ao 210- ]U"16 2.8- .1

0 ~The above plot shoam the effect: of the pulse compre~sion both wfth and Without the Taylor
weighting. The weighted compressed puls. Is plotted with the efficiency apoed. The dwcslc
definlonof th.compressd unwefghtod pulsewkM ildthI lp bwidwfth. In thiscaseIt would be
0.4 mkcroucods. As shown abov, One actuial main lobe nil to fuji ptiswidth Is tWce thAt or 0.8
microseconds. The 0.4 mrIcrosecond puseWidth actually yiels the -4dB puiswldfi which is
al~iliar to t~ie classic definl~on of the bandwidth of a rectangular pulse. Therefore, the pulsewidth of
the we~ghted pulse w~ill be measured from the -4dB points.
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10 WB= 20i],"WB (ConcA fh waglhtad fit back to inrar, remove t

'I " effidency raid convert back to logrfthmlc.)

-1 - - --

j --- -- -

-- ,: -t------

-1 4.0 0 6.

Ij

Inspecting the above plot of O. normalized uiwegted and weighted main lobes shows that the
weighted main lobe -4dB pultsewidt Is approdrnatcly 0.55 mkr:seconds.

CO) MO 0.55.10+ sec. (Ocmpre.-ed an4• elpht•edpe, ddl, )

1 B Bcmp 1.82'-i0+ Hz (Compressed und weighted pulse bondwidth)

0
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De•', tlon of Racohmr CM11l
The receiver should be de.•nal to cmmify the sognal as much as potsible without lncreasing the noi:e

floor of the system. This accomplished Increasing the gain of the receiver util the noise in the receiver is
equal to the noise floor introduced by the A/D converter. Therefore. to calculate the receiver Oan. the
noise power introduced into the system by the AID converter must first be calcuisted.

Assumptions:

V •:=2.0 v. (MaAdmum peak-o-pak ooltige level for cowverter)
R load= 50 ohms (AID Converter Input Impedenca)

T = 290 deg. Kelvin (ambient temperature)

TA = 100 deg. Kelvin (antenna nolsetemperature)
L A = 1.413 (losses betwoen th antenna and receiver 1.5 dB)

L : 1.413 (Mf zched receiver S/N ralo loss = 1.5 dB)

Calculations:

Vrm:=-- V =0.71 v. (Maxdmum AD RMS voftage)ns r-

2O ~Vrm( PmaxAD=-- PmaxAD-0.01 W. (MaxmumND, average power 10d~m)

i PmSx ADtF0ortD =A 10 l -og I - MaXSNR AD Pftlo AD--65 dBm (AD )noise floor)

F&oW AD

pBorAD =T10.10o W (ConvertfrordBmurlitstoWatts)

it is assumed that the noise power in the receiver measured wiin th bandwift the compressed
pulse Is atte•nuted by a tfactor of the compression raio though the SAW line filter sub-tem.
Therefore, the noise power incident on the AND converter is given by.

PfMoorAy.L A: . pule.Bc¢mpN (Receiver Gain to match Receiver
G r: 0 Ndse Floor to AID ise Floor given

Sk.[T.LA.F- 1)+ "TAB ," (L yk"WL =) a•ntenna nose temp., loss betweme

receiver and antenna, SAW fltter Ioases

lOlog(Go" -52-05 dB aWdthe receverrniefigure.)
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Dý'r"tlon of Recelver Pre-AGC DMnamlc Ranfe

Havt clculated the rcccdver g!n, the madmum input to the recýv•r ca now be ccul-ted by
removing the calculat•d g-n of the receiver from the maWdum input power to the AMD converter.

Assumptions:
None

Calculations:
iPmZX AD'•

P x=AD =:ID 100 ) dBm

PmaX. •PMzXAD'- 1Ol0o(Gol( Pmaxp-- 42O05 dBm

The minimum signal input to the receiver such that the signal at the AiD converter input is equal to
the noise floor may be calculated by removing the ma)dmum SNR of the A/D from the ma)dmum
input power to the receiver.

Pfoor x :Pmax, Rx- MxSNRAD Pfloorpm-ll7.05 dBm

Scientific Research Corporation C 8
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Q D~~Mrivation of the Clufti-jr, ftc'lve Aistomitic QWn Contmot FeŽufrre~nft

The receiver aubtomic g~iin control (AGC) will t-erve to prevent the recciver from beting satsrated
by exceosiv clutter retur or a clc nange targets. Tha AGC will &I=~ provide for contant angle
tracking serntvity (volts per degree erro) over large signal dlynamic range variaons anid targat
range.

The AGC will be applied to the m!ddl stages of the amplifir chsin to preserve the receiver noise
figure and the maximum unds~torted output of the fins! st"e. The AGC cmontr goldgr wIl be
derived from the fiJtered pulse compression m.-tched filter output The AGO MIl control the
acquiuIdon and trck sum channel as well as the differenc aziuth and elevalion track channel
gains.

To determnine the requirements of the AGO, some estmate of the level of Incorning signals must
be made. Therefore, a discussion of target signal dynamic range Is included. Assumring f~ul
receiver gain, a compunson of the receiver input that will sabtirat the A/D converter to the expected
target signal dynarris will provide the minimurn requirements of the AGO.

Assumptions:

"-vry: 10' sec. (Duplexer recovery ttme)

OMX =100 m2  (Maximum expected target RCS)

GA.=20000 (Calculated Antenna Gain a 43 dBi)OL X~r1.318 (Loss between the trmnsmi~tter and the antenna a 1.2 dB)
L 2  ~1.413 (Round trplIonsbetween antennlaand target = ,5 d9)

Calculations:

Th. minimumn target detection range is deftem*iled irOm W-+ft dpe x:r orecv 4W'M 4.0 O

trarnmitted pulswldth.

Rwa;c F4W " R ,j -1.5- 10' m. (lvnrimum detection range of theradar)
2
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Appendix C (Radar Calculations) to ARTB Technical Report

OThe cro sacbn of a target at the mirimum through the mwdmum ranges can now be cJacu!tted
whtkh C00rspond3 to the mAmum On mi nimum Wrattn•Ur.,d i9rd vrl-tMg the A/D cn hldte.

R1,2.. (thrget r'2ineWdex)
100

R OGtr m. (targetrangn)

Pw)max RX.= Pmax X (maf•dmurn aft ttered reC Vi,- r iLn'' fN IJ i'.h ,IJr C--I

PfMoor_ ,X Pfloor Rx (minimum unatternated receiver Input to match A/D nvsa flcor)

2 2

Pmiw RW. (Poww received from sma lest Specifled target
:(4.r.). IRt) 4.-L Xmtr.L 2way.L A (.1 sq. m.) vermus required tracking range.)

PminaRX, :ifIR,>R,,,;.10Iog( i ),. 200 1 dBm (ConvertodBmurdnt)
%i .001 ! 0

-inax -p - W. (Power received from largest epected target
' (4.x1) (Rt. Xm.L2wayLA (lIVM sq. in.) versus required backing range.)

* 'Pm8XGRXifQPmax RXr =il.>R mi., ,10, 200'1 d8m (Converttod8murds)

C - -•,• •_ 100 • 0-1

00 Scl i R-er C0
0 5000 IPle 3!0 2-104 2.5- 3-10 3.3.107441

-100 sq. m. targpt signal receiver input vt raWg
-0. 1 sq. M. "age siga receive inputVs. range

aimuiXnm receiver input to vitch AID sanWtraoC )mie
-minimum receiver input to mnatch noise floor

ScientIffic Research Corporation c 10



Appendix C (Radar Calculations) to ARTB Technical Report

Clutterde"s AGC Mrnimum Regutremente

AS - - W. (Power received from largest expected target
(4'0)3' (R min 4.L xmtr.L 2way-L A (100 sq. m.) at mirdmum rnge,)

Pbig =llog( 'P- I dBm (Convertto dBm units) Pbig -- 14.59 dBm
.00 1

AGC = !?big- Pmaxjx1 +20 AGC =47.46 dB (MnimumrequireddynaicrangeofAGC
vwth a 20 dB safety marnln.)

The above calculaicn assumes that the gain of the receiver is set to Ihe value that matches the
noise floor o( the receiver to that of the AID converter, that the threshold for AGC operzkin is 10 dB
less than the A/D sataukmon receiver input level and that the rnadmum receiver input for AGC
operaion is 10 dB greater than that of the largest target at the shortest range.

0
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Appendix C (Radar Calculations) to ARTB Technical Report

O Dirivatlon of the Minimum DOt~ctabla S"%:1

Previously, the receiver gemn ws Calculated to equalize the noise power In the receiver measured
witin the 4 dB bandwkdMU of the compremed pul, ewdth to the nc;3a power in the A/D convertwr also
memured In a pulsewidth of bandWth. The effect df ange gatng implemertod in the form of decimating
the dlttldzad range lines will be to alias the thermal noien he pulse i of receiver bandwidth Into the
PRF bandwidth of the FFT. The FFT will divide this nrise power evelry into N bins of bandwidth, where N
Is the number of pulses in the FFT. The target Doppler which Is contned in only one In for I1Q
processing will compete against only one bin of nolse. Therefore, the effocive system thermal noise floor
mutc- be modified.
Assumptions:

None

Calcubtions:

t UMSh um4s A (Noise Power in a FFT bin of bandwidt1h)
N

" /dmal Mi.'
m.]ogi. .1- 3 ---)=-80.05 dBm

Therefore, given the effective processing gain, N. for the number of pulses used In the FFT, the minimum
O detectable signal power wich will be detected by the rad3r can be calculated. The range of mgnal powers

is given by the dynamic range of the A/D converter plus the coherent procesng gain.

DR$ ytem ::MaxSNRAD+ I0 1N)- MinSIRdB (Detectable target cross cecton dynamic range)

DR sytem -=90.05 dB

Pmds AD =Pma AD - DR yf dBrn (rnimurn detectabe siignsl power. at te,.to Me
AID converter.)

PmdWAD-80.05 d~m

Pmids ,X Pmd AD - 10log(G o (Mrwmurn detectable signWl power at the input to the receiver.)

PindUpX -132.1 d~m

Pnrds_ RX Pm RX
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Appendix C (Radar Calculations) to ARTB Technical Report

Q Dr�rvation of S.delote and Milndm ClutME Power

The retun eSi3"s for a pulsed radar system include scatter from not only the desrred targets but from
undmhld otjocts as well. These undetired objects are cellectiely c•Med duVtr and czn include thn-s
such as the ground, stuctres on the ground, birds, insects, ch-tff, wmher pracipiton arid many
others. It is a well documentad fact that mrdalling duft.er for radzr 'Wa-aly is d-INicult at bw and usualy
takes the form of a ollection of simplifying awumpl:or.3 with documentsd ground refleclvtes. Thri
analysis will also make several assumptions that will result in a calculsble effectve clutter radar cross
section.

The simplifying ansumptons made here Include:

1. There Will be no terresrial structures either naturW or man made present vittin
the radar's field of view. Any natural vegetation or ground surface irregularities
will be accounted for with the assumed ground reflectIvty.

2. There will be no airborne clutter such as blirds, precipitation, etc.
3. The antenna lobe structure will be assumed to be perfectly symmebtic In a volume of

revolution around boresight in the non-scanned mode. In the scanned mode, the resultant
grating lobes will necessarily be accounted for.

4. The antenna lobes of interest will illuminate the ground uniformly within their half-power
beamwldths.

The crose section of ground seen by the radar is a furnton of the transmit pulsewidth and the antennaObeamnwdth. For distances close to the radar, the antenna beamwldth Umits the Alluminated ground area.
For distances far from the radar, the pulsewidth of the transmitted signal lmftd the illuminated area. For
airbome radar, the determination of which case to use Is mode by using the cmlculdion method that
produces the miadmum ground return. The scenarios are different for ground based radar and alrbome
radar. For airborne radar, If the mdn lobe Is pointing down, the urdn lobe Is typlcally the most significant
ground illuminator. The ground based radar isty~cally concerned wth drbome targets. As such, the
maln lobe Is usually above horizn W the only contributors to the ground clutter are the uidelobes. Any
sidelobee ta will produce grund returns wll be those that are physically directed below horizontal. The
radar antenna will only be a few meters off the ground. Any contributing ground patches will be the same
distance from the antenna as the target is from the ante•r. This I• due to rae gang. Range gAtng
lrMhs 1he received clutter energy. Only the patches of ground illun'iated by the oldetobew that are wthin
the same "range bin" as the target will conribute to the clutter power comprning with the target Since
the target range will be uignificantly largmr than the height of the antenna, the patch size will be both
pulsewldth and beamwidth limited. H will be radially pulsewidth limited and azimuthally beamwldth
limited.

0
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Appendix C (Radar Calculations) to ARTB Technical Report

0 Assumptions:

HA :10 m. (antenna height above ground)

0T+;0 dog. (target angle abovehorizon)

N SL + (highw order antenna eldd.obe effectively conrib•u•no
to cltter)

n SL :: 0.. N SL (nth sidelobe corulbuting to clutter, Oth mtnbeam)

oal 10 t (Main Beam Gain) IGlog(G. 0 ) =43.01 dS

No :.85 deg. (Main Beam HPBW)

#P% :=0 dog. (Main Beam Poinltng Angle)

0Io • (G -. 1 I -OI2g1 A) 22.3

GAl : 10 1o (IstSidelobe Gain) Cl :- 10 'o (4th 51delobe Gan)

bw 1 :-.429 deg. (Ist SL HPBW) Obw 4 :.643 deg. (4th SL HPBW)

#pal .= 1.32 deg. (lstSLPoidng Angle) #pa4 5 3.428 dog. (4th SL Pdrn• Angle)

1"00 (Aý - 2210"'A)-2.

Gsl := 10 (2nd S'Welobe Gain) Cs;.S : 10 'o (5th Sidelobe Gain)

2bw 2 .536 deg. (2nd SL HPBW) ebw, =.643 deg. (Mh SL HPBW)

OpS2:2.0 deg. (2nd SL Po:•tng Angie) #pas - 4.285 dog, (Mth SL Po: ng Angle)

ji"J. 'A) - 2 0fA)- 2

Gsl 10 10 (3rd Sidelobe Gain) Gu1e = 10 to (6•t Sidelobe Gain)

bWO3 :=.536 dog. (3rd SL HPBW) O6w, ::.643 deg. (•'t SL HPBW)

Opa 32.95 deg. (3rd SL PoinfingAngle) 4pa S. 143 dog. (ftSLPoirigAngle)

0.01 (Ground reflection coefficient = -20 d3)

0
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Appendix C (Radar Calculations) to ARTS Technical Report

O Calculations:
A low PRF radar exhibits unambiguous range. As such, the clutter power received conmpetng

with the target is only the power received from the rzaiie tin of lntar=t. Thar c-fce, there is no need
to sum clutter power from amgumum r-•;gs nor is there a n.d to proide for tpdcizi clut"er range
Indices.

S= +R %ineT.(3'2I!J m.(targetaltitudeabovegr.otd,

SEP a the physical seperalion between the target and clutter point

The antenna, target and clutter point form a plane. The radius from the Wowenna to the torget and
clutter point = R. The physical sepron between the get and duttr pint can be calculated by:

,SEP

s4~ ~ 2 ' )0 t

or
"E.S.,=2"R .-riz|--PaZ.2i m. (e p a /Jr atcnb e t .Ten t 6-v m*6- 04du*•- - 2'• 14,' 46

L 2 ý360,._

When viewed from above, the apparent angle between the clutter patch and the target with the
antenna at the vertex is a functin of: (Since the separaton is fixed by range and

;t('tas.,( / HTt 1.>A red. sidefobe'angle, an wgmument greater than one
Wt. SLfP iSL> O. rd wold ind:=te the invkaidity of the Wdelobe

I causing clutter return for a trget of the
Indicated range and height)

8@PP~sL,,, zfnSL>-"n <14p.%sLco~tsL~trltI, , dog.

The lit angle is the angle subtended by the ground and the line between the clutter patch and target.

The apparent distance from the anterna to the itter point when viewed from above is a furcion of:

eot,.= 1HA1ý rad.
k. Rk .

Rcp1 = ;R .e,/eG ' m. (apprevnt distance frnnantenna to the cluttler p3tch w.,en ••.wetX • u from above.)
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Appendix C (Radar Calculations) to ARTB Technical Report

O For the pulsewidth limited case, the main beam ground clutter return may be calculated as fdoil.
The intorsecdon of the ground and main beam forms a hyptrbola.

/2-x 6bw'ý (HJf Ien~th of the major axis yv4gch Is the eioporzc~on between ewigh %&ich 13
a = HA. cot - --- the antenna locaron and the hyperbcla vertex which is the doset ground

360 2 / point which Is Illuminated by the main beam.)

b :HA (Halflength of the minor axds.)

In rectangular coordinates, assuming the center Is the origin, the equston for a hyperbola is given as:

a2 b2

I'Rpj I'
y" =b- • i m. (Y axis extent of hyperbola etsuming target along x axis.)

(YT
:2. at-, I"I rad. (Azimuth angular cverage of ground clutter pftch of main beam.)

m b A c p . = =if ' H < ,A• F a !U. ' . , • , l O

mbW<c,ýRcptr*&Ž-.Rcp ,,O 0Ir 2.cosOCe, 2:x

For the pulsewidth imited case, a single Illuminated patch size Is given by:

"Acp.SL." - " <L. ki2' 2 -Rbw ' L'. i n2

[\SEP. sL tr I cos(G U 30

There will be tW identical patches based on anterna sidelobe symmetry. Therefore, the total clutter
patch area for a sidelobe pair can be described by:

- [\SEP. s,tr coeGe\ ~ 30

The ground reflecZdtty varies as a tizictlon of terrain, structiures, gWound -cm ui~ty. gWound
dielectric constant, frequency, grazing angle mind vegetaon. There have beent numerous studies
documefted lo detarmine the avemge ground clutter reflection coeffidlent. For Ku band, a reasonable
reflection coetfficent Is 0.01 or -20 dB.
Son . R0.01
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Appendix C (Radar Calculations) to ARTB Technical Report

Therefore, for the sideIobes cc-- d me d, 41a tc" a "e;. Cau-Mr i ,.,,,, .VI-S , .O . ,00,M I My bm,.

M =a a 0 . A.-p. L es q. M.

n SL

The total power retimed to the roceiver from the cluttr patches may be computed using the radar
range equa•mo. Since each sidelobe pair corresponds to different gan leves, the total offectve
ground clutter calculated above must be modified in the range equatin.

PCj Pt-1x-0O E (GsiL)2 .ACP".c W.
E2., (4-%'. (R'p \4l W.L

Pc j=- ('z)" R"/4. XYmt' 2WAYL A n SL

1•R I" 
.D 

I I .-'

£ "

PC - ifR I.">R Pc ,.>OI1i01- u 2o00 dm

0
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Appendix C (Radar Calculations) to ARTB Technic-! Report

D(• lvdtlon of Spurflots FalrA Tarrat Pnwir LaywTe

Spurious e!7dla In a r•:ar of *uTPdant mag•r•xe Ill e ppea' n fs tzrget. The spurous
egnais may be cauzd by a viaity of sources such as tra-wiftr harmorics, brmm r eptsioun
signals, Vazwnrtlr ampýtUle and phaxe varzaons owe thie p~ss bandVitd, tQ dot*=~c ptir~ and
ampflhdxe rnbarmnces, linear frequency modulation (LFM) non-e11ruee, etc. Once the m'foctM of I/0
imbalances ad v#irdoing we lown, the trbasirtter spurious srgnmlm caw be specfi to be below
the madmum accepta•a level. Transmitter harmorics we filtered. The pulse band&dth vQll only be
a small percentage of the trammilttr bandwidth. Variations over the puls ba-dwid•h wil be
negligible. The epurs res=ulng from LFM non-ean tles may be accounted for by the SAW device
manufacturer.

This example considers a clutter igntl and a twret igrnl at 532.5 Hz doppler frequency which

is 75 dB below the clutter zignsl. 5872.5 Hz is the lowest doppler frequency detectable following
dlutter blnIldng. Thus ts Is #t3 worst ce clutter ed tmrgot return accapi.e to the rzdor. The

compovto sIgnal is broken Inro In-p 9 And quadrature components. The "unwntzdowed spectrum
Is calcul-ted, and then the 75 d3 Doph-T.chebycheff window Is zppied to the received pulses to
reduce leckage of target doppler into adjant bins.

Assumptions:

4:= 3 deg. (MLbdmum phase mismatch between I and 0 channels)

A -0.5 dB (Maxdmum amplitude mrsmatch between I and 0 channals)
A

A:= 10o A-0.94 (Convert to Onestr)

O Calculations:

PRF
Frequencyoftheclutter(Hz): 10 -----.0 Hz 10=0 Hz

N

Frequency of the target (Hz): ft :PP-F4.5 Hz fln =562
N

Signal to Clutter Rato: SCR ClutFiltRej - Sub•iufvis SCR -- 75

Reflatve linear magnitude: MI z 10 no ml 1.79.1074

PRF,C(-zf- ,, -+ -c,,2,.%o.,.+-+ ! + l-o1 xf -t. "+ i.
.. t mi~cos2.sl.tt 4 ,,2 180, I, 2 80),,'

H = cff(h) (Compute the FFT of the unwindowed 1&Q data)
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Appendix C (Radar Calculations) to ARTB Technical Report

011
M .F'fO_ " R' flfo I __ m 1 M:

N JY N N
(Cc"pt the magntuds of•t s FFT and ncW m ze

H. 'I< .210,201o' ffljH'j Uthe mngritude spechum by fet ma1mum veue
\Mx ' \x which is Hf4 in othiscase)

Now apply a 75dB Dolph-Chebychev window to the I&Q data

SLL =-SCR + MinSIR SLL = 75

-"" AR1=(,R)] (Calculate constant related to desred sidelobe
- level.)

n =1.. - (Indices for calculon of Dolph. coefficernts)
2

N

Nilp% 2 2 (n must be even)

q is (q- n)!-(q- n - IV.! q.. '-%- !

x .0..N- 1 (Totallengthofte numberof tmesamples)
2

w =DoIphN-X WN +X: Dphz- (Assign fte app8 t8 Taylor coeffldent to
2 3 each $ime sample.)

hw, ýw. +(0o- i -.

H'W = fft(hw) (Compute ehe FFT of the Wndoed 1&Q data

ifj/H"ý, <I 1 I.,, '.'
HW. 10 210,20.Iog( i )I (Compute the ncrmWized magnitude in dB of hs eFT)

max Jmx t,
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Appendix C (Radar Calculations) to ARTB Tschnica! Report

0 HW7 -- 77.02 dB H..W -- 77.09 d5 H7 -- 93.12 d5 H235 -1040. d9

MV6 -- 76.33 dB HW = --75.57 dB H6--88.73 dB H26--104.22 dS

HW5 -- 71.15 dB HW, 7=-74.9 dB H3 -- 79.21 d8 27 -- 102.12 dB

-40

o 2 25 30

Wi:Lowed FiFT respons

0
-14

-31

-47A l _ _-_

P J,

-100 -r~l1 I ~n
05 t0 13 0 25 30

SU.nwindOWed M resioue

Th above %ndowed FF7 resM= Indates the a:lMi to see the -75 dB target in the dutter and
VO Imbalances aftr dlutter bMarnli. Based on HW5 and HWv, the fiMth doppler FFT bin mid the
doest doppler FFT in matu.dWe after due" blankig, tewe s suffident marsin for ft minimum
hlgna to Interference raf TWi Is a mwd case mrwVIn. The tairget Is mwmand at the lowest
useable doppler frequency after clutter blanking. If the target signal increases, the doppler frequency
Increases or if the I/0 imbalances improve, the target signal margin above increases.
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Appendix C (Radar Calculations) to ARTB Technkca! Rnnport

O Brivtor f- rr Prtrid(!w¶i'1r2tnf~o~ Floo"
To cp~rrize detdcn, the clutter ph~e noseizlcor of 1he *Mom tho..4d be Spcicflsd cuch thast it is a

mirimum number of 03 W~ow the requfrod minimum sublufttr vI.JbUty. 13 dB Is ty'eIa for STA
probz!Iiy of detecton &*d 10'8 probeblthy of false alarm. The clutter noise floor wil be the rosuft of the
phase noise of the o~llkators used in upconvertion /dcownconversion chain of the radar as wt~l as
transn.7tter thermial aid phase noise.

'The analyls Is star td by modeing fm phase noise envelope of the worst phae nodse contrilbutor. A
Bode plot of the nolse skirt can be drown using poles to mark the knee points In fte curve. The Dode plot
approach is used to derive a plot of L(f), the phose noise spactral density, v4*;h Is &flinod ra th re.o of
the single sid eberd phase noise power per Hertz relativo to the carrier power. The plot will be used to also
set the maiwmum Wowable ltol noise conrlbufons from the crther components in the9 exciter I lransnitfter
chain

Assumptions:
n1 . 1 (Phase Noise pole order. I -- 20 d~idecaed,

0.5 =>10 dSiecade,..

f,-10 Hz (Phase Noise canrier offset frequency)
dELI :75 dBcdHz 0*'Amum allowable phas nooise magnitude @ClW)

n2=0.0625 (Phanenolse polecorder. I1=> 20 dB/decade,
0.5 => 10 MdBecade, ...)

f) 2 =:10000 HZ (Phase NWase codter offset frequency)
.dBL2 135dscfrt (Maximurn allowable phase noise magnitude C fc2)

fbo 10000 (14f) break frequency)

Calculations:

B
f Z 10. 1000.. COMP~ Hz (Phase noise skir frequency range of Interes)

2

fci (Flicker phase noise U3d frequncy)

(Hz)
%(10
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Appendix C (Radar Catculations) to ART. 1 .%^•.%u#A % RcUpcfl

IL I,) ! (FUckor noise average power per Hertz rel-tve to carier)

f c2

f3dB2 6W(Wi'ie phase nolse 3dB frequerny)

, dDL2 2  f3dB2 =0 (Hz)

L 20) 2 (Mlite ndse average power per Hertz relativa to carrer)

If ~3dB2!

L(t) ifif<1OOC0,L i(f),L 2(W)) (Oscillhor phase noise average power per Hertz relative
to the carder power, dBciHz)

0=- _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

10 200 100o IPleo ."op t.ic

When a Oignal returm from a target ard is downcnvertod by Ith same oscillator, some of the phase
noise of the oscillator will be cmnceled due to correl•o. This Is owtn ms range correlaton effect The
improvement In the phase nose udWrt of the outpA wavform can be calculated for a given rwnes deley. In
ths example, the bunsitter is the largest contributor to the trammitted noise floor level ard thus the
reangs correlalon effect does not apply.
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Appendix C (Radar Calculations) to ARTB Technical Report

©B
M - (numnb•r of spcFrcf lines cont:ned with pulsedth's spectd rnrilrobe)PRF

- P--- (bandwlkh of an FFT bin In Hertz)

N

m =1,.M - (clutter spectal line index)2

k =1 N- 2 (FFT bin index)

2

First the average noise power is computed relative to the carder in an FFT Win's band~dth which results
from the clutter spectral line at the fund3mentW carier frequency.

PNmier =A-L(ffkk* dBc (Average upper sdeband phase noise pav,.
r.uiibg from the caner)

Punier-, _=. Pcmier dBc (Average lower adeband phase noise power
resulting from the carder)

Next, fte average power relative to the carrier in a bin's bandwidth which results from the repl.cas of the
clutter spect•a lines to tie left (or negative frequencies) of the fundarntn•l carrier frequency Is added.

alt. ! .l :I"r 2
Bi ItJPe =ZhfL~kk-,&f-m-PRF)-.

1B

InPRF "

PD%-g , zA f-< kk)..&f+(m- 1).PRF). 2~~(~)
Sm. Ro t
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Appendix C (Radar Calculations) to ART8 Tech~nftc2! Repor#

Fnaiiy, the avertge ncase power reI-7-va to the c=wIef conbibut~cn from the rcp~kzs of the clufter spectm~i
lines to the right (or pmitva frequ~eido) o tha fundzmorntaI cTJrr13rI edded. Agpin, fth nobe pa-wer!
calculaWe in abandwidcit of an FF7 bin.

-ZhfLN-kk)f~m~i)PRF. PRf[__ 2

1(BCmP)

&P3k ~f.L((Nkk.Af+(m - )PRF). 'ý
36~k x&PRF

Q~~~1 C3046 oaie
2 k

PP64kkt doper fnwih hekk-thmPR) dope inoechPRFln U h opese u.bn~d

PD~iedma onalsocoerentl + lae the~k +ina "ntekthdplrbi ihte kkoplrbno

DechiPRatione otherefmpled thve sinaInto irerg ischrnl issf phase noise inl inecthelrbi ea

unchtanged through the decimation process.
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Appendix C (Radar Calculations) to ,R1 Th.h,,.al R.p0,t

-9:ln ' ,n_ ._n I '

I °P•noix •n,)- IInn_ l
"llllllllIIiiin nnnnn n nnnfl IIIIIIIIIII i

0 500 1000 1500 2000 2300 3000 3500 4000

kkMA
J- Phase nois power in each FFT bin bandwidth from Rmax clutter

The subltutter vitblity Is also dependant )on the v~ndow applied to the range samples. A 75
dB Doiph-Chebycheff window can be applied to a sample clutter return to calculate tie 'wndowed"
spectrum. Based on the above clutter phse noise calculaton and the following "windowed" clutter
calculation, a total subclutter visibilty may be specified.

Frequency of the clutter (Hz): [ = 0 Hz

i :O..N- 1 t,
' PR.F

f:cos'2uvfO-t) (In phase ciutter signal.) Sý = o .M (Quadrature clutter signal)

Sh .:=f + (0- i 4's

H =€fft(h) (Compute the FFT of the unwindowed 1&Q daa)

M= 0 floor fo >3,oeil d \~oI~A

(Compute the magnitude of ftis FFT and
H i j <J00,210,21log -I normalize the magnitude spectum bythe

',max max , maximum value which is HM in this case)

Now apply a 75 Dolph-Chebychev window to the 1&Q data.

hw. f.w.+ (0 +i

HW c.ff(hw) (Compute the FFT of the windowed I&Q data)

0
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Appendix C (Radar Calculations) to ARTB Technical.! Re.Ort

IM - IOF 1 0' 21020- ClufiltRej\ (Compute the normalized magnitude in
max Mx JdB ofthis FFT)

-40 -4
uHw-.O Hi

-- 6-7

0 10 20 30 0 10 20 30
i I

A- Windowed Normalind Clutter U UnwiAnowed Nr•mIz•d A .

Comparing the previously calculated normalized clutter phase noise and the wirnowed normalized
clutter, the subclut~sr visibility after clutter blanking may be-safely specified as 75 dB. Therefore, any
in band spurious signals from the tranmter and SAW devices must be less than the previously
calculated maxdmum allowable average phase noise relatve to the carder power.

SubC V,. -Su aluiVis dB

SubCVi, RX, = Pc ]Xtr- SubClutVis (Asibilfty relative to the calcyated received clulter power,)

9.b -7. 
I 

-e

1 --,.-mfi 1) (

_120. I iii I
0 5 10 Is 20 25 30

÷ Speified Subcluem Visibility Level
. Calculated Rmax Clutter Phase Noise

Cacuh&td Windowed Clutr Spectral Lakae

The above graph compares the specified suLclutter visibillty level, the calculated phase noise and
the window specfral leakage effects on the clutter. The mammum allowable phase noise from the
other components in the exciter / tanamitter chain may be specified to be 10 dB below the worst
case phae noise contibutor versus frequency. Therefore, the total exciter noise induding the noise
contributions of phase, thermal, jitter and acoustic sources must be no greater than -85 d•Mc-z at
10 Hz away from the carder and no greater than -145 dcHz at 10 kHz away from the =trler.

0
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O Deftvation of Ower~ill Sysun-m Dzt n P4ý~nise

The graph below exr~ofts the rctsuI of all the preVious ~cdoudcto e~ept AGC. Tha plots ehowa the
expectod roceiverlinputiteils for the 100ttqunr. moto targe.t th..1 square meter target and the
calculated clutter return with It~s respectve phase nols~e. They wre compared to the recoiver input level that
would satrate the AID converter and the mni~mum detectable signal.

AGC lwt Pinax R- 10 dBm (breshold of AGC operation)

AGCh :Pbig- 10 dBm (Upper minimum limit ofAGC operation)

AGC+ a +20 AGC u47.46 dB (PMnmum required dynamic range of AGC
with a 20 dB safety margin.)

00
... . . . . . . . ..........

-Isc -- -- -- -- -

oO b000 -Ito- ~ 2l0 25 1 iw si~ 40

10 sq.W in agtsga eeie nu s a

10.1 sq. mn. target signal receiver input vs. range
- Calcubiatd received cltecr power

-Visibility relative to clutter power received
- Maximum receiver input to match A/D .aturation level

Minimum detectable signal receiver input level
*-Upper mninimum 1izrit of receiver AGC operation

Lower threshold of receive AGC operation
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0Representtnt~va rldlum PF Can
Raodver and Vg~nal Procesnor Subzy.,to,,m Performance Analy3ls
Speciffed RndFidr P

c =3-10 a misec. (velocity of lght)

f =10 10' Hz (frannitted cener troquancy)

SM. (Uansmltted cotterfrquencywavcength) 1~ 0.03 m.
f

R MAv:=150000 m. (nwdmumqcpafld range)

amin 1 sq. m. (minimum specifled target cross-seewon arues)

8 0000 W. (ftrsmlter output power)

t pule z5.25 10q 6 sec. (Expanded tansmitted pulsewldth fIn seconds)

Be 0rp 10l Hz (PL92e Comprsssion ChitL21nvuI

PRF:=15000 Hz (transmited pulse repition frequency)

DapBinBW =900 Hz (Specified Doppler bin bandwidth)

1) N :flor' ! PR (umber of FFT Intog-tionse =urnb of Itsusc 6r-1- g- 50F%

N -16

MNSIR = 0 dB (Required SIR for Pd and Pta for Swerting I target)

Ton = pulse sec (Cmrw and wveghtcd pdaivAtJM

BM r -- OM B CO - 1.9-16' Hz (Compressed and weighted pUs, banwidth)

SubClutVis :90 dB (Specified subclutter v~b~ity)

ClufffltRej -30 dB (Specified clutter filter rejecon)

k 1.38. la 23 ts/(deg.K Hz) (80itzmarfc coristent)Q

F :2.512 (Receiver Noise figure = 4 dB)

MaxSNR AD= 75 dB (Measured AID signati-to-ricise -d~o)
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O Dertvhtlon of Receve-r Gain

The receiver should be de•,gned to ampnify the C!rrn Cs much C3 pc=ble without incro0ng the n' ,
floor of the syrtm. 17,s Qccom9flhOd ir•a•hi tie Czln of the Mrc•vor uizil the no!se In the recolver Is
"eal to the noize floor ikrtoducld by the A/D converter. Therefore, to ciculfate the receiver gain, the
noise power intoduced Into the sycmm by the AID cori•vter must first be C2lculated.

Assumptions:
Vpp : 2.0 v. (Maximum peok-to-peak voltage level for converter)
R lod= =50 ohms (A/D Converter Input Impalr ,zl)

T : 290 deg. Kelvin (ambient temperature)

TA.= 100 deg. Kelvin (antenna nodie temperature)

L A z 1.5849 (losses between the aitenna and receiver a 2.0dB)
L 1m:= 1.4125 (PV2smatched receiver SI, rato loss= 1.5 d3)

Calculations:
Vp

VrMs =-PP V frrs=0.71 v. (Maxdmum A/D RMS voltage)
2.,,42

AnshAD- V rmsPmsxAD-0.01 W. (MaxdmumAM averagepower1=lOdam)

PiloPrAD 1GI l-10j( MaxSNR AD P=lorAD= -6 dBM (AD ruse ,11-1)
'. 10' 3 IiO %A

Pfiom AD

PfloorAD =10-.10 10 W (Convertfron dBm units to Waft)

It is assumed that the noise power In the receiver measured within the bandwidth of the puile. Therefore,
the noise power Incident on the A/D converter is given by:

Mloor AD'L A" • pu.tsB ,mp,} (Receiver Gemn to match Receiver
G Nose Floor to AID Noise Floor given

Sk[T'(LA.F- I)+ TA].BComp.Lmm antenna noise temp., low between

receiver and ontenn, SAW Viter losses
104log• ) =5I.46 dB and the receiver noie figure.)

i f R)
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0 Irfvnion of RWEh,'yir Prm-AOC D*mlc Rance

Hring cdcdated the reccver c-n. the ma•dmum Input to the recoiver c.n now be cdedIeted by
removing the calculsted gain of the receiver from the mmdmum input powor to the AID convertr.
Assumptions:

None

Calculations:

PmaxAD :I101GoZ AL- dBm= , .oo1 i

Pm"fl'xj=PmaxAD- 10G10 0 Pmax, X=-41,46 dBm

The minimum signal input to the receiver such that the signa; at the A/D converter input is equal to
the noise floor may be calculated by renving the maxmum SNR of the A/D from the mrwdmum
Input power to the receiver.

Pfl OOx :PMaXx - MaxSNRAD flOorRX=-116.46 dBm

0
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D-IýIWiton of th* Cl r"4-iu Revy.-lvr Autemt Pln c ontrol RL'qudn'Innt

The recuvw automn'c Cdn ccr.1d (AGC) Will eive to pr•'owr nt• racelver from bdro Whalfod
by excessive dutter retuirs or dose. rm3e taoMrt The AGC will dso provide for consnt angle
tracling sensitiity (vots per dgr"e error) over lar-ge sigr dynai•c rne vat w d target
range.

The AGC will be applied to the middle stages of the ampiifier chain to preserve the receiver noise
fgre and the maximum undxtoded oeu•t of tIhe final stge. The AGC control dgnal will be
derived from the matched filter output. The AGO WU ccnt-d the acquisition and track sum channel
as well as the difference azmuth and elevation track channol gains.

To determine the reqtiremenbt of the AGC, some estimate of the level of incoming signals must
be made. Therefore, a discusson of target signal dynamic range is included. Assuming full
receiver gain, a compwis of the receiver input that will saturate the AMD converter to the expected
target signal dyTmics wIil provide the minmum req~rement of the AGC.

Assumptions:

reovery= 10 I0". smc. (Duplexor recovery time)

0mu_ = 100 m2  (Maximum expected turget RCS)

0 A = 20000 (Antenna Gain a 43 dB•)
O L ___ = 1.5849 (Loss between the transmitter aid the antenna = 2.0 dB)

L 2wy = 1.2589 (Round tip loss between antenna and target = 1.0 dB)

Calculations:
Tervat Dynamic Ranos

The minimum target detection range is determined by the duplexer recovery time and the
Irurismitted pulsev.4dth.

Rii Pulse + T Recvr =937.5 m. (Minimum detection range of the radar)
2

0
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0('* The radar returns of the target at the minimum through the madmum ranges can row btie aL••c
and comipar•d to the maximum and mirimum s~gn$ls the A/D can hadIO.

imail (target range Index)

250
Rtr =250tr m. (target range)

Pmax r = PmAx X (maximum unftenuated receiver input for NO satzaton)

Pfoor_ RX z PfloorX (m-dnimum un,-= rratn d r-c--ri ANN • . .--

u2

Pmmaj~ P;. 2R., W. (Power received from smallest specified target
4.x (,,• -Lxm,. 2w•,yLA (.1 sq. m.) versus required tracIn r••ge.)

m10 PminaRX dBm (Convert to d~m units)
Pmma~ . lGlos\ .001 j

PmAXOtRXtm- W. (Power received from largest oxpeded target

(4.x)3. (R "4.L xt.L 2way.L A (100 sq. m.) versus reqL*rd tracking range.)

-(7v) PiaRX 1t0 : 1 -, o 0I 1 dBm (Convert to dBm )
tt', .001 1

-41"

e,,n _ eX xt -W

-': 211d--o 4.-oe 6.i' 9-1d' 1*.;r - :0• :4,

RRtr

.r 100 sq. m. target 4Wgnal rceiver input vs. rang
I sq. m= targ signal rci input v range
"maximum receiver input tO matech A/D tuiraion level
"-" nimum receiw input to match noise floor
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Q •AGC N!rimum R~rome•st

2 .2PtGA.oma_ .A
Pbig - A m - W. (Poawr receivcd from lagast expeclad tgat

(4.x) 3.(R ia)4.,) x•r..L 2wsy.LA (100 sq. m.) at rnnimum range.)

Pbig = :IGMo.0g!) dfm (Convert to dBm unmt) Pbig--2.26 d~n
11.00I,

AGC =!Pbig- PmnxRX)+ 20 AGC = 59.2 dB (MNimum reqLdred dyac range of AGC
with a 20 dB afety mrgin.)

The above caeculcdon msumes that the gOn of the receiver i3 set to the value het matches the
noise floor of the recolver to that d the AID converer, that the threshld for AGC operation is 10 dB
less than the AIaD strudra receiver Input level and that the mmdmum receiver Input for AGC
operaton is 10 dB greater w that of the largest target at the shortest range.

0
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O DmtMVc~n of the Mlnfimwr 1>"rh~ Vnnnl
Previously, the reck. vor gc:jn Y= ceJcdeod to equ•ize the nofse power In the receiver meurcd

wAn the 4 d3 bwnvdith of the compreesed use ,dýh to the no power in the AD convertor z=o
memred in a pulsoWdth of bandwidth. The effedt of range pizng Implemented in ft form of
ded-im g the di•ized range line* will be to alias Ow thermal noise In the i ydth of receiver
bandwidth Into the PRF bIwdvf of the FFT. The FFT will divide thi ncse power evenly into N tins
of bwndih, where N is the number of pulses In the FFT. The trget Doppler which Is coratlned In
only one bin for UQ processing will compete aganst orgy one bIn of n•o•e. Therefore, the effectve
system thermal noise floor must be modfied.
Assumptions:

None

Calculations:

Pfloor AD
ermall noise : -- (Noise Power in a FFT bin of baindicdth)

N

ithermalo
1OIog r I - -77.04 dBm

Therefore, given the effeclive processing gOn, N, for the number of pulses used in the FFT, the
minimurn datect3be signal power which wil be detected by the radar can be cdcul•td. The range of
signal powers is given by the dynamic rmnge of the AMD converter plus the cohoreri processing gmn.

DRaMftam=MsxSNRAD+ l0Io(N)- MinSIR dB (Detactobleargetcromsection
dyna•ic r=nge)

DRsysem -87.04 dB

PmdsAD =PmxAD-DR tM dBrm (Mirimum detectable signal power at the input to the
AID convertor.)

Pmd AD - --77.04 dSm

Pmds RX:=PmdsAD- 1010og9"o (NYirimum d0ot-"1 oi"a p-"-, "t ",- , o th, rece-"e,-)

Pd . -128.5 d~m

P•XIa ., Paid$ RX
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SD•!m'ntion of a!I nd MnlnhinM Clemr Pov~

The return szrigs for a pulsed radar srtm indclude =aEr from not oriy the drdred targot but
from undcsred objec'• s well. These undesired objects are colctivoly called cluttor aid can
include t*M such a3 the ground, stutures on the ground, bIrd, rlrmct, chaff, wealhor
precpitation and many others. It Is a well documented fact that modelling clutter for rada ur1lyes Is
difficult at best and usually takes the form of a colloion of simplifyng assumptionr with documented
ground reflechfies. Thi analysis will also make several assumplons that will result in a calcuAatable
effective clutter radar cross secon.

The simpifying assumplions made here include:

1. There will be no terrsrial structures either natural or man made present within
the radars field of view. AnMy naral vegetmton or ground surface Irregularities
will be accounted for with te asumed ground reflechfty.

2. Thereowill be no aborne clutter such as birds, preopitalion, tc.
3. The anrdera lobe strucure will be assumed to be perfectly symmetric in a volume of

revolution around bore-ight in the nonscanned mode. In the scanned mode, the resultant
grating lobes will necessarily be accountd for.

4. The antenna lobes of interest will Illunate the ground unrformly within their half-power
beamwidtts.

The cross section of ground swen by the radar is a function of the trnmit pi.daowldth and the
antenna beamwidth. For dstcrms does to the radar. the atntenna beamnwidt 'nits the Illuminated
ground am. For dIstances far from tM radar, the pulsewidth o f th. bnsm'fttd s"gnal limb the
illuninated area. For airborne radar, the determination of which case to use Is made by using the
calculation method that produces the modmum ground retun. The scenaros we different for ground
based radar and airborne radar. For airbome radar, if the main lobe is pointn down, the mrnn lobe is
typically the most significant ground Illuurutor. The ground b=sed radar is typic=lly concerned with
airborne targets. As such, the main lobe i usually aboxve horio•n and the only cordibutors to the
ground clutter we Mhe oldolobes. Any sidelobes that will produce ground returns will be those a are
physically directed below horizontal. The radar artenne will oy be a tow mntra off th ground. Any
con bbufing ground patche will be the amne distanco from the a-•fte a the target is from the
antenn. Thi is due to range gstng. Range gng limits the received clutter energy. Only the
patches of ground iluminated by the eldelobes tut are whin te same Orange bWn" as tbe target will
contribute to the clutter power competing with the target Since Vie target range will be significantly
larger than the height of the antenna, the patch size will be both pulsewidth and beamvldth limited. It
will be radially pulsewidth limited and azimuthally beamwidth limited.
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Assumptions:

HA :=3 m. (aorina height above ground)

eT =0.5 dog. (targetangleabovahorizon)

N SL =6 (highest order antenna sidelobe effectvely contrib•-ling
toclutter)

"n . := I.. N SL (nth sideiobe conributing to d.•er)

G-•l :10 '0 (Min Beam Gn) 10olog(t) -43.01

Owo =.85 deg. (Main Beam HPBW)

Pao -0 deg. (Main Beam PointVg Angle)

Gill =10 10 (1st Sidelobe G"in) 3114 = 10 'o (4th Sidelobe Gain)

8bw := .429 dog. (Ist SL HPBW) Obw 4 -.643 deg. (4th St. HPBW)

#pal : 1.25 dog. (1r SL Pcin"ng Anrgl) :pa4 = 3.125 deg. (4thSLPn"I gArga)

WgbO(G A) - 32 ]Glog(Gj -~ 32.5

Gs = 10 10 (2nd Sldelobe "n) .I.S:= 10 10 (5th Sldelobe Gain)

Obw 2 : .536 deg. (2nd SL HPBW) Obw, = 18.5 deg. (5fh SL HPBW)

pa2 =2.2 deg. (2nd SL Poinlng Angle) 4p% =4.285 dog. (th SL Pointng Angle)

Gui• 10 10 (3rd Sidelobe Gain) Gi 6 .:= 10 'o (6th Sildeobe Gain)

Obw, :1. deg. (3rd SL HPBMW) ebw 6 : 1. deg. (fth SL HPBW)

#pa5:24.5 deg. (3rd SL Pointng Angle) pa6 :26.5 dog. (fh SL Pointing Angle)

a:=0.01 (Ground reflecton coeffident = -20 dB)
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Calculations:

A medium PRF mdar exhibit ambiguous ronge. As such the cIu?.er power received compcdinj
with the twegt is the poweOi received from ail the ambigcuz rcngs. Thwrafore, t3:cta at a far rzJge
will compete with dose range, mid-range and far range clutter. MWthameczlly, the range can be
broken into secbons of length equal to the unambigous range.

R= c m. (Unambiguous range.) R mI.le0 m.
2.PRF

use= 20 (Number of segments the unambiguous range is divAded Into.)
R un

seL m. (Segmentlength) segL 500 m.
nweg

mr=. lo- (nmiuu ange lengt index.) floor-,-- 15
RiUn

n I.. Jug (Range Index within each wza•ra g,• ,'g , g;'- . ."

Sr,n, -f (mr- I).R ua]+ (nr'SwL m. (Rangeforduttercaculratons whichwfllbeequated
with the target range.)

=iiAm "iHA m. (Target altitude above ground. Cludter range is
equal to range of target from antenne.)

SEP = the physical seperation between the target and clutter point

The antenna, target and clutter point form a plane. The radius from the antenna to the target and
clutter point = cR. The phy:Ical separation between the target and clutter point can be calculated
by:

- SE& SLOMr nr
.P 2SL '2. - 2

2 -36-0! cRm. f"

or

SEP'.tSL'rr) =2.cRm c a 2. j m. (wparAoronbetween target ciuternpatch)
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"0 When vwed from above, the apparent angle between the clutter patch and the tirget with the
antcnnc at the vertx Is a functon of :

(Since the upra on 4 fixed by mrr•
81= 1n qa 1 HTTn, and tidolobe angle, an arumsnt Cr-clar

tlt(nsLmr, n,) :ifin L>O~~i' , ,- , -. On' than one would ldcaft the hiv/dty of
•SEP'n SL,mr'n r),- the tidelobe cuWung clutter rotum for 3target of the Indc2ted range and height)

HT I <14P., .cost" ý, •.
=ifPn SLmr, n SLmrrflr).OJ g deg.

tPP'n SL r" nY SIflL.mI r <, 4a n CoL nS

The tilt angle is the angle subtended by the ground and the line between the Jutter patch and trget

The apparent dista,'e from the antenna to the dutter point when vewed fr-m a"o- Lot a fL•N,.m of:

.- &sin/ HA *1,_ i

Rp* Z omosje ,G 8 • m. (apparent stwance from antenna to th, clutter patch when
viewed from above.)

For th• pul dth limited case, the mrin beam ground clutter return may be cmiculated as follows.
The interecto of the ground and main beam forms a hyperbola.

(2.x Obo0 (H.f len2t ofothe nmajor atswt*h is the sepeaton between origin which is
=HA ot - the antenna oc•on and the hyperbola vertex which is the clowest ground1360 2 P olrwhichisHlumirnotd by termanbbeam.)

b =HA (Half length of the minor axis.)

In rectangular coordinates, assuming the center Is the odgin, the equadmon for a hyperbola is given as:

a2 b2

yT.. F ,b I m. (Y axds extent of hyperbola assuming tget along X Wds.)

,n 2.at= an r red. (A~dmuth angular coverage of ground chl~er patezi of rnain
it Recpm r por beam.)
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O For the pulsewidth limbted case, a sirge ""'--i-ad _.,.. o .. :1;... . b.:

IfSEP(nSmn,.n,)j '-' },0

There will be two identcal patches based on antenna sidelobe symmetry. Therefore, the total clutter
patch area for a sidelobe pair can be described by:

H <bwAcp(n SL,rinr• Va SL. = T ,n S SEP(USLmr.nrr' Cos *I-G, ,360 1,mb .n

k k o . 8 j I

The ground reflectivity varies as a function of terrain, st'uctures, ground conductivity, ground
delectric constant, frequuncy, grazing angle and vegetation. There have been numerous studies
documented to determine the average ground clutter reflection coeffident For Ku band, a generous
reflection coefficient is 0.01 or -20 dB.
ao =.01

Therefore, for the sidelobes considered, the total effective ground clutter RCS may be desciibed by:

Omr, =6o'E Acp'nSL,mr,nr)I m2

()n SL

The total power returned to the receiver from the clutter patches may be computed using the radar
range equation. Since each sldelobe pair corresponds to different gain levels, the total effective
ground clutter calculated above must be modfied in the rwnge equation.

The clutter returns from all the ambiguous ranges must be folded into the clutter power received
for the first unambiguous range segment. Beyond that segment the clutter power competing with
the target energy vtll be equivalent for each following unambiguous range length segment'

D.SkLS
Mer-k .I. L% SOL \ R4 P0 W.

n4 x n S L mi n' r . f

PcpI, mnPC RX f9 R OR
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Pcp~(p 0 ~>oIogPOR Mtl.2001 d~mP" RX,,ý ":'Pc v R t>O, 10logl---3 ,-00 ! r

:4

0 '0 .0 6.;04 r;0 IVt .1 rj.2.1 10  5

-40

' . 003 t )-6

-7C

(0 2000 4000 6000 8000 1-l0

RSc ct
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O ~Derivation of Spurious Nft!e Tsrrmt P^'.vr Lemft
Spurious tigrnafs In a radar of su1icest mzgdtude wfll appear as false tagets. The sputlous

signaI3 may be causod by a vmadty of socznrcs suchi as ftnrnsmtfte harmnim ramb mitar spurIoLm
signals, trrnsmitter =WIp~tude and phase vra~tions over the pulse bzndwdth, I4O doteector ph=*e mnd
amplitude imbalances, finaw frequency modulation (LFM) non4incazedes, eto. Once the effects of 1/Q
imbalances and windowing wre known, the transmit~ter spurious signals cean be specified to be below
the maxi mum acceptable level. Transmitter hamnonics ame filtered. 'The pulse banKdwIdh vill only be
a small percentage of the transmitter bandWioth. Variatons over the pulse bandwidth will be
negligible. 'The spurs resulting from LFM non-Unearties may be accounited for by the SAW device
manufacturer.

This example considers a clutter signal and a target signal at fth minimum doppler frequency
which is SCR dB below the clutter signal. The minimum doppler frequency is the, lowest doppler
frequency detectable following clutter blanking. Thus, this is the worst case clutter sind target return
acceptable to the radar. The composite signal Is broken ifto hI-phase and qusdrature components.
The "wwindowed" spectrum Is calculated, aid then a vindow Is applied tb the received pulses to
reduce leakage of target doppler into adjacrnt bins.,

Assumptions:
5 deg. (Mkaximumn phase mnismatch between I and Q channels)

A -. 5 dB (Mlaxdmum amplitude mismatch between I and Q channels)
AOA = 10 A =0. 9441 (Convert to linear)

Calculations:

Frequency of the clutter (Hz): to = N.0 Hz fo 0 Hz

Frequency of the target (Hz): ni -=PR2.5 Hz fl -2.34103 Hz
N

Signal to, Clutter Rateo: SCR 7 ClutfiltRej - SubClutVis SCR -- 60 dB

RelativelInearmag: w 1:10 20 MI=0.001

PRF

1 cos'2iltfO~ti).smlcos(2.i*fl-ti) (cos~.t~..+± 2-nfltt 2180))-2 1801,2 8)

H .zCff(b) (Compute the FFT of the unwindowed 1&0 data)
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M  floorfl max :I HM!(or m eFanomUzM iR) max], (Compute the rcnitwe of tt-3 FFT arx; normalize

N ~~the m=g•t~e spctrum by the mwdvr value
wt,lch Is HM In this case)

Hi =if- <0lOo,.210,20tOgIIIl - ClutFilrRejI
\max 1max,

Now apply a Dolph window to the I&Q data to set the appropiate widefobe level (SLL)

.SLL::. SCR+ MinSIR SLL =60

RR:= 1• A -- € --- j .acosh(RR) 1  (Calcuatconstant related to desired sidelob-"...)
NN- 1,

n L I., _N (Indices for calculton of DOph cff••,w!)
2

N 
-

"2 (.k) 2  -qA(-)- . 1N 1 j ) f2 N
Dolph - 2 ' (n must be even)

qfn (q - .)!.(q + n - lU!. 2 q)!

X .=0..N-- 1

2

w ::D o;ph_ WN_ Dolph +, (Assign the approuae Taylor coefficent to
2 2 each time sample.)

hw, : W - (0 + i ).&.Wi (Weight the target samples with the Taylor coeffidents.)

HW = cfft(hw) (Compute the FFT of the windowed I&Q data

max.= IHWMI

W W i. I,20 . - " (Compute the normalized magn• deHWý =if <O"1°,-210,20.1og '-=-- - Cklut~iej,
max MAX in dB of this FFT)
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O HW3 =-88.87 dB HW 13W m-95.85 d5 H3 m-94.21 dB H13=-113.55dB

HW4 =-91.04 dB HW12 =-90.33 dB H4= -103.67 dB H12 W-114.33dB

HMW -- 93.16 dB HW11 =--93.17 dB Hs -- 107.9 dB H1 m --114.57dB

40- m I r

Wi"

-100

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16

AWindowed FIT response

Hi -7 ,
w.

-100- : i ,

-'II
0 2 4 d 1 10 12 14 16

" Unwindowed FFT respon

The above windowed FFT response indicates the ability to see the target in the clutter and 1/Q
imbalances after clutter blanking. The target is minimal and at the lowest ueeable doppler frequency
after clutter filtertng and blanking.

0
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ODnrltfon of Smtim Phns and CNuofr S-chr•! lre Noise Floor

To opftmiz the recivar dcegn, the clufttr ncda flocr of the sydtsm should be specified such that it
is a minimum number of d13 bolo the achleveable thsrnim now floor. 10 to 15 dB Is typlcal. The cluter
noise floor will be the result of the phI e rdse of the o3c.lators used in upcorwerclon I downcorwerdon
chain of the radar as well as supply voltage ripple in the usmmiller. The objective i to dlsign the
system so that the phase noise of the worst cme occillator Is the Ulmhfn factor on the systam's dutter
phase noise. UsutJly it Is fe h-Chest frequency oscillator. In some cames, a mlploe etoe upconvert~on
scheme i used so dint low frequency osc:llstors with superior phose noise performance can be used to
arive at the ftwist frequency.

The analysis Is started by modeling the phase noise envelope of the worst ph0=e noise oscillator. A
Bode plot of the oscillator skirt im be drawn using poles to mak the knee pcints in the curve. The Bode
plot apprh is used to dedve a plot of L(f), the phase nose speal densty, which is defnl as the
ratio of the single sidaband phase noise power per Hertz relabve to the crrier power. The plot will be
used to also sat the madmum allowable total noise contributons from the other components in the
exciter 1 transmittr chzin.

Assumptions:

nl :-I (Phase Noise pole order. I => 20 dB/decade,
0.5=> 10ddBldecade, ...)

fc= = 10 Hz (Phase Noise clrder offset frequency)

O dL! =.75 dBc/Hz (Madmum lowebbe phse noise magnitude @fcl)

a 2  0.0625 (Phe noise pole order. 1 => 20dB/decade,

0.5 => 10 dBdecade. ...)
fc2 10000 Hz (Phase Noise carrier offzet frequency)

dBL2 := 135dBciHz (Madmum allowable phase noise magnitude § fc2)

fbreak 10000 (L(f) break frequercy)

Calculations:

B
f:; 10,1000.. ! Hz (Phase noise sklrt frequency range of Interest)

2

f3dB C (Flicker phase noise 3dB frequency)
I ,(1 f-BI= 17
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L l(f):- (Fricer ncrse vverage power per Herz reaive to cztper)/ ;_f \2

f2%-3dB Ii

f _3dB2 42 (White phase noise 3dU frequency)i' _

ML, f 3d2=ý0 (Hz)
10o

L 2(f) 1 + (White noise average power per Hertz relative to carder)

L(f) =if~f<l0000,L (f),L 2 (f)) (Oscillaftor phase noise average power per Hertz relative
to the carrier power, dBciHz)

0 '-7

, oCL(r))

-130
-15I I I

o0 100 1000 11104 1-'d
f

When a signal returns from a target and is downconverted by the same oscillator, some of the phase
noise of the osillntor will be canceled due to correlation. This effect is known as the range correlation
effect The Improvement in the phase noise skirt of the output waveform can be modoled for a given rang
delay. In this example, the transmitter Is the largest cornibutor to the transmitted noise floor level and
thus the rewge correlation effect does not apply.

0
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M0 Comp (number of spectral lines cO6!t.ned *th poLt5eA'n '.rww 'm _.)

PRF

NP (bandwkdh of an FFT bin in Hertz)N
M-I

m 1..- (dutter spectrai line Index)
2

kk ... N2 (FFTb inIndex)
2

First the average noise power is computed relatve to the carrier in an FFT bin's bandwidth which rasults
from the clutter spectral line at the fundamental caoier frequency.

Pcaricrx= AfL.kk.hf) d~c (Average upper sideband phase noi e power
resulting from the corder)

Pcn _erWk.= Pcafrierk dBc (Average lower sideband phase noise power
resuting from the carier)

Next, the average power relative to the cartier in a bins bandwidth which results from the replicas of the
clutter spectral lines to the left (or negative frequencies) of the fundamental carrier frequency is added.

inr mPRFJ

Pnck ::Af-L(kk-,f.ý-m.PRF). 2(OIP!

I[ UJlI mPF.112m • (B Q= I

I- ' 'I

fm PRIF

L 2 2 ,,

Finally, the average noise power relative to the carrier contribuon from the rep&As of the clutter specwral
lines to the right (or positive frequencies) of ft fundamental carrier is added. Agaln, the noise power Is
caculated in a mbanwdth of an FFT bin.
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PPOS,, AZf L((N -kk)-Af +(m - I)PRF) i-i 2
m PRF

-2

gin I -Pt-
(B comp'll

~~N-k =Af.L(kk.Af -IfrPRF)- 2

WMPR

PnoiSekk' ar~nerl 4 PD% - Pposkk

Noie -kk '6)kk '% k' "Nk

kk zO..N- I

PNoise :=iftfow<i~ ' PXoIsekl
kk knSkk<1 k"a

Decimation of the sampled waveform into range bins coherentiy aliases fie phase noise In the
kktldoppler bin with the kkth doppler bin of each PRF line w1Vhn the pulse bandv~fth. Decimaton
also coherently aliases the signal in the kklii doppler bin with the kktl' doppler bin of each PRF
line. Thereore, the signal to clutter phase noise ratio in each doppler bin remain unchanged
th rough the decmation procews
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:-K

-,oo ~ onr n, mn1A
kk

A- Phase noise power in each FFT bin bandwidth from cl•er

The eubdutter visibiity is also dependan? upon tha wndow applied to the rwge rwmples. A 60
dB Dolph window can be appied to cluttar return samples that have boen preVkcly clutr noth
atterxn.oed by 30 dB to caicuhte the Vwindowed" spectrum. Based on the cbote clutter phase noise
calculation end fie follovfn "windowed" clutter ceacul•ion, a total subdLe'tr vWiciity may be
specfled.

PRF
Frequency of the lutter (Hz): f0 :- .0 Hz fo =0

N
i ':O ..N - I t. = --

I PRF
ccosf2. f0-t.+•i (Quadraturedutter 6gnal)

1=osi2.wiu.1t; (inph1seclutteruignal) i ' 2/

Qh. =f +(0- -i~

H zcfwh) (Compute the FFT of th LunyWndowed 1&Q0a-)

M = ow~Al. max =4
(Compute Me magrnitde of this FFT ancl noraTrize

I NV the magnitude spectrum by the mcudmum value
which Is HM In thi case)

H H :fL <19'0,.2 10,G Hig I ) I
H max kmax,

Now apply the Dolph window to the 1&Q data.

hwi ::t.W,, - (0 + i -- W,

HW = cfft(hw) (Compute the FFT of the windowed I&Q data)

MI.X IHWMI
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HWO - 10, 210.20.log( [Tý ClutFildRej I (Compute the nonrdr~izad magrntude
a ,ma ma uindBof ths FFr)

A A.

-110) -

J-Windowed Normalized Chlutter J- Unwindowed Normalized Clutter
Compingthepreviously czlc~icted normalized cutrpaer~s n h ~d dnraie

clutter, the subiclutter visibilty "fe clutter blankirn may be'safely specified ms 90 d3. Therefore, any
In bmid sprossignals from the transmritter adSAW dvcsuabelwthen the conler In
decibels by the sum of the required subclutter visbility and the mlnrrmum signail to Interference refo.
SubC Viz-,: - SubChitVL#

Subcvjs~ Rx,=Pc Ri - SubClutfis s.;1 jre, -vf toth #^ ict%& ropchov A #*o.fr rmal.)
MVU& l lt1w uwl ý o " .

-2J

0 2 4 6 9 0 1 4 1

SubC ai.___ ____ ___ ___ ____ ___ ___ ____ ___ ___
Spc-dSboutrVmblt ee
CacltdAg4silao-hg os
Calculated1 WidwdCute pcra ekg

th 2wa an 6o grae 10a 124 14cf a.116 ~ ronte=~

SciniicRsac SoporaioidSblnr VCilt L4ve



Appendix C (Radar Calculations) tO ARTr T.echn.•,•! • ,nrt

DVrvtIon of Ovrill System D;c.• Lntlo n P. rrrince

The graph below exploits the results of all the previous cdculatcns except AGC. The plots shows the
expected receiver input levels for the 100 squre meter taget. the I squnre meter target and the calculate
clutter return with Its re3pecive phase noise. They we compared to the receiver Input level that would
saturate the A/D converter and the rlrdmum detectable sgnal.

AGC low' Pmax RX - 10 d8m (Threshold of AGO operaton)

AGC :Pbig+ 10 dBm (Upper minimum limitofAGC operation)

AGC :=(Pbig- PmaxRX) -20 AGC -59.2 dB (nrdmum required dynamic range of AGC
with a 20 dB safety marln.)

10 .... .. ... . . ... . .. ...... . ............... .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

.0

1 0P'i R4y~-

w6%

) CaluRt, scive lu¢ _ _w

RX0 -7-

-- - -- - - -- - -- - - ------------------

C S fisr X -r t-0 0 e

A-C o-w_ " ___2_oe rp t

S130 C - -

100sq.m. s" ipial reevriptv.range

Calculated received clutter power
Specified visibility relative to clutter power received
Maximum receiver input to match A/D saturation level
Minimum detectable signal receiver input level

*Upper minimum limit of receiver AGC operation
-. Lower threshold of receive AGC operaton
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Rapresentative High PRF C
Receiver and Signal Prcossor Subcyz m Porcrrmance Analysi3

Specified Ridar Parmm~t

c =3.10 m/sec. (velocity of light)

f .= 10o9 H-Iz (tanmitted center frequLefy)

5.=€ m. (frnsmitted center frequency wavelength) ?. = 0.03 m.
f

gisx= 150000 m. (maxdimum specified range)

1 min ` I sq. m. (mnimum spe•ffed target crcssecd.. -,ar)

Pt 80000 W. (Iransmitter output power)

Tpulse =7-106 seC. (Expanded ftnsnitted pulsewldth in second.)

B 0rp:=O. 10 Hz (Pulse Compresslon Chirp Bad V..d...

PRF 1 105000 Hz (trwrnmitted pulse repihion frequency)

DopBinBW = 900 Hz (Specified Doppler bin bandwidth)

::flor pBiBW, (Number of FFrlntegracne - Nub . f e,.,

N-=116

MinS[R =0 dB (Required SIR for Pd and Pfa for Swerling I target)

coamp = i pul sac. (Compressed and we!"hte ' .ule'dth

B rop B -amp = 1.33.10' Hz (Compressed and weighted pulse bandwidth)
'comnp

SubClutVis : 95 dB (Specified subclutter visibility)

ClufltilRej = 30 dB (Specified clutterflter rejecton)

k = 1.38.10 23 w2attdeg.K*Hz) (,o.,.,n,,,s ,rt,-,

F : 2.512 (Receiver Noise Fiure = 4 dB)

MxSNR AD := 75 d8 (Measued A/D signal-to-noise ratio)
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O Mm'vi~n of Rnc~Thrr Gnim
The receiver should be designed to amplify the ig•ad as much as posSible wvhout increasing the ncose flo
of the system. This accomplished incre2SIg the gnin of the receiver un"ji tha no•se in the recdver is equal
to the noise floor Inroduced by the A/D converter. Therefore, to cal~culto the receiver gain, the noise pow
introduced into the system by the A/D convertor must first be calculated.

Assumptions:

V pp .=2.0 v. (Maximum peak-to-peak voltge leve! for converter)

Rind =50 ohms (A/D Converter Input Impedance)

T :=290 deg. Kelvin (amblent temperature)

T A = 100 deg. Kelvin (antanna noise temperature)

L A 1.5849 (losses between the antenna and receiver = 2.0 dB)

L am= 1.4125 (Mismatched receiver S/N rat loss = 1.5 d3)

Calculations:

V
V rM - V : M 0.71 v. (Maxdmum AID RMS voltage)

V 20 PnxAD:= PwIAD=O.OI W. (Madmum ADaveragepower=10d~m)
Rload

PflorAD:l0Iog AD jJM SR AD Pfo~ -65 d 8 1- (AiV ml u fioor)
If 3

Pfo• AD

Pfloo AD: 10( .10 1o W (Convert from dBm units to Watts)

It Is assumed that the nide power In the receiver measured witn the bandwidth of the pulse. Therefore. t
noise power incident on the AID converter Is given by:

Pfloor AD.L A"T 'pulse"B cmpN (Receiver Gain to match Receiver
"" AF pulse CORP) Noise Floor to AJD Noie Floor given

1MM antenna nose temp., lon ==ween
receiver aid wt-nno, SAW filter losses
and the receiver nose figure.)

00
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DirIvatlnn of Receiver Pre-AGC DMn,,n c R.fnae

Having calculated the receiver gain, tho mndmum input to the raceiver =cn now be cQculatd by
removing the calculated gain of the receiver from the maxdmum Input power to the AID converter.

Assumptions:

None

Calculations:

PmxxAD =10 Pmax ADI dr

Pmaxp.X r PmaxAD - l~log'Go) Pm1x0l -33.01 d'm

The minimum signal Input to the receiver such that the signal at the A/D converter input is equal to
the noise floor may be calculated by removing the maximum SNR of the A/D from the maximum
input power to the receiver.

PMloor RX Pmax RX - MaxSNR AD Pfloor RX-108.01 dBm

0
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DerivAtion of the Ctittm-rfs R-ceiver Automntic GPln Control Renuirements

The receiver automatc g•n control (AGC) will serve to prevwnt the receiver from being satazlad
by excesve clutter returns or close range targoet. Tho AGC will W•o provide for cortant angle
tracking sensitivity (volts per degree er'or) over large signal dyrnmic range variatons and target
range.

The AGC will be applied to the middle stages of the amplifier chain to preserve the receiver noise
figure and the mmdmum undistorted output of the final stage. The AGC control signal will be
delived froin the matched filter output The AGC will control the ccqth.Aon and track sum channel
as well as the difference azimuth and elevation track channel gains.

To determine the requirements of the AGC, some esmate of the level of incoming signals must
be made. Therefore, a discussion of target signal dynamic range is included. Assuming full receiver
gain, a compr•nison of the receiver input that will saturate the A/D converter to the expected target
signal dynamics will provide the minimum requirements of the AGC.

Assumptions:

•recove 10-6 sec. (Dupgexer recovery time)

a Max- - 100 m2  (Maximum expected target RCS)

G A -=20000 (Antenna Gain = 43 dBi)Q L : 1.5849 (Loss between the transmitter and the antenna 2.0 dB)

I. 2way 1.2589 (Round trip loss between antenna and target = 1.0 dB)

Calculations:

Tearet DMvmic Range

The mrinmum target detection range Is determined by the duplexer recovery time and the
rnsmitted pulsewidth.

R min , C.puin -crecovery R 2, =262.5 m. (Minmum detecton range of the radar)
2

0
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0 The radar returns of the target at the minimum through the maximum ranges can now be cat!VJB.ed
and compared to the maximum and minimum eignalr the AID can handle.

R max (target range index)
tr =1..

1000
Rt = lO00& m. (target range)

Pmax tr Pmax ,X (maximum unattenuWed receiver input for AID wturation)

Mfloor Poor (minimum unmttemated rem...r in it tn m-..th AM n•kn flrw)

Pmin* - U X2- W. (Power received from smallest specified target

(4x)3* "Rt) 4'L xntT"L 2way-L A (.1 sq. m.) versu required backing range.)

PMinO.Xf 109 Oog1  RX SBm (Convert to dBm units)
.001

Pt.A U•.max .)-
PmaxR, -- 'r-4 W. (Power received from largest expected target

(4.)3 (R,).L xmtL 2 A (100 sq in.) versus required tracking range.)

Pmaxao RX W-I0. Po8 t R- dBm (Convert to d~m units)

~4* * -*--- ---------------- __

r a RYIT -45

Pain_ RX, .- 5

__• •""- _I_-
POO-RX, _ _ _ __ _ _ _- - - -- - - --- -- -- -- --- -- '----- '----

-125. __

-2124 4-:04 6.104 ,'104 1-105 1.2!T 10' 1.4-.1
Rtr

- 100 sq. m. target signal receiver input v& range
S1sq. m. target signal receiver input vs. rane

"- maximum receiver input to match A/D saturation level
"minimum receiver input to match noise floor

0
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AGC Mrimum Reurmem;r*ft

2 .2

Pbig:- - W. Power received from largest expected target
(4.7)'./R L ,4 t 2wLyLA (100 sq. m.) at mrNrmum range.)

Pbzig l= 0og/- i dBm (ConverttodBmunits) Pbig--3.38 d~m\.OOl.,

AGC (Pbig- Pmaxp Rx+ 20 AGC =49.63 dB (Minimumrequiredd amicrangeofAGC
with a 20dB safety margin.)

The above calcucation asmumes that the gain of the receiver is set to the value that matches the
noise floor of the receiver to that of the AID converter, that the threshodd for AGC operation is 10 dB
less than the AID saturMton receiver input level and thAt the maxdmum recftver Input for AGC
operai Is 10 dB greater thaz that of the largest targat the shorterstrge.
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O IDrlvyflon of the MlnImum lD.it-cfbe Signal
Provi••sly, fit receiver Cn w"as calculcted to equaze the ndIe power in the receiver meaevred

within the 4 dS bandwidth of the compressed pulsewidth to the nolze power In the A/D converter also
measured In a pulewidth of bandwidth. The effect of range gating implemaned In the form of
decimnting the d4Uzod range lines will be to aias the thermtl noise In the pdf.ewld- of receiver
bandwidth into the PRF bandwidth of the FFT. The FFT will divide this noise power evenly Into N bins
of bmx-width, where N Is the number of pulses In the FFT. The target Doppler which Is cortined in
orgy one bin for VID procees;ng will compte agsnst only one bin of noise. Therefore, the effectve
system thermal noise floor must be modified.

Assumptions:

None

Calculations:

Pfloor A
termal noise : ---- AD (Noise Power in a FFT bin of bandwidth)N

l01ogr--- nois u-9564 d~m
10-13

O Therefore, given the effective processing gOn, N, for the number of pulses used in the FFT, the
minimum detectable signal power which will be detected by the radar can be calculated. The range of
skgnal powers Is given by the dynamic range of the AID converter plus the coherent processing gain.

DR =MxSNRAD10- log(N)- MrnSLJR dB (DCe.tectabletargetarom•sw.ton
dynamic range)

DR -95.64 dB

PmbAD -PmaxAD- DRStem dBm (Mnlmum detectable signal power at the input to the
AID converter.)

Pm8AD= -85.64 dBm

PmdubX =PdsAD- 10Io0(G 9 ) (%nl"u .... po"*rt";"i""' to,,,

PmRX -- 128.65 d~m

da RX PmdsRX

0
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QDerivatlon of S~delab eand-Ml~ntý-MIm Clun-IrP 0o~

The return zign~l for a pulsed r-.dnr sy-Aam include scatter from niot only the deL-rcd targets Wu
from undesired objects as well. These undesired objects wre collectively cz~ed clubtr mnd can
include thinps uch as Vie ground, structures on the ground, birds, bIsects, chaff. weather
precipitaftin and mmny others. It is a well documented fact that modelling clutter for radar analy$13 Is
dlifficult at best and usually takes the teem of a collection of simplifying assumplions with documented
ground reflectivibes. This analysis will also make saveral assumptions that will result In a calculatable
eff ectve clutter radar cross section.

The simplfyifng assumptions made here include:

1. There willbenn tretial stuctues eithernatural ormanmadepresenlt within
the radar's field of viiew. Any natural vegetation or ground surface Irregularities
will be accounted for wi th Ve assumed ground reflectivty.

2. There w~ill be no Orborns clutter such as birds, precip;stzton, etc.
3. The antenna lobe stuzue Will be aissued to be perfectly symmetric In a volume of

revolution around boreright In the non-tcorned mods. In the scoinned mode, the resultant
grating lobes wIll necessarily be accounted for.

4. The antenna lobes of interest vill illuminate the ground uniformly wittn their half-prywer
beamwidths.

The cra section of ground seen by Vie radar Is a function of the trarnsit pLise~dth and theO ~ ~wfteria beamwidth. For desances close to tha radar, the antoinn beamWldt limits the illuminatd
ground area For dia~ancos far from the radar, the pulsewidth of the trawnmitted signal Wmits the
illuminated area For airborne radar, the determination of which case to use is made by using the
calculation method that produces the mmamumn ground return. The scenarios; are different for grouned
based radar and airborne radar. For airbomne radar, if the maln lobe bs pointin down, the main lobe Is
typically the most significant ground Illuminator. The ground based radar is typically concerned with
alrborne targets As such, the main lobe Is usually above horizon anid Mhe only contributor to the
ground clutter are fte sidelobes. Any uidelobes Vhat *01 produce ground returns will be those that are
physically directed below horizontal. The radar antenra vdli only be a low meters off the ground. Any
contribuling ground patches will be the same distance from Vie artorwa ws the target Is from the
antenna. This Is due to range gating. Range gating limb ts received clutter energy. Orgy the
patches of ground Illumrinate by the sldelobes Via? ere withtin the same 'range Win as the target will
contribute to the clutter power competing with Vie target Since the target rairge will be significantly
larger than the height of the antenna. the patch size will be both pulsewidth and beamwldtth limited. It
will be radially pulseWedth E-mited and saimuthaily beamwidth limited.
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0 Assumptions:

HA = 23 m. (antenra height above ground)

eT =05 deg. (target ngle above horizon)

N SL - 6 (highest order antenna sidelobe effecively conribuing
to clutter)

n SL = 1.. N SL (nth sidelobe conributing to clutter)

G0AO =10 ,o (Main Beam Gain) 10-1og(Gslo" =43.01

Obwo = .85 deg. (Mvan Beam HPBW)

PaO :0 deg. (Main Beam Pointing Angle)

101og(A) - 24 101*og(G A.)- 32.

Gal :10 10 (1st Sidelobe Gain) GsI4 10 1o (4th Sidolobe Gain)

ebw3 =.429 deg. (1st SL HPBW) ,bw4 :.643 deg. (4th SL HPOW)

#Pat-1.25 deg. (lst SL Pointng Angle) pa4 =3.125 deg. (4th SL Pointing Angle)

LO ,sý ý5.) -32 10n ^(G A) - 325

C-sl 10 to (2nd Sidelobe Gain) Grsi, . 10 (5th Sldoicbo Gain)

.5 :=536 deg. (2nd SL HPBW) ebw5  18.5 deg. (th SL HPBW)

#p& =2.2 deg. (2nd SL Pointing Angle) 4p.s =4.28S deg. (Sth SL Pointing Angle)

10-iol(O A - 321k~q)

G01 := 10 to (3rd Sidelobe Gain) CA6 1 10 (6th Sidelobe Gain)

Obw 3 :1. deg. (3rd SL HPBW) ebw6 :1. deg. (ft SL HPBW)
#p% .=24.5 deg. (3rd SL Pointing .Ag!e) A ..- d74. (•,, SL of, A,-, .;

110 1 "r-y,6 ,u.f %W Iw.I"'vVr W~

00 -0.01 (Ground reflection coefficlent -20 dS)

0
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O• Calculations:

A high PRF radar exhibit ambiguous range. As such the clutter power received compztng with
the target Is the power received from all the anmbig"us ranges. Therefore, targets at a for range will
compete with close range. mid-range and far ravge clutter. Mathematically, the range can be broken
into sections of length equal to the wiambigous range.

R • m. (Unambiguous range.) RL W1.43.lO0 M.
2.PRF

neg =35 (Number of segments the .-. WU W.M"IM r"- d ," ;" W o.n" i-"./

fCgL m. (Segment length) segL a 40.32 m.
nieg

m r 1.. floor Rlh3X (Unambiguous range lenigth ild•X.- 104
lieR=

"ar :1.. nseg (Range index ithn each unambiguous range length begment.)

cRv r' =f,(m 1 - 1).Run]1+(nrjw&L) m. (Roe gfor cutter oalculations which wll be equated
with the target range.)

r HA- cR $,ine. 2- m. (Target aibudeabve ~ grud lfe ag Is
equal to range of target Il'on antenna.)

SEP = the physical seperaton between the target and clutter point

The antenna, target and clutter point form a plane. The radius from the antenna to the target and
clutter point a cR. The physical separation between the target and clutter point can be calculated
by.

ISEP(D SL m rnr)\

i 0.2.x' 212
4 2 \360'o R ,

or

SEP(. SL,n,," - sin. (sepaation between target and clutter patch)

i tii R er h Corpo 2 360,1 I .0
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Appendix C (Radar Calculations) to ARTB TeChn,•o.,f RPanr

0 When viewed from above, the apparent an.e betAeA'rt 0-...r •4,,, *%A t , so ism,, 4s*

antenna at the vortax Is a furnc"on of:
(Since the separaton 13 fixed by range
Had sidelobe aigle, an argument

I T, ,r.greaWthramonewoudindc~tathe
SL'rr) SL>O,asi•S 0 Smdr invaldity of the sidelobe causing clutter

inSEPfSLmrnJJ1n retuomfoa tcrgotof the incctadrange

and height)
HT.

'OVP• "nP~ SLL, m~ n r)ltOapp~ns=if n) inSL>O~i 1S1*16'n j. (a $P nSL,Mvn ",0 01 deldg.
kOSL-mr12) r11 i j

The tit angle is the angle subtended by the ground and the line between the clutter patch and target

The apparent distance from the antenna to the clutter point when viewed from above is a function of:

St AA___
e f A<1~asrn( HA rod.

Rclp. V r." 0 G. r'n m. (apparent ditsnce from antenna to the clutter patch when
%viewed from above.)

For th* pulsewidth liOited case, the main beam ground clutter return may be calculated as !'ftIw.
The Intersecton of the ground and main beam forms a hyperbola.

t 2., Obwo (Half length of the major exis which is the sepermion between origin which Iso 4iHA-0(1 -- - )the antenna location and the hyperbola vertex which is the closest ground
1,360 2 i pint which is illuminnaed by the main beam.)

b =HA (Half length of the minor axis.)

In rectangular coordinates, asuming the cenftr 'I* One crikn, the s e ftin. f"~: 4,,^'

2 2

-2 b 2

. ( P m. (Y axis extent of hyperbcl a&. @:lmi. tx t "" - x . " -4.

YinT-8r, 2.atsm_ Y'YT.m rad. (Azimuth angular coverage of ground clutter patch of main
RI,,0 beam.)

mbAcp,, <lff Rcp, >1, 2 RCPm s, CmO, 0

2. os (6G 2: %
,ini. R c p
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Appendix C (Radar Calculations) to ARTB Technical Report

O For the piseviddh limited case, a ,,Inglel ,,,,•,nAt, ,,•,.h *;To ie ,4%,n ,,.

1 "T1 OM, .

There will be two Identcal patches based on antenna sidelobe symmetry. Therefore, the total clutter
patch area for a sidelobe pair can be descibed by:

AcP( SLmr,nl) )=I %360
<1P'nLmrn , ,O( ,mb.p

The ground reflcctvity varies as a function of terrain, structures, ground conductivity, ground
dielectric constant, frequency, grazing angle and vage --on. There have been nunmrous studI
documented to determine the avorage ground clutter reflection coefficient. For Ku band, a generous
reflection coeffident Is 0.01 or -20 dB.

.01

Therefore, for 1he sidelobes considered, the total effective ground clutter RCS may be described by-
S=Odx A',sLzlvl~ m12

0 SL

The total power returned to the receiver from the clutter patchf, may be computed using the radar
range equation. Since each sidelobe pair corresponds to different gain levels, the total effective
ground clutter calculated above must be moctifled In th. range equmfion.

The clutter returns from all the amlbguous ranges must be folded Into the clutter power received
for the first unambiguous range segment, Beyond Ohat segment, the clutter power competing with
the target energy will be equivalent for each following unambiguou rage length segment

P .'t"%(0.302E AcP(nSL'mrnr) /

(4.x) 3  
\r ,,.,) 4 S W.

Pc R I , R ..! +
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PCP

Pc p~t.'=i\Pc pjO•\tG 0 01ogf '1.2001/ t , G; d~m

-. 4€ t I

-VVV ;':I, v•/1j •,',' •'•

0SL 21 j 10S141.-0 .- 0

-4C2"10412"8

.001/
-.7

-0 200 400 60 I30 0lw 1200 1400
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Appendix C (Radar Calculations) to ARTS 7^041%n-8 R3-p---a

D ertvation of Smidmrsi Fxti, T~r,,rt Ponimr Lrw,7-j
Spuriou signals in a radar of suMd, cnt magnrx:e will ppe-" as false ftrgt•t. The spurous

signals may be cused by a variety of scurces such as tfrnsmhter harmonics, trarmiter spudous
signals, twntmer amplibhde and phase v.-itaons over the pulce bcMdMlU, I1Q detctor ph -se an
amplitude Imbalances, linear frequency modulfxon (LFM) non-linew-in, eft. Once the effects of VQ
Imbalances and windowing are known, t tranamrnNr spuious zgn2ls can be spedlod to be below
the madmum acceptable level. Transmitter harmoicks are filtered. The pulis bandWdth will only be
a small percentge of the trmmNrer bzrOdth. Vzda~ions over the puae ,bandwid4 will be
neglgible. The spurs resuling from LFM non-lneartes may be accourtod for by the SAW device
manufacturer.

This example considers a duttar cignal and a target signal at tie ninimum doppler frequency
which Is 95 dS below the cutt-a signal. The minimum doppler frequency is the lowest doppler
frequency detectable followirg clutter blanking. Thus, this is the worst c=ae cluttr and target return
acceptable to the radar. The compo-Jt signal is broken into hI-phaso and quodrature components.
The 1unwindowed" sp•-•&rum is colculated, and then a 65 dB Taylor window is applied to the received
pulses sfter clutter attenuaton of 30 dB to reduce leakage of target doppler into adjacnt bins.

Assumptions:
#.=5 deg. (Maudniuni phwse mkwah between I and Q channces)

A =-.5 dB (Maximum anplitude mismatch between I and Q channels)
A) A =10 A = 0.9441 (Convert to linear)

Calculations:

Frequency of the clutter (Hz): ft) = PF.O. Hz fO- 0 Hz
N

Frequency of the target (Hz): fl"=--.-.3.5 Hz fl=3.17"10 Hz
N

Signal to Clutter Rato After Clutter Atltnuation: SCR = ClutFRej - SubClutVis SCR -65 dB
SCR

Relative linear mag: m :=10 20 ml -5.6234-10-

i:=O..N- I t. '-
PRF

,'o2f . 2 ) •s0o 2 180";
h. =f + (0- 1.

H - cfi(h) (Compute the FFT of the unwindowed 1&Q data)
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Appendix C (Radar Calculations) to ARTB Technical Report

M zfl ----fr =mx o114
(Comu t magnPtde of ths FFT wd normaize

N 1he magr•d•o spectrum by the maxdmum vWue
wtich is HM In this case.)PH. 10' 'H I , I,'

H. fif "- <10" 0 210,20 l]og j-. ClutFiltPej;

\x max,

Now apply a Taylor window to the I&0 data to set the appropriate sidelobe level (SLL)

SLL :-SCR-MinSIR SLL-=65

nbar :10 (Number ofdelo held atthe desired level.)

RR -10 A = (Calcultce const reiated to doe~ted edelobe ievei.)

nber
2 (Scdng factor)

/A 
2- (nbar- 

2

m l..nbar- I a :O..nbar - I nl : I. nbar- I (indicestforrccclabofTTaylor

coefficints)2" 1
((nbar- 1) 1)2. 1 - 2 n "

F . -- -2
" (nbur - I + u) .(nbar - J - ny.

x =0,1..- - I (Taylor coeffflient index)
2

L:=N- 1 (Tota length of the number of time samples)

21

Tsyloi- FO -\ 2- F '

S2-x. F I 2(ý2u (Calculate the Taylor coeffidents.)

S Ifi-0.63 2R-soerh)--4oo d8 (EfflioeCc5id
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0
W= :=TAY IN W, N Taylor (Assign the appropriast Taylor coefficent to-- ) +ý each tme sample.)

hw, (-W.W.ei(O-i )gWi ghtthe t-etsampf" ,,ththeTayo coefficients.)

HW -cfft(hw) (Compute the FFT of the windowed I&Q0 da

max JIMMI maxl1.71 M=O

,, if xo H <I, C-ztFidtUj (Compute the normalized magritudeMW. :=it'•-J<10 ,-210,20- og' .... ,- A.3
Ik Max \max i j rndB of FFr)
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HW4 -- 94.46 dB HW1 12 -- 99.57 dB H ---99.19 dB H-112 --119 dB

-W- W-100.53 dB HW1II =-101.08d H5 =-108.71 dB HII =--12Z41 dB

HW6 -- 105.46dB HW ,O--105.48dB H-6-113.12 dB H lo--123.82 dB

-7C

I ti

0 20 40 60 O0 100

. Windowed FFT reponse

A -

-1

-130

-1 .4

0~ 20 4060 so 200

J- Unwindowed Mespons

The above windowed FTresponse indicates the ability to see the target In the clutter and 1/0

0
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OrtvtIon ofLSatem Phase and Clutter Spectral Lenkage Noi0se Floor

To optmiz the receiver desgn. the cluer noise floor of the system should be specified such tha it is
a minimum number of dB below the achleveable thermal noise floor. 10 to 15 dB is typical. The clu•ter
noise floor will be the result of the phase noise of the oscillatori used in upoonmon I downconversion
chain of the radar as well es supply voltage ripple In the transmitter. The objectve is to design the sysem
so that the Wse noise of the worst case cocillator Is the Uitng factor on the systems dlutter phase
noise. Usually It is the ht-'hezt froquency oscillator. In some cases, a multiple stage upconversion
scheme Is used eo that low frcquency odlllators with superor phase noise performance can be used to
arive at the t-rnft frequency.

The analyis Is sarted by modelIng the phase noise envelope of the worst ph me noise o3llator. A
Bode plot of the oscillator skirt can be drawnw using poles to mark the knee pcrnta In the curve. The Bode
plot approach is used to derive a plot of L(f), the phase noise sl density, wich Is defined s the ralo
of the single sideband phase noise power per Hertz relative to the carder power. The plot will be used to
aWso set the mwdmum allowable total noise coritbutions from the other components In the exciter
ransnitter chain.

Assumptions:

n: (Phase Noise pole order. 1=> 20 dBdecade,
0.5 => 1OdBdcade,...)

f,01 :: 10 Hz (Phase Noise carder offset frequency)OdBLI 75 d~c/Hz (Ma-dmum allowble phase nobse magrntue CY fC4)

n 2 =0.C.625 (Phase noise pole order. I -> 20 dB/decade,
0.5 => 10 dB/decade, ...)

fc2 = 10000 Hz (Phase Noise carrier offset frequency)

dBL2 = - l35dBciHz (Maxdmum alowale phase noise marnitude @ fc2)

f M : 10000 (L(f) break frequency)

Calculations:

f Z10.1000.. BmP Hz (Phase noise skirt frequency range of Interest)

2
fC1

f3dBI (Flicker phase nidse 3d0 frequency)

)
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L 1f 2 (Flicker noise average power per Hertz relaive to carrier)
+

f42

f3dB2 (White phase noise 3dB frequency)

!!g; 22

10

L 2(f.): + (f- 2. (White noise average power per Hertz relative to carrier)

UPf --if(f<10000, L (f),L 2(f)) (Osilator phase nalse average power per Hertz reladve

to the carrier power, dBc/Hz)

S-IS II

-5c0

-1" I I I I

When a signal returns from a target and is downconverted by the same oscillator, some of the phase noise
of the osdilabor will be canceled due to correlation. This effect is known as the range correlation effect.
The Improvement In the phase noise sldrt of the output waveform can be modolod for a given range delay.
In this exainmple, the tranmItter is the largest contibutor to the transmitted noise floor level and thus the
range correlation effect does not apply.

0
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M:= B comP (number of spectral lines cortft.ed with poke. dt. 's sper-. m- a-ie)
PRF

Af (band, of n FFT bin In Hertz)
N

m L (clutter spectW line index)
2

kk L. N - 2 (FFT bin index)
2

First, the average noise power Is computed relaive to the carrier In an FFT bin's bandwidth which results
from the clutter spectra line at the fundamental carder frequency.

Pcuricrk ::=Af.L(kh.Af) dBc (Average upper sideband phase nui p•,r
rosulting from the carrer)

PowarierN- kk = Pca:fierkk d~c (Average lower sideband phase noise power
resufft from th. cwuier)

Next, the averge power relatve to the carter In a bins bandwkdth which results from the replicas of the
clutter spectral lines to the loft (or nogave frequencies) of the fundamental carder frequency is added.

Pne• :-Af.L(kk.Af+ mPRF),

mmPRF

"-Pa%,"-, =E•fUL(N- kk).r+ (m-•) f m P 1/12

tiaPRFm E(
Finally, the avermge noise power relative to the carder contibution from the replic=s of the cutter spoctrl
lines to the right (or poseve frequendes) of the fundamental carder is added. Again, the noise power is
calculated In a bmndwdhof an FFT bin.

0
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mP.RP 2

PPOSkI- :ZafL((N -kk)-Af +(m- 1)-PRI). 2 ( 7

PPOShk =AfL~k.AfIflPF).' kB 7  P 11
2P 1

Ed...N L kkA-m.PI) 2

PnIs :jnoB<1 1  COP

ft&Sk* = \Wkk -Pk+P"kk

Dedmnadon of the sampled waveform knto range bins cohereflhiy aWhftae the phase noise In fthe

kktdoppler bin wflh the kktt doppler bin of each PRF line vth~n the piise bnndt4dth. Dearnmbon

also coherea. y *awiss the *IgnW in die kkth doppler bin vv the kkth doppfor bin of each PR?
lie. Therefore, the signal to clutter phase noise ratio in each doppler bin remain unchanged
1hrough the decimation process.
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0 20 40 60 0 100

kk
A. Phase noise power in each FFT bin bandwidth fmom chlter

The subclutter visibility is also dependmnt upon the window applied to the range sanples. A 65
dB Dolph window can he ap;ýied to cluftr return samples *J4 have been previouoly clutter noth
aftmtutd by 30 dB to cdIcitte the "Windowed" spectrum. Based on ihe 2bove cluftr phte noise
calculation med the following "windowed" clutter calculation, a totW eubclutter visibility may be
specified.

Frequency of the clutter (Hz): 10 =M!-. Hz f0-0
Ni

PR?

: ;=cos(2.-.i0.t,) (Inphasedutter t'gno.) co -2.2zfO.t.+!) (Quadraturecluftercignai)

SOW.%+( 1 . 2,hi'=+ (O~i }

H = cf(h) (Compute the FFT of the unwindowed 1&Q data)

(Compute the magtude of this FFT amd normalize
N •the magrntude spectrum by the mxdmumn vrlue

which is HM In thls ce)

S-= if( <10 - 210,201.og - ChatFiRueF j
'ma (MAX/

Now apply the Dolph window to the I&Q data.
h •w. - -. +(o- ).R.w,

-W = effl(hw) (ComptetheFFTof theW,,dmed Ml&Od•, ,

max: 11HWMI

0
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HWý: if!TL1<lq 21020)g/ 1WI.-) -C~d~ej(Compute the normalized magnitude

max ~~~max 01 nd o hsFT

-1% _U1300

0 10 20 30 0 10 20 30

£Windowed Normalized Clutter JL Unwindowed Normalized Clutter

Comparing the previously olctlated normalized clutter phase noise and the windowed normalized
clutter, the subolufter visbimy after clutter blanldng may be safely specified as 95 dB. Therefore, any
in bond spurious signals from the trawnsmttear m SAW devices must be less thai the carrier in
decibels by the sum of the required subolutter visibility and the minimum signal to Interference ratio.

SubCVis. ý=SubClutVix

SubCVnRs :PcRX - SubClutVis (Visibility relative to the calcticted received clutter povwe.)

0 1-5_ _ _ _ _ __1

JL% -IN -k

-120
1 5 (11 flail

0 5 to is 20 25 so

-* SpeciW Subclutter Visibiity Leveli
JL Calculated Av& Oscillator Ph"*e Nows

Calculated Winowed ChatterrSpectral Leakag

The above graph compaes the specified aubelutter visibility level, the calculated average
cecillato phase noise and the window effects an the clutter. The maocmum alloweble phae noise
from the component In the excitr chain may be specified to be 110 dB below the tmranmtte phase
noise vereu frequency. Therefore, the total transmitter noise Including the noise contuibutions of
pOwe, thermal, Piter and acoustc sources must be no greater than -45 dBc/Hz at 10 H~z away from
the carrier and no greater than -145 d~c1Hz at 10 kHz away from the carder.
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Appendix C (Radar Calculations) to ARTh Technica ""---"

< 0 Derivation of Overrll Sstim D'tatcdorn l iTf, C

The graph bWow exploits the rnults of all the previous cciculdonm except AGC. The plots shows the
exptd receiver Input levels for the 100 square meter targe the I square meter terget and the calcul ate
clutter return with Its respective ph=se noise. They ame compared to the receiver input level that would
saturate the AJD converter and the rnirmum detectale sigSM.

AGC low Pmax X- 10 d8m (Threahold of AC-C 'p.,,,n,

AGC hii t Pbig + 10 dBm (Upper mnrimum li,1 rt of AGC OFpa ,"M",-)

Aoc = (Pbig- Pinaxpý' +20 AGC =49.63 dB (knimum required dynamic range o(AGC
with a 20 dB safety margin.)

20O

0

Pe R, p 7, z A..- . -, - -..

_dC /VV ,

ItI
" " ?104. 1 •r d~ 61•e Pl 1I 1.1 .4Oe

""00 sq. m. ta*r cewriptv ran
-- Caklatreceived ----er-power

' Maximwn receive uzput to match A/I) sataton level
- Mnimm dtctable signal receiver -t level

""' Upper m limit of recever AGC operaion
" Lower tb d of receiver A A opAe AIon
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0 ~ TECHNICAL MEMO

To; list From: J. I. Beard
Date: 23 October 1992 Reference: JKB-92-08
Subject: Capabilities and Limitations of Conventional Computer Architectures

1.0 SUMMARY

There are four broad classifications of conventional computer architectures which
include most commercially available computers and microprocessors: Von Neumann
(conventional), Harvard (digital signal processor), vectorized (supercomputer), and
distributed (systolic, pipelined FF1, etc.). The Von Neumann is the most versatile but
the least efficient. The others are much faster in their application areas, but are not as
suitable for general purpose computing.

2.0 THE FOUR CONVENTIONAL ARCHITECTURES

Computer architectures are an art and a science, and as such cannot be truly
bound by arbitrarily defining a few bins into which all must fall. Observation of the fieldO reveals that nearly all commercially available computers and computer chips do fall into
four broad categories. The is one major counterexample that proves the rule, the TI
TMS320Cx0 series. A fifth category, hard-wired processors, is also discussed, and its
relationship with the other categories.

Generally speaking, efficiency is the average percentage of transistors or gates in a
processor that is functioning productively during execution of a program. Speed is
obtained by obtaining a higher efficiency, and also by having more gates in the
architecture. To obtain very high speeds, the organization of the gates must be directed
toward a narrow range of application areas. This means that there exists a tradeoff
between speed and flexibility in selection of architectures.

2.1 The Von Neumann Architecture

2.1.1 General definition. The Von Neumann architecture is the conventional
architecture we are accustomed to seeing in most mainframes, minicomputers, and
microcomputers. This architecture is characterized by a large general purpose memory
and a central processor, with the programs and data sharing the memory. The processor
itself has a limited amount of memory for data array indexing and address calculation,
and for intermediate products of arithmetic expression evaluation. Each instruction must
be fetched from memory and does just one thing (this is the "Von Neumann
Bottleneck"). Examples are microprocessor chips such as the 8080, 6502, 6800 series,Q Z80, 680x0 series, and 80x86 series. Other examples are most computers built until very
recently, including the IBM 1401 and 1620 series, the CDC 1604 and 3200 series, the

Scientific Research Corporotlcn FXi-i
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Univac 1108 series, and nearly all minicomputers such as the Honeywell 516 series, DEC
PDP-11 and VAX series.

2.1.2 CISC and RISC variants. The complex instruction set (CISC) designation has
been given to existing computer types whose assembly language or machine level
instructions were desigued for ease of programming. The examples given above have
CISC instruction sets.

In recent years, a new philosophy has been discovered which seems more efficient
in implementation, although it is not obvious on the face of it. A reduced instruction set
(RISC) CPU will be able to operate as fast as a CISC doing the same things with the
same registers and data paths, if the simpler instructions can be strung together to
perform the same operations as each CISC instruction in the same time. An example of
this is the 8080 as compared to the Z80; the Z80 is far easier to program because of its
extra high-level instructions, but it is no faster than an 8080. In addition, having lower-
level instructions available guarantees that you can string them together to do just about
anything as efficiently as possible, so that RISC instruction sets are more versatile than
CISC instruction sets.

Other properties that characterize RISC instruction sets are (1) a large number of
registers available for arithmetic and indexing, and (2) the ability to execute anyO instruction in one clock cycle. A CISC processor may have four to 16 registers for
indexing and arithmetic, whereas a RISC processor will have 32 to 1024 or even more.
Examples of RISC instruction sets are the i860, i960, Mo' •rola 88000, MIPS R2000 and
R3000 chip sets, and others. RISC computers include the Sun RISCStation and many
other high-end workstations, the IBM RISC 6000 series PCs, many of the new Hewlett
Packard workstations, the new DECStation desktop minicomputers, and the new RISC
DEC computers (distinguished from the VAX series by the use of DEC or ALPHA in
place of VAX in their designation).

The RISC instruction set philosophy results in higher efficiency because its
smaller number of instructions results in a higher percentage of its architecture operating
during any given instruction. Higher speeds result because the total amount of time
required to perform a specific operation is equal to or better than that of a comparable
CISC instruction set.

2.2 Vectorized Architectures

Massive computational problems such as heat transfer, nuclear reactor modeling,
finite element analysis for design of buildings, bridges, and automobiles, and many other
applicitions usually reduce to large linear algebra problems when implemented as
computer programs. Research on ways to build computers to work these problems
focussed on the vector dot product as the fundamental computation in linear algebra.Q Computers which performed the FORTRAN operations

C-0.
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0 DO I=I,N
C=C+A(NA+ Nl*I)*B(NB+N2*I)
END DO

in a single microcoded instruction were designed. The number N is the vector length,
NA and NB are address offsets, and NI and N2 are the strides of the vectors A and B.
The weakness of this architecture is that, although it will do very well on benchmarks
related to its intended purpose such as UNPACK (Jack Dongarra's linear algebra utility
package benchmarks, originally out of Argonne National Laboratories and now out of
Oak Ridge National Laboratory), it is far less efficient for other things such as general
purpose short programs with no vector arithmetic, such as the Whetstone benchmarks.

Examples of vectorized architectures are all the Cray machines and most

supercomputers by CDC, IBM, NEC, Hitachi, Siemens and others.

2.3 Harvard Architecture

The Harvard architecture was originally developed as a way to add
programmability and flexibility to hard-wired digital signal processors. The Harvard
architecture is characterized by (1) a separate memory for instructions and for data,
usuali, with different word lengths, and (2) execution of every instruction the processor

O is cal able of in every clock cycle. Typically, a Harvard architecture machine uses a 128-
bit wide instruction word, a 32-bit complex integer data word, and pipelines both
instruction prefetches and data block fetches, as well as its arithmetic instructions.
Nearly all Harvard architecture processors are used for digital signal processing and
execute an entire radix two or radix four FFT butterfly in a single clock cycle. A radix
two FFT butterfly is an operation, using complex arithmetic, of the form

ZT= Z(J)*(COS THETA,SINTHETA)
Z(J) = Z(I)-ZTZ(1) = Z(I) + ZT

where the angle THETA is constant over ranges of I and J but varies during the FFT. A
radix four butterfly is similar, but the operations are done in two steps, each of which
involves two radix two butterflies where THETA is 7r/2, and three other complex
multiplies are used to prepare the data for storage. The data flow in the architecture
usually involves two register files, one which receives data from main memory in buffered
and pipelined memory block fetches, and the other which holds data that is stored back
to memory in similarly buffered and pipelined stores. This register file configuration,
with its pipelined access to general memory, is necessary to remove the memory access
timing as a restriction on arithmetic speed. The ALU performs real or complex multiply
adds from either register file and ROM data containing sines and cosines, filter weights,
and other fixed data.

The architecture is usually expanded to allow two real multiply-adds in place of
each complex multiply-add, so that convolution filtering and most other digital signal
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O processing algorithms may be processed efficiently.

Examples of the Harvard architecture, or variants of it, are the Hughes VSP signal
processing chip set used in the HPSP-1000, a similar chip set used in the signal
processing board for the Hughes airborne radar signal processor for the ATF program,
the A-nalog Devices 2100 and 21000 series chip sets, the AT&T DSP3 chip set, and
others.

2.4 Distributed Architectures

Distributed architectures are a set of categories in themselves. Most commercial
offerings of distributed processing are either pipelined FFTs or systolic processors.

Pipelined FFTs are usually in the form of a set of identical cards, each of which
performs the computations of an FFT. The Cooley-Tukey radix 2 or radix 4 is usually
used, but there do exist Winograd FFTs in this class. For clock rates on the order of 10
MHz, an input data point and an output data point, both complex, are obtained for each
clock cycle.

Systolic processors are usually matrices of identical processors with a grid of
interconnections. Commercial offerings of systolic processors such as N Cube, Systolic
Systems, and others have been seen for several years. Most major system vendors have
internal systolic processor development efforts, also.

2.5 Hard-Wired Architectures

Hard-wired processing is still used when maximum speed and efficiency is
absolutely necessary, such as space applications, ultra-high speed problems such as real-
,ime image processing, some missile seekers, and EW receivers. Processors of this type
were the technological ancestorof Harvard architecture processors. They represent the
highest efficiency but the least flexibility of any architecture type.

3.0 ADVANTAGES AND LIMITATIONS

3.1 The Von Neumann Architecture

The Von Neumann architecture was developed to solve the problem of interfacing
instructions in memory to digital hardware, and the instructions were designed to be easy
to use. The CISC instruction set philosophy was part of the paradigm for this reason
until very recently. Compiler code generators and optimizers for CISC instruction sets
can be shown to be near the optimun for the available hardware for wide classes of
program flow configurations. For RISC instruction sets, compilers are more difficult to
write and optimizers are still as much an art as a science, but more efficient use ofO hardware results in faster benchmarks for a given chip complexity and clock speed.

The major disadvantage of Von Neumann architec.ures is the "'Va neuman.
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O Bottleneck," which is the limitation of one CPU action per instruction. Lack of
parallelism means all of the hardware not being used in the current instruction is idle, so
that speeds per gate of CPU hardware is low.

3.2 Vectorized Architectures

Computers using vectorized architectures approach their maximum peak design
speeds only with vast linear algebra problems, such as 1000 by 1000 matrix operations.
For scalar operations, speeds reflecting about 10% of their maximum peak speeds are
not unusual.

3.3 Harvard Architecture

Harvard architecture processors use all of their hardware in every instruction in
some applications, and therefore have the highest speeds for a given clock rate and
complexity of CPU hardware. However, the scope of applications for which this holds
true is very narrow, including primarily FFTs and various types of digital filtering.

Floating point instructions have appeared in recent versions; the wider bus widths
required to accommodate complex floating point data have not yet followed. The result
is that floating point speeds are a factor of two to four slower than fixed point arithmetic
in the best of the floating point chip sets. An architecture which can process two real
fixed point multiply-adds in a clock cycle will have a 32 bit bus width and can process
one floating point multiply-add per clock cycle.

The complex data flows associated with architectures optimized for 16 bit fixed
point FFTs involve internal register files. Use of internal CPU register files is very
inefficient for operations such as squaring floating point numbers or computing functions
such as sines, cosines, logarithms, and exponential. Often such architectures have little
or n provision for division, even with floating point. Therefore, use of Harvard
architectures for operations not related to FFTs and digital signal processing algorithms
varies from inefficient to impossible.

3.4 The TI TMS320 Family

An interesting maverick architecture is the Texas Instruments TMS320 series.
This chip has what TI calls a modified Harvard architecture, in which program and data
memory are shared. The instruction width is sufficiently narrow that much of the chip
must lie dormant during many instructions, but the result is a simple enough instruction
set so that compiler code generation is not impossible. The data flow is pipelined and
operates on memory data like a Von Neumann architecture, not on register files like
Harvard architectures. The result is a chip which approaches the speeds of Harvard
architecture digital signal processing chip sets, but can do it with floating point arithmetic() as well as fixed point arithmetic. Compilers for the C programming language, Ada, and
others are available from TI for cross-compiler platforms, and reasonably efficient (i.e.,
usable) code results from use of these compilers. The TMS32OC60 series, which is due
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S)for introduction shortly, will probably knock on the door of fixed point Harvard
architecture chip sets, and do it with floating point arithmetic and C or Ada source code.

3.5 Distributed architectures

Distributed architectures can have very high speeds. Recent offerings by Intel are
in the supercomputer range. The high speeds are obtained by distributing the processor
in parallel across the processors as well as in serial, so that massive parallelism is
obtained. A pipelined FFT is an example of a systolic architecture which is not
programmable. This ilhistrates the critical problem in systolic architectures: problems
which were not foreseen in the design may be difficult or impossible to implement
efficiently.

3.6 Hard-wired architectures

Hard-wired architectures are the extreme in the tradeoff between speed and
efficiency on one hand and versatility on the other. Full efficiency is obtained by a good
design, with little or no flexibility in performing different problems.

4.0 CONCLUSIONS

At this time, a maximum efficiency real-time processor will necessarily use a
Harvard architecture or hard-wired signal processor for best cost-,'ffectiveness for high-
speed digital signal processing. Once the data is past a detection thresholding operation,
the data rate is smaller by orders of magnitude, and slower processors can be used for
post-detection processing such as tracking. RISC architectures are the most cost-
effective here because these processors offer the best efficiency available in chip-level
processors.

The TI TMS320 chip set series can be used if floating poict signal processing is
necessary, or if the speeds obtainable with these chips is acceptable. In another
generation or two, chips in this TI series may be capable of competing with fixed point
digital signal processors using Harvard architectures. These processors have the
additional advantage that they may reasonably be used for post-detection processing,
unlike Harvard architecture processors.

Other alternatives to Harvard architectures are RISC chip sets like the i860, i960,
MIPS 3000, etc. Software support for these chips is even better than for the TI chips,
but speeds are lower.

0
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0 ~ TECHNICAL MEMORANDUM

To: List From: J. K. Beard
Date: 21 December 1992 Reference: JKB-92-13A
Subject: Subclutter Visibility in Pulse Doppler Radars

1.0 SUMMARY

Meeting a specified subclutter visibility requirement in a pulse Doppler radar is distinct
from the same design requirement in surveillance radars because dwells on the target are single
pulse trains of limited length. Requirements for a high degree of subclutter visibility raise issues
not seen in older systems. Two methods are examined for achieving high subclutter visibility,
one using analog range gating and one using digital range gating.

Revision A, which expanded on the equations derived in the appendices and corrected a
minor arithmetic error, wes issued on January 5, 1992.

2.0 PROBLEM STATEMENT

Q Subclutter visibility is defined as the noise floor in the range-Doppler map computed in
the signal processor, relative to the total clutter power. The number of bits in the analog to
digital converter (A to D) is defined as the dynamic range bottleneck. This reduces the problem
for analysis purposes to determining the dynamic range in the range-Doppler map as a function
of the number of bits in the A to D.

Two signal processor baselines are analyzed here:

I. Analog range gating at I.F., followed by quadrature demodulators. The outputs of the
quadrature demodulators are !ow pass filtered to remove the PRF lines, and high pass
filtered to lower the clutter power into the A to D. This signal is provided to dual A to D
converters to provide a complex digital signal for the FFT. A windowed FFT is used to
prevent the clutter from splattering into the clear Doppler region.

2. A quadrature demodulator is used at I.F. This two-channel analog signal is provided to
dual A to D converters and is digitized at the rate of two complex samples per range gate.
The two samples are added to provide a single data point for each range gate. This
digital range gated signal is provided to a windowed FFT.

The analog range gating baseline uses an analog clutter notch filter. This analog clutter
O notch filter must be allowed to settle or its ringing will limit subdlutter visibility. However, this

allows the subclutter visibility to be broken up into two parts: the clutter notch attenuation and
the FFT window sidelobe attenuation The linking parameter is the proportion of the dwell time

Scfentiffic Research Corporation F.2.1
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Oallocated to settling for the clutter filter and for the FFT dwell.

A clutter notch is not used in the digital range gating baseline on the grounds that such a
narrow-band filter may cause range sidelobes. It may be argued that a clutter notch has little
phase delay outside its stopband, and that a clutter notch could be used at I.F. or baseband
without causing significant range sidelobe problems. This possibility is beyond the scope of this
report and is not discussed further here.

3.0 BASELINES

3.1 Analog Range Gating

3.1.1 The design eqiuations. The design is formulated by defining tradeoffs between the clutter
notch, the number of bits in the A to D, and the FFT dwell time.

The analog range gate baseline uses a clutter filter to lower the dynamic range of he
clutter into the A to D. The settling time of an n-pole filter with a band edge atfo for a
subclutter visibility requirement of S (power ratio) is about (see Appendix).

n(10'log, S)(1

85.73"/

A certain amount of dwell is necersary in a high PRF system to wait for returns from
maximum range targets. This dwell is

104 X 'U (2)

C

and may be concurrent with the clutter notch filter settling time because the clutter will be
dominated by the first time around returns. A balanced design will match these times as closely
as possible.

A 100 nmi system has a t. of 1.24 ms. This settling time for a 2 pole filter requiring
100 dB of subclutter visibility would require that the clutter notch be about 2 kHz wide.

3.1.2 Noise floor analysis, The A to D LSB noise is assumed to be the sensitivity limit here. If
the clutter notch attenuates the clutter power by a factor of S, and the A to D has N bits, the
noise floor, broad band, will be down from the clutter power (as reduced by the clutter notch) byQ a factor of (see Appendix)
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Noise floor- 22". (3)

3.

The FFT will have a noise bandwidth which is determined by the PRF, which is the
sample rate into the FFT, and the spectral window used. A 512 weight 100 dB window is given
in the Appendix. This example shows a window broadening factor for noise bandwidth of
1.9441, which will be used here. The noise floor in the FFT bin is then

FFT noise floor = 2'1.9441.2-2 (4)
3N;.

which, when set equal to the required subclutter visibility power ratio S1/S and solved for the
number of bits N in the A to D, gives us

N. Oog 10S" O OIogSN3S, - ÷ 1.126
6.020

The number given by Equation ? must be recognized as an ultimate minimum. Any
realistic system must use an A to D with at least 2 more bits to achieve the A to D dynamic
range required and allow a few dB margin.

3.2 Digital Range Gating-

3.2.1 The design equations. The block diagram of this alternative uses no clutter notch, because
the transient response of any filter which precedes the range gating may give rise to range
sidelobes. The use of two samples per range gate and adding the samples does not change the
dynamic range equations. Therefore, using a value of S, of I in the above design equations will
give the number of bits necessary when digital range gating is used

3.2.2 Noise floor analysis The noise floor analysis is identical to that used above when a value
of I is used for S,. Since no clutter filter is used, no settling time is necessary in this design.
The number of bits required in the A to D is

N. 10log 10S- 101og 1, 0AT ÷+ 1.126

6.02
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V) If a clutter notch attenuation of 40 dB is used in the analog range gate approach, the A to
D requirement will be smaller by 6.6 bits.

4.0 CONCLUSIONS

Conclusions require that numerical values of parameters be used the results compared to
available A to D modules. Table I below summarizes a case where 100 dB of subcutter
visibility is required and a 40 dB clutter notch is used with the analog range gated system.

Table 1. Design Example

Parameter Value

Subclutter visibility requirement 100 dB

Clutter notch attenuation 40 dB

No. of points in FFT 512

Ideal/practical A to D requirement 5.7/8 bits

Ideal/practical digital range gate A to D 12.3/14 bits

For the example given, the 40 dB clutter notch gives a 6.6 bit advantage to the A to D
requirements in favor of the analog range gating. In addition, the analog range gated system
must be sampled at the PRF for a number of channels equal to the number of range gates
processed, while the digital range gated system must sample at twice the I.F. bandwidth.
Therefore, a simpler, lower cost system is produced using the analog range gating system.

Analog Devices sells a 14 bit 10 MHz A to D, the AD 9014, which apparently meets the
dynamic range requirement of 13 bits, ideal equivalent. This means that the digital range gated
system is feasible. It is likely that such a system would be higher in cost than the analog range
gating approach. Use of this technique would depend on whether a system performance
advantage was obtained which was worth the extra cost.

5.0 APPENDICES

5.1 Dynamic Range in A to D Outputs from Quadrature Demodulators

A digital word of N bits will have a peak value of 2"'-1 and a noise power or a2 from
rounding of 1/12 the least significant bit (LSB) squared. For a complex signal, the maximum
peak sine wave will have a peak value of about 2"1, and the noise will be twice that seen in a
single word. Therefore, the maximum dynamic range of a sine wave to LSB noise is, as a power

A ratio,
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s2"2 (ideal).()32mSN w ,. d ) (7)

Actual A to D converters usually have about 1.5 bits less dynamic range than is predicted
by the ideal equation. The dynamic range figures guaranteed on the data sheet will give a worst
case. In critical applications, the A to D should be tested against its dynamic range specification
as part of the acceptance procedure.

5.2 Noise Bandwidth of a 100 dB 512 Point Spectral Window

A windowed FFT is a digital filter bank. Each filter in the filter bank is a simple
convolution filter operating on complex data with complex coefficients.

Conventional window functions are real convolution filters with a low pass frequency
response. The frequency response of each FFT bin is an exact replica of the frequency response
of the window, but shifted to the center frequency of the FFT bin. Each filter in the digital filter
bank has the same noise bandwidth. Therefore, the FFT filter bank is characterized by a single
number for noise bandwidth which applies for all FFT bins.

We can use an analogy with the perfect rectangular passband filter to define the noise
bandwidth in terms of the window weights as follows. Consider a complex data stream sampled
at a rate off,. Since each filter in the digital filter bank has the same frequency response shape,
they all have the same noise bandwidth. We can use an analogy with the perfect rectangular
passband filter to define the noise bandwidth in terms of the window weights as follows.

Consider a complex data stream sampled at a rate of f,. The unambiguous or Nyquist
frequency range is -Vafj to +½12f,. If white noise of variance 1.0 is sampled, the resulting data
stream is white, or uncorrelated, but is bandlimited over a bandwidth of f,, so that the power
spectral density is Ilf, Therefore, if this data is passed through a perfect rectangular bandshape
filter with passband insertion loss 0 dB and bandwidth B, the variance of its output will be B/f,

The zero frequency FFT bin is a low pass filter. Its weights are real, and are the same as
the window weights. The output of the zero frequency FFT bin for input consisting a simple DC
signal of amplitude 1.0 is the sum of its weights. The output of the zero frequency bin to the
white noise data stream of rms amplitude 1.0 is the sum of the square of its weights. By analogy
with the perfect rectangular bandpass filter, the noise bandwidth of the window B. can therefore
be given in terms of its weights wi be equating ratio of the passband peak to the variance of
white normalized noises:

0
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02
W1

Here, we introduce a noise bandwidth broadening factor p, given by
hz

(N 2

The noise bandwidth is given by
fS U.o)

0
Cauchy's Inequality can be used to show that p has a minimum value of 1, which is achieved
when all the w, are equal. This is the rationale for calling p the noise bandwidth broadening
factor. The noise bandwidth for any window is easily found from p using Equation (10), which
in turn is easily found from the window weights using Equation (9).

A 512-point Dolph-Chebychev window designed for 100 dB equiripplc sidclobc,. is
shown as Figure I below. Other output from the program which designed this windcV,,
including p, is shown below in Table 2.

Table 2. Dolph-Chebychev Window Design

Parameter Value

3 dB; Broadening Factor 1.8419

[Noise Bandwidth 1.9441 fsN

Peak FFT Crossover Scalloping Loss -8.783 dB

0
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Figure 1. 100 dB, 512 Weight Dolph-Chebychev' W4ndaw

5.3 Settling Times for Analog Filters

For the purposes of this report, Butterworth high pass filters will be used as an analysis
baseline. The driving parameter of this analysis is the highest Q seen in the filter poles
Butterworth filters have a very moderate Q for their selectivity. If other filters such as elliptic
filters which have higher Q's are used, those filters will have much slower settling times than are
predicted by this analysis.

The transfer function for an n-pole high pass Butterworth filter is. in terms of Laplace
transforms,

I H (s)l2 . .. . .....
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where s,/ 2 x is tne passband limit. From Equation (11), the poles are s, times the 2nh roots of 1;
that is, they are evenly spaced on a circle of radius so, and the angular separation between them
is x/n.

Only the stable poles are taken when H(s) is found The settling time is estimated from
the transient response from the highest Q pole pair. The exact location of the poles is easily
found by drawing a circle on the complex s plane and noting that the imaginary axis always
bisects an arc of the circle between two of the roots. The highest Q pole pair are those in the left
half plane closest to the imaginary axis. The angular separation of this pole from the imaginary
axis is x/2n. Therefore, this pole pair is given by the roots of

S2  +2Csso sO2 .o, X . sin4, 4 = (12)

2Q 2n

The Laplace transform of the dominant term in the step response of the filter is of the form

s+a
Sj) s 2.Cscjs SO

which corresponds to the step response

A') - xp(- Cs0':)' -- I---CO C2i7s"i.tc
cosic )

,(14)

a- asin vff2S0:j

The exponential tera is the envelope of the transient response, which defines the settling of the
filter. Taking 20.1og,1 of the envelope term gives us

Envelope - -8.69Cso0t dB (15)

O which can be approximated by
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Envelope - "f o dB. (16)

n

This means that if the filter edge is at 1000 Hz and a two pole filter is used, the filter
settles at about 43 dB per millisecond. A four pole filter would settle at about 21.5 dB per
millisecond. A four pole, 5,000 Hz filter would settle at 107 dB per millisecond.

0

0
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TECHNICAL MEMORANDUM

To: List From: J. K. Beard
Date: 12 April 1993 Reference: JKB-93-04
Subject: A 14-Bit A to D Gives a 100 dB Noise Floor in the WFS Signal Processor

Upgrade

1.0 SUMMARY

The Waveform Simulator (WFS) Signal Processor Upgrade signal processing
baseline uses Burr Brown ADS 615 BH A to D converters. Simulations of the current
signal processing baseline show that, when the A to D forms the noise floor for the
system and the window weighting sidelobe suppression is greater than about 110 dB,
these 14-bit A to D converters provide a noise floor over 100 dB below total clutter
power in FFT bins more than about 1000 Hz from the cutter spectral center. The signal
processing baseline has been simulated and the noise floor has been verified as being
over 100 dB below the total clutter power.

An SRC analysism" has been presented which predicts the performance of the
signal processing baseline. Another analysis by Dynetics") uses a different signal
processing baseline which does not allow a noise floor of 100 dB, primarily because it
uses a 90 dB Dolph-Chebychev window which limits ciutter atteruation to 90 dB. For
the Dynetics signal processing baseline, the SRC simulation shows the same
performance, but with the single change to a 120 dB Dolph-Chebychev weighting
window, the modified Dynetics signal processing baseline produces a noise floor over 100
dB below the clutter.

A 16 bit version of the Burr Brown ADS 615 A to D converter should be
available in time for delivery of the WFS Signal Processor Upgrade. Using this unit will
put the A to D noise floor below the transmitter phase noise. This plug-in replacement
is recommended for the WFS if additional dynamic range is desired. A 23 bit A to D is
available and should be considered in future radars when it is desired to provide dynamic
ranges far in excess of limits imposed by any obtainable transmitter phase noise.

2.0 PROBLEM STATEMENT

A Dynctics reportrz appears to conflict with results which have been used to
proceed with the design of the WFS Signal Processor Upgrade. The relevant system
parameters used for analysis are a 10 GHz center frequency, a lps pulse and range gate,
a 100 kHz PRF, and a dwell of 512 pulses. The signal processing baseline for the WFSQ Signal Processor Upgrade is:
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Il. The use of selected ADS 615 BH A to D converters (for 80 dB SNR
performance),

2. Complex 14 bit sampling of the output of a quadrature demodulator at a data rate
equal to two samples per range gate, (a 16 bit upgrade should be available before
delivery to MIT/LL),

3. Presumming the two samples in each range gate and forming one complex sample

per range gate (as part of the corner-turning or range gating operation),

4. The use of a 120 dB Dolph-Chebychev win.-.aw we.gI.I.I, ....

5. A 512-point FF1.

The signal processor baseline given in the Dynetics report differs from the baseline used
in the WFS Signal Processor Upgrade in two respects:

a. The window used in the Dynetics report is a "0 dB Do!ph-Chebychev window
weighting instead of a 120 dB Dolph-Chebychev window.

b. The sampling used in the Dynetics report is one complex sample per range gate
instead of two.

Because the only source of substantlal clutter attenuation In the signal processing
baseline concept Is In the window weighting, selection of any window with less than 100
dB selectivity, as was done in (a) above, will prevent any possibility of achieving 100 dB
of clutter attenuation. The use of two samples per range gate achieves about 2 dB of
processing gain; this is not critical to the central issue of 100 dB of clutter attekiuation.
It is necessary to show:

i. The Dynetics report, although correct in the prediction of the signal processing
baseline used there, is not directly relevant to the signal processing baseline
actually used in the WFS Signal Processor Upgrade, and

ii. The signal processing baseline in the WFS Signal Processor Upgrade does achieve
100 dB of clutter attenuation.

This has been done by building a general signal processor simulation and rcproducing
the results seen in the Dynetics report"'3 , then changing the window to a 120 dB Dolph-
Chebychev window, and showing that 100 dB of clutter attenuation is achieved. A small
additional gain is achieved by using two samples per range gate.

O 3.0 SIMULATION AND ANALYSIS

3.1 Overview

Scientific RGse3rch Corporation F.3-2
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O7) SRC simulated the WFS Signal Processor Upgrade baseline in ' configuration
described in Section 2 above. Most parameters were left as variables '.-r f'e purposes of
comparative analysis. These variables included clutter amplitude and tfi- -!Lency, signal
amplitude and frequency, A to D word length, A to D dynamic range, di& . ng, the
number of samples per range gate, the sidelobe attenuation of the Dolph-,_ "/bychev
window, the number of points in the FFT, and other parameters. The pulse ..'0i:pe is
Gaussian, which is the impulse response of a Gaussian IF filter shape whose -,?;dwidth is
approximately matched to a range gate. The simulation uses 32 bit IEEE floaCig point
arithmetic, which is the same arithmetic used in the signal processor of the WFS Signal
Processor Upgrade, the Hughes HPSP-1000.

3.2 Transmitter Phase Noise

Current practice in transmitter design will produce real-world transmitters capable
of phase noise 135 dB below the carrier 10 kHz away from the center frequency. Phase
noise generally decreases as the measurement point moves farther away from the carrier.

A Doppler of 10 kHz is a good point for evaluation of capability against low
observable targets, because it corresponds to 290 kts range rate at 10 GHz. Targets
moving much faster than this will produce aerodynamic and thermal wakes whose radar
cross section (RCS) will rival that of the target itself. Lower Doppler will be closer to
the carrier, where the transmitter has higher phase noise.

The noise bandwidth of each FFT bin is about 400 Hz (including a broadening
factor of about 2 due to window weighting). This means that the transmitter noise floor
in an FFT bin will be 109 dB below the clutter. Assuming that another 10 dB is possible
in future transmitters, the transmitter noise flcor would be, at the very lowest, about 120
dB below the clutter. Using the 16 bit A to D (which, as shown in Section 3.3.6 below
has a noise floor 112 dB below the clutter) as a reference point, this corresponds to the
noise floor from a 17 bit A to D. Even noting that noise at IF will not be uncorrelated
in the range gate presum as A to D noise is, it is clear that 16 bits is near the point of
diminishing returns for A to D word length. A 23 bit A to D is available from Hewlett
Packard (see Section 3.3.7 below). Using this A to D will entirely remove the A to D
from the position of system dynamic range bottleneck.

The -109 dB transmitter noise level was arrived at as -135 dB in a 1 Hz band, plus
27 dB for a 512 point FFT, minus 3 dB for window broadening, plus 2 dB for the two
sample presum for each range gate.

0
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( 3.3 The Simulations

3.3.1 The Basic Case .2,
-40

"ihe basic case is 0 dB clutter at
DC with a .80 dB signal centered in FFT
bin 50. A plot of FFT output for this .s
case is shown in Figure 1. A 90 dB .100 -'i

Dolph-Chebychev window is used, as in .120
the Dynetics reportrhi. The figure I
effectively shows the output of the "t .256 -192 .128 .6
spectrum analyzer in the WFS Signal FWTBUDGDOUT
Processor Upgrade. The apparent
gradual variation in the window frequency Figure 1. 9) dB Window
response shape is an artifact of the
parameters used. The frequency response of a 512 point Dolph-Chebychev window has
511 lobes, and the plot looks at the output of 512 FFT bins. Therefore, what Is shown
In Figure ISs a Moire pattern, which does not show the equiripple character of the
window at 90 dB.

3.3.2 Adding Simple Quantization

C A perfect 14 bit A to D was .20
modeled as simple quantization. The -40
res'dt is shown in Figure 2. Again, a 90
dB Dolph-Chebychev window is used as in .s0
the Dynetics reporti'2 . Spurious effects *o
appear over the spectrum analyzer output. .. * *. " 1,,- -
Several of these, including a line seen at
bin -251, have an amplitude of -90 dB, .20
which is the suppression level of the .0
Dolph-Chebychev window used. .6 .12 .128

FFTBUDO.1 OU

3.3.3 Noise Dithering Figure 2. 14 bit Quantization

Most high resolution A to D converters (10 bits or more) are self-dithering, in
that sufficient internal electromagnetic interference (EMI) occurs so that the LSB and
possibly the next bit up will "dance%. This will allow signals weaker than an LSB in
amplitude to be represented stochastically in the digitized output so that they can be
brought out in signal processing such as an FET. If the A to D selected is so clean that
this does not occur, a small amount of noise or other dithering signal may be added to
the input to achieve the same effect. The result of this is that a noise floor appears in
the digitized output which is higher than predicted by the quantization error alone. ThisO spurious noise is primarily white, but contains tonal lines to some degree.

The white portion is specified in A to D data sheets as the signal tov noije" rao'
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O (SNR) specification. The amplitude of the tonal lines in a 1 H1z band is specified in the
spurious-free dynamic range (SFDR) specification. Integration times on the order of 1
second are required to measure these tonal lines. For use in radars with dwell times of a
few milliseconds, the SNR specification is principally of interest. Figure 3 shows the
output of the spectrum analyzer for a 14-bit A to D w.rith an SNR specification of 78 dB.
As before, only a 90 dB Dolph-Chebychev window is used as in the Dynetics reporti'2 .
Although the FFT will have 24 dB gain against this noise, the Tectrum analyzer is
sampling the peaks of the Dolph-Chebychev window at -90 dB with noise effects added.

Figure 3 is the last figure shown
here showing results reproduced from the .20
Dynetics report123 . This figure is used
there to conclude that the noise floor i
(which is effectively the clutter
attenuation) as limited by the A toD D8
converter is at about a .90 dB level. The .- '-,tv r-rtf*.
SRC simulation shows that, for the
Dynetics signal processing baseline, the
average noise level is at only .94.5 dB .050 -12 .12 .6
relative to the clutter power. However, •rs•.oT
the noise seen at the -90 dB level is noise
riding on the sidelobes of the 90 dB Figure 3. Noise Included() Dolph-Chebychev window.

3.3.4 Using a 120 dB Window Weighting

Figure 4 shows the spectrum -2N,,
analyzer output with nothing changed 40
from the Dynetics baseline except the
window side lobe level, which has been
increased to 120 dB. The simulation
shows that the average noise level Is now ..
about 101.5 dB bdow the clutter power. *, 1 , . , 1 i"•,' .9

This is not unexpected, because the A to -120 .,

D noise level was at -78 dB and the FFT 440
gain is about 24 dB. The noise now has -128 .•4
the appearance of Rayleigh noise, and we FMUG3.oT

are indeed looking at the resulting system Figure 4. With 120 dil Window
noise floor in Figure 4.

The signal shown in Figure 4 is centered in a range and Doppler bin so that no
scalloping loss is included. Range gate mismatch losses are seen to be small, and the
signal appears at the -80 dB level.0
Scientific Research Corporation F.3.5
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(1 3.3.5 Including the Presum

The WFS Signal Processor .20
Upgrade bastline includes sampling twice
per range gate and summing these "0
samples before performing the window -0
weighting and FFT operations. The -80
spectrum 'analyzer output for this case is
shown in Figure 5. Note that the clutter " /,
has gone up 6 dB, the signal has gone up to'.i'
5 dB, and noise has gone up 3 dB. The 10 256 .192 *128
total SNR gain is about 2 dB. The
simulation shows the noise floor is at FFTBUDG4.OUT

-98.5 dB, while the clutter is at -r6 dB; Figure 5. 2:1 Presum
the noise floor Is 104.5 dB below the
clutter power.

0

0
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D TECHNICAL MEMORANDUM

To: Just From: J. K. Beard
Date: 3 May 1993 Reference: JKB-93-05
Subject: Three Simple, Robust Two-State Kalman Filters

1.0 SUMMARY

Very simple two-state trackers are used as the underlying basis of tracker
subsystems in a wide variety of applications. These basic trackers perform basic system
functions, such as angle tracking, Doppler tracking, or ambiguous range tracking with
Doppler data. More sophisticated trackers are used for unambiguous range tracking and
other estimation functions.

A simple two state adaptive Kalman filter is presented here. The final form of
the filter is so simple that distinction between this filter and an alpha-beta tracker is
academic. The states are position and velocity, and the measurement is position,Q velocity, or both. Crucial algebraic representations in the computation of the covariance
matrix and the Kalman gain make all computations additions and divisions, making
covariance collapse and other problems known in Kalman filters impossible. The
Kalman filter is adaptive in that the plant noise is made proportional to squared
measurement error; the author has found this to be a simple method of ensuring
robustness in a wide range of Kalman filters. The update of the Kalman filter depends
on whether position, velocity, or both are available as measurements. All three forms
are presented here.

Critical portions of the development of these trackers were developed by the
author prior to any application in 1981 and were adapted to the forms presented here on
personal time. Therefore, the designs presented here are proprietary to SRC.

2.0 PROBLEM STATEMENT

Tracker subsystems are usually based on a simple set of two state trackers which
support essential functions such as beam pointing which are necessary to sustain tracking.
Other more sophisticated estimators are used to support system functions such as
estimation of target position where accuracy is the principal requirement. The basis
trackers must above all be robust. Simplicity of implementation is also important so that
this basic support function consumes a minimum of system resources.
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Alpha-beta trackers are often used for this purpose. A Kalman tracker is
presented here which is as simple as an alpha-beta tracker and is easily applied to a
wider variety of applications. Most alpha-beta literature specializes on range tracking of
aircraft and do not treat use of range rate as a measurement11 PP 'J1.. Even in aircraft
tracking, Kalman trackers usually perform much better bec.use they account for
variations in signal to noise ratio (SNR) and other effects neglected in alpha-beta
trackers11' P "I. In any case, the method presented here is as simple in implementation as
an alpha-beta tracker.

3.0 THE KALMAN FILTER

3.1 General theory. The Kalman filterP1 is presented in many different forms, which
vary in whether the system being tracked or the tracker itself is represented by a
differential equation (the continuous system or filter) or a difference equation (the
discrete system or filter). The case presented here uses a discrete system and filter, as is
the case in most computer-based trackers used in system engineering. Nonlinearities in
the system are handled by the use of extensions. The concept is based on assuming a
model of the system being measured, with some noisiness in the model, a model of the
measurements, an initialization of the tracker, and estimation theory. The resultingQ Kalman filter equations P 1 8' A are given as the equations in Table I.

3.2 The simple two state case. The equations in Table I are used to develop a tracker
design by defining the matrices 4), H, Q, P(0), and the initial state vector S(0), ;'.nd
implementing the initialization, extrapolation, and update equations. The matrix R is
taken from the signal to noise ratio and an analysis of the measurement method.

Initialization is taken from the first one or two measurements. The method is
minimum variance or madmum likelihood. Initialization cannot be complete until
position is available in at least one measurement. Initialization is complete in one
measurement if both position and velocity are available. There are five cases waere
initialization occurs in two measurements. The total of seven cases is summarized in
Table II below. Very simple special case initialization equations are possible in all but
one case.

3.3 The Kalman Update. The Kalman update is subject to simplifications for all three
combinations of measurements. These special cases are given below in Table Ill. Note
that there are no subtractions in any of the Kalman gain or covariance matrix update
equations, so that covariance collapse cannot occur. A final safety check, bounding the
determinant D to be nonnegative, will prevent any possibility that any of these Kalman
filters will ever become unstable in implementation.
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3.4 Adaptive Plant Noise. In Table III, the plant noise matrix Q is defined in terms of
normalized measurement error. In particular, the measurements are translated into a
chi-square random variable which is used to multiply the undefined constants q11 and q2,.
When both position and velocity are available, then,

r -1
Cov{fy-/,()) -P H +H R, [HJH T 4" 1 +-2P 12

D + a2P1 I ý*P 21  Pi2 A j

0
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Table 1. Generic Kalman Filter Equations

MODEL OF STATE VECTOR

7 t- z . . - r . K -) , ) . c o V ( _w} ; O

MODEL OF MEASUREMENTS
Xr h•j) - .r, Cov(11- R

INITIALIZATION

A(-) .- 3(o), PH-) AO)

EXTRAPOLATION TO CURRENT TIME

dt

THE KALMAN GAIN

K •AHr[H.PHr4M ', where Ph=

UPDATE USING MEASUREMENT DATA
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0+

P= (I- K.k).P

-(I- K.B) P( I- K.14)rT K.R.Kr

:[P! -, H T.R' .-14 -1

TIME VARYING DEPENDENCIES

The functionals .f(_), h(x), and the matrices 41', H, R, and Q may be time varying.

0
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Table I1. Initialization with One or Two Measurements

NOTATION

Measurements at times t, and t, current time is t2, T = t -t

Position measurement: X.,=yip Ri=4, 2Him [1 -(c-: 1)]

Velocity measurement: y, = y, R = ac2 H, [0 1]

Both in measurement: -Y?,•j R=[ 0 2 Hi=[ ]

ALGORITHM

0 x= H-HI[, jR=J0 ' LI
P-'(0) =H-rR-3H 2H= 1 1 T -1 TP"(o) . r.R'*. 1 .U ".2,. .R,2r'R."

o(0) .O).HT .R-H t'rR

ONE MEASUREMENI--POSMON AND VELOCITY

j(0) f,)0 R,, current time is t•

TWO MEASUREMENTS--POSMON. POSITION
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2
02 021

___1 __II 40 2 a22

T 021 Ol a21

7T

TWO MEASUREMENTS--POSITION. VELOCITY

a,, +0~22 2.

0(0) I
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Table 1I (continued). Initialization with One or Two Measurements

TWO MEASUREMENTS--POSITION. POSITION AND VELOCITY

0`, + 22 I ,_L Y -.2.1

a~+ 22T2 2~j 2()=P(0) = 2 2 .r2 a20) =
all +1121 + .22 a2.'0 -4- .i._T÷ 2

j2 U2 2
I a22]

TWO MEASUREMENTS-VELOCITY. POSITION'2 0l
10) 21 I0 212

'220 IV12

O TWO MEASUREMENTS-:VELOCITY. POSITION AN'D VELOCITY

'2i 0
~O2jI 4 IY21 a

22 0
SI ~ '

2 2 0-2

a124o`22)

where D is the determinant of the extrapolated covariance matrix. A chicken-and-egg
problem arises here: the plant noise matrix Q is used in computing the extrapolated
covariance matrix, and we are computing 0 at this point in the implementation.

In practical cases, the squared measurement error can be used and complications
involving the extrapolated covariance matrix are unnecessary. Therefore, it is necessary
to define a method for computiag e' which is not dependent on the extrapolated
covariance matrix. A method which has been fouud sufficient is

2=(O cinifceeac)2 Q2 -Cn)2.
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where T is the time since the last update. If either the position or velocity measurement
is not available, simply omit that term in the equation. This is the recommended
method. More elaborate methods have not been found to be more productive.

0
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Table III. Special Case Updates

EXTRAPOLATION AND NOTATION, ALL CASES

C2e•' 2 0 C2 L e ([H"Hr +R]l'(y -h(S)) (see Sections 3.4, 3.5)
10 %J

S~2]

-D-pA.p, -92

POSITION MEASUREMENT

K2 P. P-= 21
17 AzA-,

ApIdP12J *~iAP all2

VELOCITY MEASUREMENT

0r+2r~ 2` Pz2 +A2. PA2  P22

BOTH POSITION.AND VELOCITY MEASUREMENTS
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2 2.2 2

,2 P 2 PA2  A2 D
v"2 + 2 2 I 2

al 02 02 01"02

P ý2

2 2 p2 a0

0
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3.5 Tuning the Kalman Filter--Adaptive Plant Noise. Tuning the Kalman filter is done
by adjusting the adaptive plant noise is accomplished by setting the constants q%, and q,.
Any non-negative value, including zero, is allowable. In general, setting these constants
determines a tradeoff point between accuracy and robustness of the tracker. The smaller
these constants are, the more closely the Kalman filter will track--so long as the constant
velocity model implicit in its formulation is followed by the measurements. If significant
state acceleration is seen in the measurements, the value of qu should be used to provide
the artifice of modeling acceleration as noise in the velocity state. Some general points
are usually valid in the selection of q, and q22.

1. Determine starting values for q1, and q2,. Examine the nature of the quantity
being tracked and attempt to formulate some realistic values for the elements of
o in terms of noise in the state propagation of the real system. Examination of
the mean value of e2 for the steady-state tracker condition will give you a starting
point for a definition of q,, and q,.

2. Model the tracker and vary the values of q, and q, to examine the performance
of the tracker. Keeping q% small or zero while using q,• to tune for robustness
will give best overall accuracy, but increasing q1, will give a more rapid response

A) of the tracker when the measurements exhibit a sudden acceleration.

3. Setting q% to zero is often the best policy. Plant noise from the q22 term will
propagate to p, through the covariance extrapolation equation. However, setting
q, to zero will force pu to be monotonically decreasing, and the covariance matrix
will eventually become singular. Therefore, q2 should never be set to zero.

4. Allow some access to q1, and q,2 through system integration and deployment to
allow fine tuning the tracker as a wider range of experience with real conditions is
obtained.

Variation of q% and q, with conditions is obviously a direction which may be
pursued. Better tuning of the filter will result in a better accuracy-robustness tradeoff.
However, it is important to keep sight of the main purpose of this type of tracker:
robust support of underlying system functions. Therefore, robustness within relatively
broad accuracy limits is the purpose of this type of tracker, not accuracy of estimation.
It is best to use this type of tracker to support basic system functioning, but to use more
sophisticated overlaying estimation methods for actual estimation problems such as target
position estimation and support of fire control.

This type of adaptive feedback into the Kalman gain was originally developed
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from early academic attempts to estimate the Q matrix as part of the state vector1 PP •-"
1•j.4.1 s.671 . These early academic methods were not adaptable to simple, efficient

implementations such as those given here. Adding complexity to the tracker should be
examined very carefully, and should probably be avoided unless necessary to meet real
system requirements.

4.0 CONCLUSIONS

Th2 two state Kalman filter implementations as given in the tables are applicable
to many systems where this type of tracker forms the basis of a tracking subsystem. The
initialization, extrapolation, and update as given are very simple and robust, so that these
trackers can form the basis of modules which support basic system functions such as
beam pointing, tracking Doppler, or tracking ambiguous range. These trackers are
known to perform well with minimum latency and use of system resources.
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0TECHNICAL MEMO

To: List From: Michael Emiy
Date: 19 May 1993 Reference: MLE-93-02
Subject: ADC Subsystem Interface to HPSP-1000

1.0 Introduction

Data transfers in the Waveform Simulator Signal Processor Upgrade (WFS SPU) system
between the Pentek 4261A AID Converter and the HPSP-1000 will exit the 4261A
through the parallel port and enter the HPSP-1000 through the DIO module. This
document outlines the specifications of the parallel port on the 4261A and the DIO
module on the HPSP-1000 as they pertain to the interface that will be used on the WFS
SPU system.

2.0 Pentek 4261A A/D Converter

The Pentek 4261A A/D Converter provides a parallel port which serves as an interface
between the A/D converter and a general purpose device. The port is accessible through
a front panel 50-pin IDC flat ribbon cable connector. It utilizes single ended TrL to
send 16 data bits and 2 handshake control lines. Both control lines, DAV and NRFD,
are active low signals. Data Available (DAV) is set low by the 4261A when it has placed
valid output data on the parallel port data lines. Not Ready For Data (NRFD) is set
low by the receiver indicating that it is accepting the output data. NRFD is then set high
by the receiver when the data has been loaded and it is ready for more data. This
triggers DAV high until more valid output data is available on the port data lines. The
maximum output rate of the data transfer for the 4261A is 10 MHz. Operation of the
two control lines is shown in the diagram on the attached page 20 from the Pentek
4261A A/D Converter Operating Manual.

Pentek Technical Support has stated two characteristics of the control lines on the 4261A
parallel port that are significant to the WFS SPU system interface. They state that the
DAV line is triggered by the rising edge of the sampling clock of the AID, assuming that
the NRFD line is not still low, in an attempt to maintain an output rate equal to the
system input rate. This is inconsistent with the Pentek 4261A Operating Manual which
suggests that the output of the parallel port on the 4261A is designed to be independent
of the input to allow for the delivering of the data in bursts. Both sources agree that the
average output rate must equal or exceed the average input rate or input data will be
lost.
Pentek Technical Support has also stated that the 4261A is triggered solely by the rising
edge of the NRFD line and the location of the falling edge is not significant to the

O operation of the parallel port. The WFS interface configuration is dependent on this
characteristic of the parallel port. A look at the attached page 20 from the Operating
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O Manual suggests that as long as NRFD remains low for a minimum time, t,. = 30 ns, the
4261A will be able to recognize that the data has been read and bring DAV high.

3.0 HPSP-1C0I

The Data I/O Module (DIO) on the HPSP-1000 is designed as the main sensor interface
for the signal processor. It should be used for transfers that require high average data
rates and a simple control handshake interface.

The DIO contains 4 16-bit parallel ports or external DMA ports. Each port is accessible
through a 50-pin D connector on the rear of the HPSP-1000 rack. These ports can also
be accessed through the 40-pin flat ribbon cable connections found immediately on the
back on the HPSP-1000 chassis. The ports are currently configured for differential TL
signals. However all of the data and control lines are terminated with a resistor network.
The resistor networks can be selected to provide single ended TML connections as well as
allow for inverted signals by swapping the differential lines. A diagram showing the
possible configurations of the resistor networks are shown in the attached Figure 2.4.3
from the HPSP-1000 External Interface Description, page 11.

The DIO can perform data transfers in both synchronous and asynchronous mode of
operation. Synchronous operation requires an external clock aud can transfer data at
rates up to 1/2 the HPSP-1000 system clock or 8 MHz. Asynchronous operation requires
a simpler handshaking interface but can only transfer data at 1/4 the HPSP-1000 system
clock or 4 MHz. Data transfers on the WFS SPU system will be done using
asynchronous operation.

In asynchronous mode the DIO uses two active high control lines, EXT RDY and
DIO RDY. External Ready (EXTRDY) indicates that valid data is present on the port
data lines. DIO Ready (DIO.RDY) indicates that the data has been received.
DIO-RDY goes active and inactive in response to EXTRDY, typically lagging by 150
ns. Operation of the two control lines is shown in the attached Figure 3.1.3-3 from the
HPSP-1000 External Interface Description, page 31.

4.0 WFS SPU System Interface

The WFS SPU system will be able to achieve its necessary data transfer rates by using
the DIO in the asynchronous mode of operation. Handshaking can be accomplished by
connecting the DAV line from the 4261A with EXT RDY on the DIO. It will be
ncccssary to invert this line on the DIO card. The NRFD line on the 4261A will be
connected to the DIO RDY line on the DIO. This line will not need to be inverted, but
both control lines and the 16 data lines %ill have to be configured for single ended TTLO on the DIO card.

While this configuration appears to be the ir, p irIl fr the WFS SPU c5u,,rn, there
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O are several areas of concern. The physical cable connection will be complex. In order to
transfer data from 2 A/D's to one DIO module, there will be 2 50-pin IDC flat ribbon
cables running from the front of the A/D Converter chassis to 4 50-pin D connectors at
the back of the HPSP-1000 rack. This will involve a custom made interface box and
approximately 12 feet of ribbon cable for every 2 A/D boards and DIO module. The
WFS SPU system will have 3 such connections.

There is also a concern with the use of single ended TTL lines to transfer data at high
rates over long cables. Hughes recommends against using single ended TTL signals at
data rates over 2 MHz, due to problems with noise and crosstalk. The WFS SPU system
will be operating at that rate and on cables in excess of 6 feet in length. If the interface
is not capable of operating in this configuration, the lines can be shortened by bypanisng
the 50-pin D connectors on the back of the HPSP-1000 rack and connecting to the 40-
pin IDC socket connections on the rear of the HPSP-1000 itself. While this may make it
difficult to access the back of the HPSP-1000, it will shorten the data lines by several
feet. A final more complex solution would involve adding a digital board, possibly in the
A/D Converter chassis that would provide circuitry to change the single ended TrL lines
to chip driven differential TTL signals.

This configuration also is limiting in that it does not provide an easy way to improve data
rates to a speed over 4 MHz. The DIO is capable of transfer rates of 8 MHz if
synchronous transfer rates are used. In order to utiize synchronous transfer rates the
entire interface would have to be replaced. A synchronous interface would have to
include an external clock source and more complex handshaking. It would probably
require a separate digital board. Increased speed would also encourage more problems
with the single ended lines.

Complete testing of the previously described interface wili require preparing 4
components of the transfer path.

I) Software for the A/D Converter Subsystem that will allow the A/D to simulate
collection and output data through the parallel port. This has been completed.

2) Collection code for the DIO module will also need to be written to collect data
and place it into global memory.

3) The cable connection will have to be designed and custom built to correctly
interface the parallel port on the 4261A and the DIO module.

4) The DIO card will need to be studied and the on board resistor network
terminated for single ended TTL and for inverted signals. Hughes Technical
Support said that this could be done but was unable to offer specifics.

Q 5.0 References
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0D TECHNICAL MEMO

To: List From: Michael L.
Emry
Date: May 19 1994 Reference: MLE-94-01
Subject: WFS SPU A/D Characterization

1.0 Introduction

The A/D Subsegment of the Waveform Simulator Signal Processor Upgrade (WFS SPU)
is a VME chassis that contains 7 Pentek Model 4261A A/D converter boards (1 board is
a spa!- ,'nit) and the accompanying hardware and software required to control, monitor,
and '.',, ace these boards. As part of the WFS SPU program, each of the 7 Pentek
4261A -.,,aids will be characterized and its performance specifications verified and
documented. The characterization of each board is designed to measure standard A/D
performance specifications within the scope of the WFS SPU program.

The characterization is divided into three separate tests. The first test is a measurementO of the performance of the board with a full scale input. This test will calculate Signal-to-
Noise Ratio (SNR) and effective number of bits (Meff). It will also estimate the
Spurious Free Dynamic Range (SFDR) and the average noise floor that the A/D boards
will provide within the WFS SPU program. The second test will examine the
performance of the board with a grounded input. This test will calculate the DC offset
of the board and estimate the average noise floor of the A/D board with a grounded
input. The third test is a histogram analysis of the board at an input amplitude greater
than the full scale amplitude of the A/D board. This test will verify that the board has
no missing codes and demonstrates good Differential Linearity Error (DLE).

Additionally, this document outlines the inieraction between Pentek and SRC that led to
the final prototype version of the Model 4261A that will be used in the WFS SPU
program. It outlines the test equipment, data collection methods, and the procedures of
each of the three tests. Results of the tests on the prototype board (SN #9401008) are
also included. These measurements provide the performance benchmark for the 7 units
that will be purchased by SRC for use in the WFS SPU system. As they become
available, these 7 units will be tested and their specifications recorded in an appendix to
this document.

2.0 Pentek 4261A A/D Converter

Q The Pentek Model 4261A A/D converter board is a single 6U VMEbus compatible
analog to digital converter. The standard unit uses the Burr-Brown ADC603 AID
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O Converter and Sample & Hold, a 10 MHz 12-bit A/D converter chip. The board has two
identical memory buffers, each consisting of 1 Mega-samples of FIFO storage, a
VMEbus interface, and a parallel output port. The board supports internal and external
triggering and sampling. The input impedance is 50 Ohm resistive and accepts a full
scale analog signal input voltage of +/- 1.0 Volts or full signal amplitude of 10.0 dBm.

The Model 4261A is designed to allow plug-in replacement of any of Burr-Brown's 46
pin A/D converter chips. The prototype board tested and documented in this memo
houses a Burr-Brown ADC614 KH converter. This converter is a 14-bit, 5.12 MHz A/D
Converter and Sample & Hold. According to Burr-Brown performance specifications
this chip achieves 74 dB typical SNR and 82 dB typical SFDR.

The original AID subsegment design used Pentek Model 4261A's with the Burr-Bro•n
ADS615 chip. This chip is a 10 MHz, 14-bit A/D Converter and'Sample & Hold.
Pentek provided SRC with a Model 4261A containing this part. SRC tested the
performance of the board and the results indicated SNR from 55 dB to 60 dB. The
testing was conducted at various input sampling frequencies as described in Section 4.1
of this memo. This accounts for the 6 dB range in SNR values.

Since the performance was well below those specified, Pentek made some modifications
to the board. They replaced the Burr-Brown OPA620 Op-amp on the AID moduleO daughter-card, compensated the new part with a 10 pf capacitor to reduce oscillation,
added an amplifier termination of 100 Ohms, and reduced the input bandwidth. SRC
testing on the board after the changes were implemented showed SNR in the range of
59-64. It was also during this time period that SRC became aware of potential problems
relating fo Burr-Brown's supply and support of the ADS615 A/D converter and decided
to replace the part with the Burr-Brown ADC614 A/D converter. The ADC614 is a 5
MHz, 14-bit A/D Converter and Sample & Hold. Pentek shipped a 4261A board with
the ADC614 part and SRC test results indicated SNR in the range of 62-67 dB. Pentek
also provided SRC with a KH grade ADC614 to replace the JH grade part in the board.
Burr-Brown specifications stated that the KH grade part would perform 1-2 dB better
than the JH grade part. Test results indicated no difference between the two grades of
the A/D converter chip.

Pentek proposed a new layout for the A/D module daughter-card on the Model 4261A.
The new layout utilized improved component placement and more extensive ground
planning around the OPA620 Op-amp. A 2.5 MHz, 3-pole Butterworth low pass filter
was added between the OPA640 and the ADC614. SRC performance testing indicated
SNR greater than 70 dB for all sampling rates below the maximum rate of 5.000 MHz.
The results of the testing of this prototype board (SN #9401008) are included in this
document. This board is considered the final prototype version and it is understood that
all 7 boards supplied by Pentek for the WFS SPU program will meet or exceed the
specifications documented in this report.

3.0 Test Setup
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O The characterization of the Model 4261A A/D converter board requires the use of the
A/D subsegment hardware of the WFS SPU system. The A/D subsegment includes an
Electronics Solutions VME Power Cage II with decoupled backplane, a Motorola162
Embedded Controller with PDOS operating system and 712A/B/AM Transition Module,
and the Pentek Model 4261A A/D Converter. The equipment external to the VME
chassis includes a 50 Ohm termination, a Fluke 6082A Signal Generator, and a personal
computer with ethernet card. The 50 Ohm termination and the Fluke 6082A Signal
Generator are used as input signals for the A/D converter. This signal generator was
chosen because of its low noise performance. The Fluke 6082A provides phase noise of
-137 dBc/H-z at 20 kHz offset from carrier. The personal computer has a Microtec C
Cross Compiler, FTP (File Transfer Protocol) capabilities, and MATLAB.

The diagnostic software was developed on the personal computer with the Microtec
Compiler and downloaded across ethernet with FTP to the Motorola 162 Controller in
the VME chassis. The diagnostic software initializes the A/D boards for collection with
internal trigger, internal sampling clock, and output going to VME backplane. Sampled
data is collected in the data buffers, downloaded across the VME backplane to a RAM
file on the Motorola 162 Controller, and transferred to the personal computer across
ethernet with FTP. A utility program on the personal computer alters the data file into
a format compatible with MATLAB. Once in this format, MATLAB is used to process,
analyze, and plot the sampled A/D data.0
4.0 Test Procedure and Data Analysis

As explained in the Introduction, the characterization is divided into three separate tests:
Full Scale Input, Grounded Input, and Histogram Analysis. Details concerning the test
procedures and data analysis methods for each buffer follow in this section. Test results
for the prototype board are found in Section 5.0, As the 7 boards that will be a part of
the WFS SPU system become available, they will be characterized in an identical manner
and the results appended to this memo.

4.1 Full Scale Input Test

Measurements are taken at five different pairs of sampling frequencies (Fs) and input
frequencies (Fin). Since the Model 4261A internal, divide by N clock, is 10.000 MHz, all
sampling frequencies are integer multiples of 10.000 MHz. The exact input frequencies
were chosen to phaselock Fs and Fin and center the input signal in one frequency bin to
reduce spectral leakage. The five pairs of frequencies were chosen to demonstrate the
performance of the full range of the A/D. The amplitude is set to approximately ..5 dB
full scale to provide an input signal that is not clipped. Due to slight variations in the
gain of the A/D board due to the filter added by Pentek, full scale on the A/D converter
is between 10.8 dBm and 11.8 dBm.

O For each frequency pair, 4096 data samples are collected. The set of data will hereafter

be referred to as a run. Eight 512-point FFTs were performed on the data and a 120
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() dB Dolph-Chebyshev window is applied. The FF1 size and window are consistent with
the signal processing on the WFS SPU system. The frequency data is adjusted for
window broadening and normalized for full scale input at 0 dB. The frequency data is
also reduced by 2 dB to account for the summing of two samples per range bin that
occurs in the WFS SPU system.

SNR is calculated by 'dividing the RMS sum of the peak signal by the RMS sum of the
noise. For this test the noise does not include DC (5 bins), the fundamental peak signal
(9 bins), the first 4 harmonics (7 bins each), and the two highest spurs (5 bins each).
These bins account for 20.0 % of the total frequency spectrum. The RMS sum of the
noise is multiplied by a factor of 20.0 % to achieve a more accurate SNR measurement.
The noise floor is the average of the bins used in the noise sum calculation. SFDR is
the difference between the fundamental peak signal and the second highest spur,
excluding harmonics. Meff is determined from SNR.

4.2 Grounded Input Test

By placing a 50 Ohm termination load on the input of the A/D board the board is
characterized for a grounded input. Data was collected at the sampling frequencies of
1.000, 2.000, 3.333, and 5.000 MHz. The data is windowed and processed identically to
the data collected in the full scale test. For each sampling rate, DC offset and average

O noise floor are calculated.

4.1 Histogram Analysis Test

The Fluke 6082A Signal Generator is used to inject a sinewave with an input frequency
of 0.977 MHz and at sampling rates of 5.000 MHz and 3.333 MHz. In order to assure
that all the output codes are tested, the input signal is set to an amplitude of +.5 dB full
scat'. One million samples are collected at each sample rate and a utility program on
the personal computer creates a histogram output file. The histogram data file shows
the number of samples that fell in each of the possible output codes for the A/D
converter. For a 14-bit A/D converter there are 2 14 or 16384 possible output codes.

Differential linearity Error (DLE) is a measure of how each code bin varies in size with
respect to the ideal. Mathematically, DLE is the ratio of the actual probability of the
nth code occurring to the theoretical probability of the nth code occurring. Instead of a
mathematical calculation of DLE, the data was analyzed for missing codes. Additionally,
a visual analysis of the histogram output will show data that approximates the standard
probability function for a sinewave.

5.0 Test Results

O The results of the testing and characterization effort on the Pentek prototype board (SN
#9401008) are included in this section. The results of all runs for each test are tabulated
and displayed in this section. Graphical plots are labeled by the run number and follow
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() the tabulated results.

5.1 Full Scale Input Test

_ _nu~Run filename Fs Fin SNR Meff SFDR noise
(MHz) (MHz) (dB) (bits) (dB) floor (dB)

5.1.1 proto~la.dat 5.000 2.305 160.18 9.70 -74.91 484.41

5.1.2 proto02a.dat 3.333 0.977 71.34 11.56 -81.91 -95.15

5.1.3 proto03a.dat 3.333 0.117 71.25 11.54 -81.71 -95.20

5.1.4 proto04a.dat 2.000 0.977 70.81 11.47 -81.63 -94.62

[5.1.5 proto05a.dat 1.000 10.117 73.2 1.2 -22 -97.46- .5 - 19 - 82==

FIue 3.1-1: MF SPEOiI Respon o dFile P1ROTO0IADAT
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Run filename Fs (MHz) DC offset (counts) noise floor
(dB)

5.2.1 proto06a.dat 5.000 47.12 -97.41

5.2.2 proto07a.dat 3.333 -46.57 -98.88

5.2.3 proto08a.dat 2.000 47.82 -99.97

5.2.4 protoO9a.dat 1.000 -48.14 -101.03

F*n 5.2.1: WF Spcrfl Rea,*p odFidsPR.OTOD6ADAT
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O 5.1 Histogram Analysis

Run filename Fs (MHz) Fin (Mlz) Amplitude (dBm)

5.3.1 protol0a.dat 5.COO 0.977 11.0

5.3.2 protolla.dat 3.333 0.977 11.0

F'e 5.33. 1: IWUW OutW It 5.000 W.

5O0

U 2O0 4000 0 00 100 0W0 12M0 14000 16000

Cob F6nu
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0 TECHNICAL MEMORANDUM

To: List From: J. K Beard
Date: 5 June 1993 Reference: JKB-93-06
Subject: Description of the Tracker CSC for Pulse Doppler Radars

1.0 SUMMARY

The purpose of this memo is to provide a brief description of the target tracker
CSC and its functions. The system is a generic ground based pulse-Doppler radar with
an electrically steered array (ESA) used for target engagement and surface-to-air missile
(SAM) fire control.

2.0 THE TRACKER CSC

The ESA forms pencil beams which are steered at one of several targets
sequentially. The radar timing is organized about a major frame time of about 100
milliseconds. All of the targets in track are illuminated once each major frame. Each
time a target is illuminated, one or more pulse Doppler bursts is transmitted. The

O received signals are used with three channel monopulse processing to support a robust,
k high performance target track. The target track data is used to support ESA beam

steering, missile fire control, and missile guidance.

The Tracker CSC is hosted in a processor closely linked with the signal processor.
The signal processor provides target detection data, including ambiguous range,
ambiguous Doppler, chirp rate of the pulses in the burst (if the pulses are chirped), the
burst parameters (including maximum ambiguous range and Doppler, bandwidth, etc.),
and target angles as found from monopulse processing. The output of the Tracker CSC
is a data block from which beam steering angles are taken for use in the ESA beam
steering controller for the next dwell on each target, another data block for use in
displays and controls, and signals or interrupt lines signaling that these data blocks are
ready and valid.

The central data base of the Tracker CSC is an array of track files. One track file
is assigned to each target in track. Each track file is a data structure. Typical contents
of this data structure are shown below in Table I. Note that the key parameter in the
track file is an indicator of its state, which determines the actions taken by each Tracker
CSC Function. The Tracker CSC Functions are Association, Initialization, Update,
Range Resolve, Drop Track, and System Interface. Each of these CSC Functions is
described below.

0
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O Table L.Typical Track File

Block Variables Purpose

I Track File State 0-Unused, 1-Initialized, 2-One Hit
3-Established, 4-Range Resolved

2 Times First Hit, Last Hit times, etc.

3 Quality Indicators No. of hits, No. of misses, etc.

4 Azimuth Track Kalman filter data block

5 Elevation Track Kalman filter data block

6 Doppler Track KaLnan filter data block

7 Ambiguous PRF Track 1 Kalman filter data block

8 Ambiguous PRF Track 2 Kalman filter data block

9 Ambiguous PRF Track 3 Kalman filter data block

10 Ambiguous PRF Track 4 Kalman filter data block

11 Ambiguous PRF Track A Kalman filter data block

12 Ambiguous PRF Track 3 Kalman filter data block

13 Ambiguous PRF Track C Kalman filter data block

14 Ambiguous PRF Track D Kalman filter data block

15 Unambiguous Range Track Kalman filter data block

16 Missile Track Kalman filter data block, etc.

17 Display Data As appropriate

18 Subframe Allocation As required

19 Second Tracker As required

3.0 Descriptions of Tracker Functions

Each of the Tracker CSC Functions described below is done sequentially after
each target dwell. All of the functions operate on the track files using data from the
signal processor, except System Interface, which maintains the data blocks used toO support beam steering and the displays and controls.

3.1 A•ssociation
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At the time the Tracker CSC is invoked, the only data available is target detection
data and the track file data. The first operation is to determine which track files
correspond to which target detections. This operation is the association of returns to
tracks, or simply Association.

The association problem and its solutions are well kncwn [1]. For this type of
radar, less than 20 targets are tracked and less than 20 returns are ustally detected on
each dwell. Even with these relatively small numbers, simplifications of the sorting
process are appropriate. The association logic is as follows:

a. Preselect by target angle. Examine the azimuth track for each active track file,
extrapolated to current time. If the difference between the predicted and
measured azimuth exceeds a preselected threshold (typically about a beamwidth),
no association exists for this return and this track file. Repeat for elevation. The
threshold for elevation preselection is independent from that used for azimuth.

b. Preselect by Doppler. Examine the Doppler track, extrapolated to current time.
If the Doppler difference is more than about three standard deviations of the
extrapolated Doppler track, association again fails.

c. Preselect by range. Examine the ambiguous range track for this track file for the
PRF used in this dwell, extrapolated for current time and taken modulo the
maximum unambiguous range for this PRF. If the difference exceeds a
reasonable threshold, association fails.

This process is invoked for each return for all active track files. More detailed checking
is done during the track update process. Each return that has been associated with an
existing track file is flagged as having been used.

In the event that no detections occur in a dwell steered at a target in track, the
preselection in angle process will be used to select the appropriate track file or files and
the "miss" counter will be incremented in the track quality data blocks of these track
files.

3.2 Initialization

3.2.1 Automatic Initialization. Detected targets that have not been assoiated with an
existing track file are used to initialize a new track file. An unused track file data
structure in the track file array is initialized by setting the track file state appropriately
and initializing the angle, Doppler, and ambiguous range track for the PRF used in the
dwell.

3.2.2 Manual Initialization. Operator initialization of a track file may be done byO designation of target angles, Doppler, PRF, and ambiguous range. An unused track file
data structure is used and initialized as appropriate with the data available.
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03.3 p _

3.3.1 Two state Kalman filters. The same state Kalman filter, with application-
dependent tuning, is used to update azimuth track, elevation track, and Doppler track.
This adaptive Kalman filter uses states congruent to the measurement and its time
decivative, such as angle and angle rate. The ambiguous range track is updated with a
slightly different version which accepts range rate measurements as well as range
measurements.

The two state Kalman filters use adaptive plant noise, in which the diagonal plant
noise term corresponding to time derivative is scaled with the square of the measurement
error. This provides an adaptive mechanism which allows maximum accuracy for well-
behaved targets with maximum robustness of track for ill-behaved targets. Innovative
algebraic mechanisms are used to prevent any possibility of covariance collapse, so that
maximum possible robustness is achieved with a very simple tracker.

In some instances, Doppler measurement data is invalid or unavailable. In this
case, the ambiguous range track for the PRF used is updated with the appropriate
Kalman filter without a Doppler measurement, and the Doppler track data is not
updated.

In other instances, range measurement data is invalid or unavailable, but Doppler() measurement data is available. A special third two state Kalman filter is available for
updating the ambiguous range tracks for occasions when this occurs.

3.3.2 Three state Kalman filter. If the range ambiguity has been resolved earlier in the
track history, the track file state is set to indicate that a three state range tracker has
been initialized. Range ambiguity data appropriate to the PRF used in the dwell is used
to correct the ambiguous measured range, and this data is used with Doppler data to
update the three state range tracker.

The three state Kalman filter uses adaptive plant noise. The diagonal noise terms
corresponding to range rate and range acceleration are scaled by squares of the
measurement errors in range and Doppler. This provides maximum accuracy with
maximum robustness for any target, as with the two state Kalman filters.

When a constant velocity target is tracked for an extended period, the three state
range tracker would be liable to covariance collapse due to extremely small variance of
range acceleration. This is sometimes prevented by placing significant plant noise in the
range acceleration state, at the expense of tracker accuracy. The three state range
tracker does not use inappropriate plant noise to prevent covariance collapse. Instead, a
UDUT square root Kalman filter[2] is used for this tracker.

O 3.3.3 Track update failure. When, during the execution of a track file update, data
checks reveal that the detection should not be associated with the track file or that the
update data is otherwise invalid, the update will fail. The "miss" counter is incremented
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O in the track quality data block, a software flag is set the "used" flag in the signal
processor data set is reset, and update is abandoned. Such detection data is used to
initialize new tracks. Whenever the track update does not fail, the "miss" counter is reset
to zero.

3.4 Range and Doppler Resolve

Doppler ambiguity resolution is performed by examining ambiguous range track;
the range rate from two dwells will nearly always allow accurate resolution of Doppler
ambiguity for high PRF. Doppler for PRFs that are too low to be useful in this
operation are simply discarded. Doppler ambiguity resolution is repeated every dwell for
any track file for which range ambiguity resolution has not been accomplished.

Range ambiguity resolution requires that the ambiguous range tracks from at least
two and usually three PRFs converge so that range track accuracy is considerably better
than a range gate. Range resolve in reasonably short periods requires that Doppler data
be used in the range tracks.

The ambiguous ranges from several tracks are extrapolated to the same effective
point in time, called the range resolve epoch. The variances of these ranges at the range
resolve epoch are thresholded according to the range resolve algorithm applicable for theO PRF combination and the feasibility of successful range resolve is evaluated. If the range
variances are sufficiently small, range resolve proceeds; otherwise, range resolve is
abandoned for this track file.

Range resolve is done by evaluating the differences in ambiguous ranges in terms
of the differences in maximum unambiguous range for each PRF pair involved. Modulo
arithmetic is used in a final equation which yields the unambiguous target range,
effective at the range resolve epoch. This information, along with range rate from the
Doppler track, to initialize the three state range tracker. The state of the track file is
changed to indicate that range resolve has been accomplished.

3.5 Drop Track

The track quality indicators are scanned and tracks for which the "miss" count is
too high, or for which the last update was too long ago, are dropped. Tracks are
dropped by resetting the track file state to zero, to indicate that the track file data
structure is unused and is available for use with new track initiations.

Track files are examined by pairs to ensure that more than one track file has been
assigned to the same target. Screening is done by using target angle, ambiguous range,
and Doppler data from one track file and scanning down the remainder of the track files
using comparison logic similar to that used in Association. In the event that two trackQ Iles are found which are tracking the same target, the target quality indicators are
examined and the best track file is retained and the other is dropped.
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Efficiency in scanning the track files can be assured by scanning the track state
indicators. In the event it is deemed that efficiency requires that the track files be
compact, track file data structures will be sorted when tracks are dropped to keep them
all in a contiguous block.

3.6 Sy•stem Interface

A system data block is maintained for use by the beam steering controller.
Steering data is provided, effective at the next dwell time, for each subframe with
sufficient lead time to ensure that data latency requirements are met for operation of the
beam steering controller.

Another data block is maintained for use by the displays and controls. This data
block includes target display identifiers, target position and velocity, and other identifiers
such as high closing Doppler and other operator alert signals. Other data not serviced
by this function, such as the real or complex range-Doppler map from the signal
processor may be used by the displays and controls, is identified by pointers or other
data in this data block.

The System Interface function services the system communication data blocks by
processing data from the track files as appropriate. Beam steering data is kept in sine
space in the angle track files so that this processing operation for beam steering simply
amounts to extrapolation of angle data to the major frame subframe slot allocated to the
target being tracked. This is done even if a "miss" has been recorded for this target.
Data for the displays add controls is formatted with a minimum of processing for use by
the displays and controls functions.

Whenever the operations of storing new data in a system data block begin, a
software or hardware "data block busy" signal will be set. At the completion of the data
storage operation, the data flag will be set to "data valid."

4.0 CONCLUSIONS

A simple description of the Target Track CSC for a pulse Doppler engagement
radar has been described.

5.0 REFERENCES

(11 "Multiple Target Tracking with Radar Applications,' S. Blackman, Artech House
(1986).

[21 "Factorization Methods for Discrete Sequential Estimation," G. J. Bierar,
Academic Press (1977).
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TEHNCAL MEMORANDUM

To: List From: J. K. Beard
Date: 30 July 1993 Reference: JKB-93-09A
Subject: A Range Resolve Methodology for Pulse Doppler Radars

1.0 SUMMARY

A fast method has been found for performing the range resolve function using
ambiguous ranges from multiple pulse repetition frequencies (PRFs). The method is
applicable to PRIs which share prime factors in common. Requirements on tracker
accuracy art relaxed in proportion to the product of prime factors shared between PRIs.
so that shazed factors are a requirement for practical application for closely spaced
PRFs. The method, its derivation, examples, and a simulation are given in this report.
This memo was revised and reissued on 10 August 1993.

2.0 PROBLEM STATEMENT

2.1 The Range Resolution Problem

0 Pulse-Doppler radars often use high PRFs so that target Doppler is unambiguous.
When a radar return from a target is detected, it is impossible to determine from which
transmitted pulse the energy originated. This is the range ambiguity problem inherent in
the pulse-Doppler radar system concept.

Range ambiguities are resolved by chaining PRFs and observing differences in
apparent, or ambiguous, target range. If the target range does not change, the target
return is from the transmitted pube just preceding the return. If the target return
appears at different ranges for different PRFs, then the target return is from a previous
pulse. The range ambiguity resolution problem is determining which transmitted pulse
originated the energy for a given return.

2.2 System Engineering Tradeoffs

In selecting a set of PRFs for a pulse-Doppler design, it is important that tLe
PRFs for each class of modes be kept as close as possible so that the signal processing
can be kept as similar as possible for the different PRFs. This means that the tracker
performance does not vary as the PRFs Pre changed to prevent a target from falling into
a blind range. Also, range resolve is done early in the track histony, so that tracker
accuracy is limited to approximately one range gate. Therefore, the tracker accuracy
requirement of the range resolve algorithm should be matched to the bandwidth of the
radar.
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y TIle bandwidth of the radar, for unmodulated pulse train bursts, is approximated
by one over the pulse length used in the bursts. Thermal consideration in final
amplifiers limit the duty cycle in the bursts (or the average power in the bursts), which is
kept as high as possible because this parameter maps directly into the signal to noise
ratio. Therefore, the duty cycle remains nearly constant over PRF changes. The number
of non-overlapping range gates, including the blind range, is approximately the reciprocal
of the duty cycle. Since one of the parameters in the range resolution methodolo,
design to the number of range gates, duty cycle interacts with the range resolve
methodology.

The number of pulses in a burst is not the dwell time. A wait time of (2*RMAX/c)
is necessary to wait for returns to begin coming in from the longest range targets.
Processing begins at the end of this wait time through the end of the burst. This
processing time determines the energy on the target during the burst, and the Doppler
resolution of the radar is proportional to cne over the processing time.

Tracker performance is determined by range accuracy, Doppler accuracy, and
revisit time. The number of dwells between revisit times is the limit of independent
targets a phased array may consider independently; this is the beam occupancy limit.

A single system dock -irystal is usually used in pulse-Doppler radars so that
receiver design deals only with the lines of one oscillator and its harmonics; this
oscillator frequency is usually selected in terms of the minimum display granularity of the
system. System clocks of 10 to 15 MHz, corresponding to system granularities of 65 to
100 nanoseconds or 10 to 15 meters, are common. PRIs are selected as integers
multiples of the system granularity. This means that design of the range resolve
methodology interacts with selection of the system clock frequency,

In summary, requirements on the range resolve design are determined from the
requirements on a phased array radar, posed in terms of maximum range requirements,
peak and average power available, and tracker performance requirements. A range
resolve methodology is selected within the constraints of number theory, using system
dock frequency as a free parameter, to meet system requirements in teris of allowable
tracker accuracy, maximum range, the number of independent target tracks, the number
of PRFs, the number of range gates, and the system clock frequency.

3.0 RESOLVING RANGE AMBIGUITY

3.1 The Method

The method, as presented here, is applied to two PRFs. The method is nested to
apply it to three or more PRFs. Th. results of combining the first two PRFs is used as
data which is taken as inputs from a virtual PRF which is much lower, and this data is
used with data from a third PRF.
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) ,'The problem statement is: given two pulse repetition intervals (PRIs) in terms of
clock counts for a common system clock P, and P2, and ambiguous ranges from PRFs
corresponding to these PRIs, find the smallest range that would result in these observed
ambiguous ranges.

As part of the radar mode setup, some offlinz computations are performed to set
up the range resolve methodology. These steps are:

1. Find the prime factors of the two PRIs P, and P2,

2. Find the mutual prime factors of P, and P2, F,2, and find the mut,-aly prime
virtual PRIs P'l=P1/F2 and P'2=P2/F2p,

3. Define the context granularity as the system clock rate dMided by F2,

4. Define the "magic number" S,2 from F' and P'2.

Real time computations, done as part. of the tricker fnctions when rangge resove is to
be executed, are:

a. Extrapolate the two tracker ambiguous range position states to the same effective0 time (selected to minimize the variance of R1 - R2 as used in the next step),

b. Find the difference in the ambiguous ranges R, - R2, rounded to the nearest
number of "context dock" counts, (Rc - Rc2) = (RI - R2)/dR, where
dR=c/(2*f,).

c. Find D (Rc - Rc2) mod (P',); if D<O add F'l,

d. Find A2 = (S,.D) mod (P'1 ) (this step may be skipped if S12  1), and

e. Find the unambiguous range R. = R, + A2 .P2.dR.

Note that the difference between ambiguous ranges is used, so that the method is
not a function of arbitrary "range bins" as are older methods using the classical Chinese
remainder theorem"1 . However, note that the tracker accuracy requirement, defined by
the rounding in step (b) above, requires that the difference between two ambiguous
ranges be accurate within a "bin" of Fl.dR. This means that Ft should be
approximately one range bin, or pulse width, in terms of clock ticks. This means that P',
and P'2 should be approximately equal to the number of range gates.

In most applications, combinations of PRFs can be found such that S12 is I for
useful PRF combinations. When this is done, step (d) above is redundant with step (c)
and is omitted.
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C) Practical application nearly always requires that more than two PRFs be used in

resolving range ambiguity. This is done by nesting the method. This process is described

in the next section.

3.2 More than Two PRFs

Adding PRFs is simple. The process is as follows:

i. Select two PRFs and apply the method as described above, including defining the

effective PRI corresponding to the combination of P, and P2, Pu = F-2P',oP'2,

ii. Take the range rate and effective time for R12 as those of R2, so that a complete

set of virtual ambiguous range tracker states is defined for the results of

combining PRF I and PRF 2,

iii. Take the ambiguous range tracker states for PRF 3 and combine it with the

virtual tracker states defined for PRFs 1 and 2 and reapply the method.

For the new set of common factors F2 is computed from P, and P., as is the new

"magic number" Sn. The value of S23 is dependent on the order of the PRFs selected in

application of the method, and that some simplification can be achieved if the order of

C the PRFs is selected such that S2 is 1. Examination of the possibilities shows that there

are six ways that three PRFs can be combined. All should be examined in development

of a methodology to be applied in an actual system.

The minimum value of F that is used throughout the process determines the

requirements on tracker accuracy. Estimates of tracker accuracy available from the track
file data should be used to ensure that range resolve can be accomplished with high
confidence before proceeding. Also, the ambiguous range tracks should be continued
and range resolve checked for several "hits" to ensure correct range resolve is
accomplished.

3.3 Derivation of the Method

Ambiguous ranges from each PRF are, in terms of the system clock ticks,

Rc, = (R) mod (PidR), dR 2 (1)

which can be restated in terms of products and remainders as
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R = R, At'PI-dR. 0:5 A, <1'2, (2)

R R2,+ A•.P.dA, 0: SA 2< P,.

The integers A1 and A2 are unknown. Determination of either 4, or A2 resolves the

range ambiguity.

Subtracting the two forms given in Equation (2) and rearranging terms gives

Ac, - -R4= A. - A,P, (3)

where Rc; and Rc2 are the ambiguous ranges given in clock ticks,

1Rc,
dR = , .(4)

Taking both sides of Equation (3) modulus P1 gives

D = (A2-P2) mod (P,) ()

where D is given by

D = (Rc, - Rc-) mod (P,), if D < 0 then add P, to D. (6)

Writing the modulus relationship in Equation (5) in terms of a product and remainder
gives

A2.P2 - D + k.P,, 0!5 k < P2. (7)

The range resolve problem has now been reduced to finding A2 from D in
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O Equation (7). Three "brute force" methods have been demonstrated by simulation:

* Step k from 0 to (P2 - 1) in Equation (7), stop when (D + k*P,) mod (P) is zero.
Then, find A2 = (D + k.P1 )/P2.

0 Use the first approach to build up a lookup table of A2(D).

0 Step A. from 0 to (P, - 1), finding D for each case, to build up the lookup table.

However, a more elegant method is available which does not need a lookup table, and
which does not require a search for k in the real time processing.

The basic intuition is achieved by taking both sides of Equation (7) modulus P.,

(D + kP,) mod (i)-0. (S)

We can find a value of k which satisfies Equation (8), by using a constant S5 such that
(S,.P,)mod(P,) =-t, 15•S,<P2(9

so that a value of k which satisfies Equation (8) can always be found as

k = SD. (10)

Then, A2 can be found from

A , +P jP mod (P,). (11)

Given the thinking shown in Equations (8) through (11), a "magic number" S can
be found as follows. First, find S. by stepping from I to (P2 . 1) and check Equation (9),
looking for (P2 . 1) as the result of the modulus operation because (P2. 1) is equal to (-
1) modulus (P2). Since P, and P. are mutually prime, S. will always exist. The "magic
number" S is given by

S= (12)

P2
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and A2 is found from

A2 (D S) mod (P,). (13)

A final insight is available from examination of Equation (12):

(S.I1)mod(Pj)=1, 1_S<P,. (14)

Since P, and P2 are mutually prime, S always exists and is unique. S can be found
directly from Equation (14) by simply stepping test values from 1 to (PI - 1) and testing
the modulus.

4. EXAMPLES

Five examples are summarized below. Each uses three PRFs and a system clock
of 14.900 MHz for a system granularity of 66.7 nanoseconds or 10 meters. The PRIsO were selected by examining prime factorizations of integers from 100 to 150 and
exploring combinations based on numbers which have prime factors from 5 to 15.

4.1 PRIs of 153, 152, and 144 clock ticks

The PRIs correspond to PRFs of 104.1 kHz, 98.6 kHz, and 98.0 kliz. Table 4.1-1
gives the tracker tolerance in meters. The extra two rows and columns correspond to use
of two PRIs in one iteration of the method. As discussed above, the tracker tolerance is
equal to the product of the factors common to the PRIs, multiplied by the system
granularity of 10 meters. Therefore, symmetry about the main diagonal is seen in the
table. Entries where all the prime factors of one or both of the PRIs arc common to
both are not viable, and are shaded in the table.

0
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(C Table 4.1-1. Tracker Tolerance, Meters

PRI 2-> 153 152 144 2448 2736

PR I1

153 10 90 90

152 10 80 80

144 90 80

2448 80 1440

2736 90 1440

Note that the smallest number in the table is the system granularity of 10 meters,
but combinations of PRFs can be found which give system granularities of 80 and 90
meters. Tracker accuracies of 8 or more clock ticks are obtainable early in a track
history, while tracker accuracies of a single clock tick are diffcult under any
circumstances.

The "magic number" needed in implementation is given for each possibleO combination of PRFs in Table 4.1-2. Note that this table is not symmetrical; the magic
number depends on the order in which the PRIs are taken.

Table 4.1-2. Magic Number

PRI 2-> 153 152 144 2448 2736

PRI I

153 152 16 8

152 1 18 10

144 1 1

2448 145 9

2736 161 9

Note that the magic number can be I if the lowest PRF is taken second in the
first iteration of the method, but that the magic number is not 1 for the second iteration.
The ratio of the highest to lowest PRF is 1.0625 for this design. The total unambiguous
range for this PRF combination is 46512 clock ticks, 465 km, or 251 nautical miles.

O 4.2 PRIs of 144, 143, and 132 clock ticks

The PRIs correspond to PRFs of 113.6 kHz, 104.8 kHz, and 104.1 kHz. Table
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Q 4.2-1 gives the tracker tolerance in meters. As discussed above, the tracker tolerance is
equal to the product of the factors common to the PRIs, multiplied by the system
granularity of 10 meters. Therefore, symmetiy about the mrin diagonal is seen in the
table. Entries where all the prime factors of one or both of the PRIs are common to
both are not viable, and are shaded in the table.

Note that the smallest number in the table is the system granularity of 10 meters,
but combinations of PRFs can be found which give system granularities of 110 and 120
meters. Tracker accuracies of 11 or more clock ticks are obtainable early in a track
history, while tracker accuracies of a single clock tick are difficult under any
circumstances.

Table 4.2-1. Tracker Tolerance, Meters

PRI 2-> 144 143 132 1584 1716

PRI I

144 10 120 120

143 10 110 110

132 120 110O 1584 110 1320

1716 120 1320

The *magic number" needed in implementation is given for each possible
combination of PRFs in Table 4.2-2. Again, this table is not symmetrical; the magic
number depends on the order in which the PRIs are taken.

Table 4.2-2. Magic Number

PRI 2-> 144 143 132 Y 1716

PRI 1
II

144 143 11 11
143 1 12 10

132 1 1

1584 133

1716 12 12C) Note that the magic number can be I throughout the implementation if the PRIs

are taken in the order 132 and 144, resulting in an equivalent PR! of 1584, then 143 and
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O 1584. The ratio of the highest to the lowest PRF is 1.091 for this design. The total
unambiguous range for this PRF combination is 20592 clock ticks, 206 kin, or II I
nautical miles.

4.3 PRIs of 133, 132, and 126 clock ticks

The PRIs correspond to PRFs of 119.0 kHz, 113.6 kHz, and 112.7 kHz. Table
4.3-1 gives the tracker tolerance in meters. Again, the tracker tolerance is equal to the
product of the factors common to the PRIs, multiplied by the system granularity of 10
meters, and symmetry about the main diagonal is seen in the table. Entries where all the
prime factors of one or both of the PRIs are common to both are not viable, and are
shaded in the table.

Note that the smallest number in the table is the system granularity of 10 meters,
but combinations of PRFs can be found which give system granularities of 60 and 70
meters. Tracker accuracies of 6 or more clock ticks are obtainable early in a track
histony, while tracker accuracies of a single clock tick are difficult under any
circumstances.

Table 4.3-1. Tracker Tolerance, Meters

O PRI 2-> 133 132 126 2394 2772

PRI 1 ->

133 10 70 70

132 10 60 60

126 70 60

1330 60 1260

2772 70 L 1260

The "magic number" needed in implementation is given for each possible
combination of PRFs in Table 4.3-2. Note that this table is not symmetrical; the magic
number depends on the order in which the PRIs are taken.

0
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) _Table 4.3-2. Magic Number

PRI 2-> 133 132 126 1330 2772

PRI I

133 132 18 6

132 1 21 15

126 1 1 1

1330 127 13

2772 271 -

Note that the magic number can be 1 in the first iteration of the method, but :ot
in the second. The ratio of the highest to the lowest PRF is 1.056 for this design. The
total unambiguous range for this PRF combination is 52668 clock ticks, 527 kmn, or 284
nautical miles.

4.4 PRIs of 121, 120, and 110 clock ticks

The PRIs correspond to PRFs of 136.3 klz, 124.9 kHz, and 123.9 kHz. Table
4.4-1 gives the tracker tolerance in meters. Again, the tracker tolerance is equal to the
product of the factors common to the PRIs, multiplied by the system granularity of 10
meters, and symmetry about the main diagonal is seen in the table. Entries where all the
prime factors of one or both of the PRIs are common to both are not viable, and are
shaded in the table.

Note that the smallest number in the table is the system granularity of 10 meters,
but combinations of PRFs can be found which give system granularities of 100 and 110
meters. Tracker accuracies of 10 or more clock ticks are obtainable early in a track
history, while tracker accuracies of a single clock tick are difficult under any
circumstances.

0
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C) Table 4.4-1. Tracker Tolerance, Meters

PRI 2-> 121 120 110 1210 1320

PRI 1

121 10 110 110

120 10 100 100

110 110 100

1210 100 1100

1320 110 1100

The "magic number" needed in implementation is given for each possible
combination of PRFs in Table 4.4-2. Note that this table is not symmetrical; the magic
number depends on the order in which the PRIs are taken.

Table 4.4-2. Magic Number

PRI02 121 120 110 1210 .1320
C) ~ ~PRI 1I ____ ____I____

121 129 10 10

120 1 11 1

110 1 1

1210 111 1
1320 11 11

I -ote that the magic number can be ! throughout the implementation if the PRIs
are taken in the order 110 and 121, resulting in an equivalent PRI of 1210, then 120 and
1210. The total unambiguous range for this PRF combination is 14520 clock ticks, 206
kin, or 78.4 nautical miles.

4.5 PRIs of 105, 104, and 100 clock ticks

The PRIs correspond to PRFs of 149.9 kHz, 144.1 kHz, and 142.8 kHz. Table
4.5-1 gives the tracker tolerance in meters. The tracker tolerance is equal to the product
of the factors common to the PRIs, multiplied by the system granularity of 10 meters, as
before, and symmetry about the main diagonal is seen in the table. Entries where all theO prime factors of one or both of the PRIs are common to both are not viable, and are
shaded in the table.
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() Note that the smallest number in the table is the system granularity of 10 meters,
but combinations of PRFs can be found which give system granularities of 40 and 50
meters. Tracker accuracies of 4 or more clcck ticks may be obtainable early in a track
history, while tracker accuracies of a sing!e clock tick are difficull under any
circumstances.

Table 4.-1. Tracker Tolerance, Meters

PRI 2 -> 105 104 100 2100 2600

PRI I ____ _ _ _i

105 10 50 50

104 10 40 40

100 50 40

2100 40 1000

2600 50 1000

The "magic number" needed in implementation is given for each possible
O combination of PRFs in Table 45-2. Note that this table is not symmetrical; the magic

number depends on the order in which the PRIs are taken.

Table 4.5-2. Magic Number

PRI 2-> 105 104 100 2100 2600

PRI I

105 104 20 4

104 1 25 21

100 1 1
2100 101 17

2600 421 5

Note that the magic number can be I throughout the implementation if the PRIs
are taken in the order 100 and 105, resulting in an equivalent PRI of 2100, then 104 and
2100. The ratio of the highest to the lowest PRF is 1.05 for this design, an exceptionally
low value. The total unambiguous range for this PRF combination is 54600 clock ticks,
206 kin, or 295 nautical miles.

Q 5.0 CONCLUSIONS
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O The methodology presented is simple and straightforward. Interaction with
system engineering tradeoffs is direct and simple. Implementation is simple and
straightforward, as is illustrated in a simulation attached as an Appendix. Several
examples were given and developed, using a sample system clock corresponding to a
straw-man system granularity of 10 meters. Results from the examples are summarized
in Table 5.0-1.

Table 5.0-1. Summary of Examples

PRIs Ratio AR, ticks Smallest P' Rmfx/Rm All S=1?

153, 152, 144 1.0625 8 16 304 NO

144, 143, 132 1.091 11 11 143 YES

133, 132, 126 1.056 6 18 396 NO

121, 120, 110 1.100 10 10 120 YES

105, 104, 100 1.050 4 21 520 NO

Several generalizations can be made from the examples. First, all of them follow
the pattern of the largest two PRIs differ by 1, with the spread being approximately AR
and the number of range gates (or the smallest P') is slightly less than the PRI/AR.
Second, the tighter the PRFs are grouped, the larger the number of range gates (as given
by the smallest P' in the table) tends to be. Also, grouping the PRFs too tightly makes
keeping the requirements on tracker accuracy low. However, the maximum unambiguous
range is increased when the PRFs are grouped more tightly, the tracker accuracy
requirements are increased, and the number of range gates is increased.

Simulation has revealed the limitations of the technique. The maximum peak
error in (R, - RN) cannot exceed one half the tabulated value of AR. In addition, if the
input ranges are in the wrong ambiguity, the inputs to the algorithm are invalid; this can
happen if the true target range is near zero or maximum ambiguous range and tracker
errors cause the apparent target position to be on the other side of the ambiguity
discontinuity. For example, if the unambiguous range is 50.01 km and the range
ambiguity is I kin, the ambiguous range is .01 km or 10 meters. If the tracker error is -

20 meters, the tracker will report the ambiguous range as .99 km, not .01 km, for an
error in AR of nearly 1 km. This can be easily sensed by avoiding attempting range
ambiguity resolution when the ambiguous range as reported by the tracker is dangerously
near either zero or maximum unambiguous range.

In conclusion, the methodology is well adapted to pulse-Doppler radar design. ItsQ implementation and use are well defined. Its application is simple and efficient. It has
no significant deficiencies in implementation or application.
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O 6.0 REFERENCES

[1) "Radar Handbook,' Merrill Skoir'•, Editor, McGraw-Hill (1970), p. 19-16. A

later edition is now available.

10.0 APPENDIX

A FORTRAN listing of three subprograms, rresolv, isok, and diocu, foTh-. "Iese
subprograms were used in a simulation of the examples which verified the range resolve
capability and the tolerance on tracker accuracy. Extrapolation to a time between the
last track file update times is included in the module uok.

subroutine reaolv(r,rdot,priffvarncs23,teff,isdone,ruLamb) IRes
range
C Inputs:
"* r(3) Three ambiguous ranges, given in floating point clock ticks
"* pri(3) The three I?=*& coroeoponding to the ambigumm ranges
"* ff(3) Factors between PRl's )<->(l,2)j (2)<->(1,3)l (3)<c-(2,3))
"* varnc(3,2) standard deviations of the three ranges
"* s23 zag£c number for second pass
"• teff(3) Zffective times for• the three ambiguous range tracks
C Output@$
"• isdone Logical flag indicating success or failure
"* un=•b fnembiguoua range (undefined when isdonew..ALZ•.)

implicit none
doable precision r(3).rdot(3),varnc(3,2).tetf(3).t13.t23,r13.0 & runamb
integer ijffpri(3).ff(3) ,pril3,pritotones23
logical isok, iedone
data one /1/

C Begin by performing checks
C First check is PPY I vs. FR? 3

iM3
Jul
lsdoneuisok(teffvarnc.ij1.ff (2) .13) IThrso sigma limit
if(ladone) then ISecond test if first test passed

i=3
J .2
isdon•misok(teffvarnc.ijff(3) ,t23)
end If

if(isdone) then EMecuted if both tests passed
i=3

Jul
call doest(teff(i),teff(j),t13,r(i),r(j),rdot(i).rdot(j).

& pri(i) pri(j),ff (2),oner13.pril3J Moew extended RRA
i.2
jul IUVe teff, rdot from 2nd of two PRI's used above
call doext(teff(i),toff(j),t23,r(i),r13,rdot(i),rdot(j),

& pri(), ipril3, ff f3), s23, run•n, pritot)
end if

return
end

logical function iuok(teffvarnc, i, ,ff, tchk)
*Inputs
* teff(3) 3ffoctive times of last update
* va•c(3,2) Variances of position, velocity states
* 1 Pointer to first time & variance
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Piter to second time a variance
*Outputs:
*k tchk Tina at which variance of (Di - Di) in minimized
'Returned value: TRUS. if (Ri - Ri) is three-sigma within range tolerance

izmplicit none

double precision teff(3).varnc(3,2),tchk.t2,t2,v2,v2,
a vdotl. vdct2,var,width,varuix
integer i.j.ff
double precision drcelk,
coann /dr clock, droclk

tl'toff (i)
t2wteff (j)
Vlavaruc (I 1)
v2uverncj U.1)
vdotluvenc (i, 2)
vdot~vvaxnc(J,2)
varavL~v2,2.'vdotl~vdot2 (tl-t2)*"2
vidtbmff*dr elk
varmazu(widib/6.)**2 lThr2e sigma limit
if (var.gt.vasrax) then

isoks.3PALS.
also

isoke.*TRum
tchk. (vdotl't14vdot2*t2) /(vdotl~vdot2)
and it

return

0 asubroutine doext(te2.te'2.tdo,rl.r~ordotl. rdot2,
A PrifLPri3.9ff,,rout.priout) 113w extended RRA

*Inputs, all except first in integer clock ticket
"* tel Xf fective time of first re rdat
"* t92 zUfLotiv, tine of second r, rdot
"* tdo Xf oective tiMe atwic age resolve is done
* 1 F irst range
*r2 Second range
*rdotl first Wdot
*rdot2 second rdat
*prLA First ritz
*pris Second SRI
*ff Prime factors in commn between lilA and liii

a s agic number
*Outputa*
"* rout Unamzbiguous range
"* priout if fective PRI of unfolded range using PRIA and PRIB
*NOTiS:
* 1. Ii%2.PRI2, no mutual prime factors, are necessary conditioxs
* 2. The *magic number' is assumed to be 1; sel-act the IRIs to achieve this

ImpLicit non

double precision tel,te2. tdo,nl,r2,rdotl,rdot2,rout~rler2e,delta
Integer pria~prib~ffopril.pri2,ia2,priout~pl2,s
double precision drcelk
commn /dr.clock/ d;rclk

pri~lupriafff Inliminate Cc=on factors in RU
pr12oprib/ff
rleu (rl+rdotl' (td~o-tel) )/dr clk Inxtrapolate to time stdow0 r2ow(r2+rdot2*(tdo-te2))/dr~clk I and convert to clock cycles
deltau(rle-r2e)/(dble(ff.)) IQanieto local clock cycles
p122idaint (delta) Mound
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() ia2uuod(pI2,priI) IFind (A2*PU12) mod (PRII)
if (i&2.1t.O) i&2=ia.2.pril
Wxene.ui.) ia2w50d(s'±a2,priI) Magic number, if necessary
rOutwr2.i&2'prib' (drol~k)
pricutopril~prib

and
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TECHNICAL MEMORANDUM

To: List From: J. K Beard
Date: 4 August 1993 Reference: JKB-93-13
Subject: Quadrature Demodulation in Digital Pulse Doppler Radars

1.0 SUMMARY

The interface between the receiver and the signal processor is a quadrature
demodulator and a pair of A to D converters, plus associated drivers and buffering
hardware. A pulse-Doppler radar will use a variety of waveforms. These waveforms will
change every few milliseconds. This data acquisition interface must ether serve for all of
the waveforms or change whenever a waveform change demands a different interface.

The focus of this report is definition of a procedure for specification of
quadrature demodulators for digital pulse-Doppler radars. These filters are two matched
low pass filters. The drivers for these specifications are amplitudes of undesired or
spurious signals in the signal processor output. These undesired signals arise from
negative frequency images due to I/Q channel mismatch in the quadrature demodulationO process, aliasing of out of band signals, and feed-through of undesired mixer outputs.
Specifications include passband width, phase and amplitude matching requirements in the
passband, stopband attenuation, and minimum stopband frequency,

A methodology is defined here for specifying a quadrature demodulation interface
which is the same for all pulse-Doppler waveforms. The methodology is integrated in
specification of sample rate for each PRF. Waveforms from low and medium pulse
repetition frequencies (PRFs) are oversampled, and the samples in each range gate are
summed; this has the effect of allowing the same I.F. bandwidth, quadrature
demodulator, and approximate sample rate for all PRFs.

2.0 PROBLEM STATEMENT

In general, pulse-Doppler radars use pulse bursts, or well defined intervals where
a burst of identical pulses is transmitted at a constant PRF. The standard pulse-Doppler
waveform uses unmodulated pulses at a single frequency. Signal processing consists of a
range gated spectrum analyzer. The sequence of operations in the data acquisition,
range gating, and spectrum analysis process are:

a Quadrature demodulation is performed first. This operation consists of
downconversion of signals at the last I.F. to baseband with two mixers using two
exciter signals 90 degrees apart in phase.

* Clean-up filtering on the mixer outputs serves two purposes. The unwanted mixer
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() outputs are removed, leaving video signals at baseband, and a band limited signal
is made available for sampling by the A to D converter.

"S Sampling and Analog to Digital Conversion provides digital signals for use in the
digital signal processor. The sample rate should provide adequate sampling to the
analog signal bandwidth as defined by Nyquist's criteria for complex signals.

"* Digital range gating demultiplexes received data for each pulse into about 12
channels, each representing data corresponding to a range gate.

"* Summation of samples In each range gate provides a single complex number as
data for each range gate.

"* Spectral window weighting using Dolph-Chebychev, Kaiser-Bessel, Taylor, or
other high performance spectral window weighting provides clutter attenuation in
the spectrum analyzer.

"* The FFT provides an efficient method of applying the spectral window amplitude
weighting to produce an array of complex convolution digital filters, each of whose
frequency response is a shifted replica of the spectral window frequency response.

The parameters used in each part of this process depend on the parameters of the
transmitted signal. A pulse-Doppler radar will use low (Doppler ambiguous), high
(range ambiguous) or medium (both range and Doppler ambiguous) PRFs, depending on
the needs of the radar in the mission timeline. These waveforms will all be at
approximately the maximum rated duty cycle of the transmitter so that maximum average
power can be transmitted in all modes. Therefore, the pulse width will be larger and the
required I.F. bandwidth will be smaller for lower PRFs. Variations on elementary pulse.
Doppler waveforms such as frequency jump burst (FJB) or the use bursts of linear
frequency modulated pulses (LFMOP) at low PRF are not specifically addressed here.

The receiver and quadrature demodulator are usually specified and designed to
provide for the widest bandwidth transmitted. The quadrature demodulator cleanup
filter is matched to the I.F. band-,idth. Lower I.F. bandwidths are effectively
accomplished in the digital system by oversampling the pulses at lower PRFs and
summing samples taken in each range gate.

0
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O 3.0 PHASE AND AMPUTUDE MATCHING

The quadrature demodulator consists of two mixers followed by two low pass
clean up filters. Exciter signals 90 degrees apart in phase are required for the two
mixers. The effects of phase and amplitude mismatch are treated in the literaturel'1 and
are summarized here.

Consider the transfer function at a Doppler shift f. to be z, in the in phase or I
channel and z% in the quadrature or Q channel. The desired outputs of the mixers, e,
and e. for a signal of amplitude eo, are, after the clean up filters,

e1 -" e0'(l + a1)'cos(Dtf+ hj) (1)

eo = co.(1 + ao).sin(&Dt+ bo)

where the transfer functions z, and zk ae characterized as

zQ (1 -a,)'expO(b,) 

I
S~z. = (I .-# ao).exp(ibo)

The signal to be processed can be characterized as ep and is givenby

e Z " + .ZO.exp(j'ot) + Z1  eo.exp(-jX(o)Dt)" (3)
S2 2

Note that the desired signal is proportional to (z, + zQ) while an undesired negative
frequency image is proportional to (z, - z0).

Significant simplification is obtained by treating the amplitude mismatch as a
single parameter a and the phase mismatch as a single parameter b. Common errors in
the transfer functions are then characterized as system block insertion gain and phase.
The transfer functions are then simply

Z,/: c":.'exp .)=z,

I I(4)I b It
z.= _- exp(-jZ) = -.

÷ a - Z

7The significant parameter to specify is how far down the negative fre,,-e-ny IV"

relative to the desired signal. This ratio r is
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Z2 _-1 l ).Xp(ib) -I
Z+ I z2+1 (1 .a).exp~jb) , 2

2

Relationships between amplitude mismatch in dB AM and p"Ase . I SO.Atch i.,
degrees PM are

AM= 20.1og10(1 + a), a = 10 2- 1
(6)

PM=-4.A b=---PM.
IT 180

A specified level of negative frequency image rejection in dB, S, is related to r by

S= -10.iogo( rj2). (7)

Assuming that amplitude mismatch dominates, S and AM are related by
O.s-_ AM (8)

0 10 -10• -1

which, with the assumption that AM is small, is well approximated by

4M= 17.37"10 dB (b negligable), where 40 = 17.3-7 (9)
Iog,10

A similar development assuming that phase mismatch dominates leads to

M= 114.6.10"2 degrees (a negligable), where WO - 114. (10)

Equation (5) shows that the effects of amplitude and phase mismatch contribute to
negative frequency image amplitude by a root sum of squares rule. This fact and
Equations (9) and (10) can be used together to develop and evaluate specifications for
phase and amplitude matching.
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O 4.0 PASSBAND AND STOPBAND FREQUENCY LIMITS

The low pass filters in the quadrature demodulator perform the functions of
suppressing unwanted mixer outputs and providing a bandlimited signal for sampling by
the A to D converter. Its performance as an antialiasing filter requires that its stopband
begin where unwanted signals would otherwise alias into the processing band after
sampling. Its performance in the radar requires that its passband include signals to be
processed. Therefore, its passband limit is defined by the pulse bandwidth, and its
stopband limit is defined by the sample rate as the lowest frequency for which an out of
band signal would alias into the signal band.

Since the pulse bandwidth is proportional to the PRF when tht. duty cycle is held
constant, the driver for the I.F. bandwidth is the pulse width used for the highest PRF.
The passband frequency limit is half the I.F. bandwidth. The sample rate at the A to D
should exceed the I.F. bandwidth to satisfy the N~yquist criteria.

An important concept in specifying low pass filters is the shape factor. The shape
factor SF is the ratio of the lowest stopband frequency f• to the highest passband
frequency f.,

SF-- < 1.0 4
For high performance in matching filters in pairs, it is important to keep the shape factor
significantly larger than 1. This is particularly important if passband flatness, stopband
attenuation, or other requirements add difficulty to the realization of the filters.

Pulse-Doppler radars often base their timing and control (T&C) on a single clock
frequency to minimize the number of lines in the equipment. All PRFs and pulse widths
are counted down from this clock frequency fc. If the number of clock counts in the
range gate used in PRF i is n, and the number of samples per range gate is N, the
sample rate fs is

f . (12)Si n,

The criteria for the stopband edge fs- to prevent frequencies in the stopband from
aliasing into the processing band is

i, < fs,(13)

O where B is the I.F bandwidth as defined by the narrowest pulse width used. Equation
(13) links a lower limit on allowable sample rate with an upper limit on fsT.
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SA If only one sample per range gate is used at the highest PRFs, the shape factor of
the filters is driven toward 1. If two s,-.oles per range gates are used at the highest
PRFs, the shape factor is bounded abov,- by 3, leading to more practical filter
specifications. This also means that the sample rate is always approximately 2B complex,
or about twice that required by the Nyquist criteria for the I.F. bandwidth. This is
accomplished by increasing Ni with n1 so that f. as defimed by Equation (12) is held
above the limit given by Equation (13) but no higher than necessary. To keep the
hardware which provides the sample clock simple, the values of N, selected for the lower
PRF modes is varied.

5.0 STOPBAND ATTENUATION

A requirement for the stopband attenuation can be determined by examining the
system frequency response for tones near the transmitted frequency. The stopband
attenuation requirements near the point defined by the shape factor is driven by the
following factors:

0 First, the low pass filters between the mixers used in the quadrature
demodulator and the A to D converters are the antialiasing clean-up filters.
Any noise or spurious signals which appear at the outputs of the mixers
must be dealt with by these filters. A minimum of 20 dB should be used to
control the system noise figure. Higher attenuations may be necessary to
handle signals introduced by EMI.

* Second, the stopband attenuation has the effect of adding to the adjacent channel
selectivity obtained by the last I.F. stage of the receiver. This filter and the I.F.
filter working together determine this important system ECCM characteristic.

e Third, and most importantly, this filter is the only major attenuation for unwanted
mixer outputs. These unwanted signals appear at the last I.F. frequency and its
harmonics, so that the stopband attenuation requirements can be relaxed by using
a double balanced miner to reduce signals at the last I.F. frequency and by raising
the last I.F. to make this and the double frequency signals farther from the
passband. The total attenuation of these signals should be large enough to make
them undetectable, which will require attenuations of over 100 dB at these
frequencies. This attenuation can be met by specifying rolloff so that the required
attenuations are met at the I.F. frequency and its harmonics.

The system frequency response reveals the place of these filters. Examining the
output of the signal processing as a tone is swept slowly across the receiver I.F.
bandwidth, the place of the stopband attenuation of the quadrature demodulation filters
in adjacent channel rejection is revealed. At the lower PRFs, signals in the I.F.( bandwidth are chopped by the range gating process and converted to lines which are
ambiguous with target Doppler fines, which can cause false detections. In a system
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Owhich uses analog range gating, these unwanted signals are unattenuated unless the
receiver I.F. bandwidth varies with the PRE. In the digital range gating system baseline
presented here, these lines are attenuated by the summation of samples over a range
gate. This is shown as follows.

The summation of Ni samples over the range gate provides a low pass filter
response. This is seen from the Z transform representation of the transfer function G(z)
of this filter,

(z) z (14)
1-Z

This filter clearly has zeros uniformly placed around the unit circle at intervals of 2iT/Ni
except for z - 1. The bandpass of this filter is matched to the pulse width by definition,
since it is a block averager over the pulse width. This provides a bandwidth matching
function for the system without varying the I.F. bandwith with pulse width in the
receiver. This keeps overall system processing gain as high at the lower PRFs as at the
highest PRF.

The simple block averager used in summing samples in a range gate serves to
attenuate unwanted signals and to provide optimal processing gain at all PRFs. At theO expense of a dB or two of processing loss and additional requirements on computational
resources, a finite impulse response (FIR) low pass filter can be designed using the Parks
and McClellan procedurel'i. This is probably not advisable unless strong rejection of
signals which appear in the I.F. bandwith at high PRFs is required at medium or low
PRF, or if it is necessary to "square off' the passband to prevent attenuation of high
Doppler signals at low PRF.
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O 6.0 CONCLUSIONS

A digital pulse-Doppler data acquisition baseline which uses digital range gating
with a sample rate which is held to about the same value for all PRFs is postulated. The
number of samples per range gate rises as the PRF decreases and the size of each range
gate increases, requiring summation of samples over each range gate. Tibs allows the
use of a single receiver I.F. bandwidth while the system bandwidth decreases with PRF
due to the low pass filtering effect of the summation over the range gates.

Specifications of phase and amplitude matching in terms of negative frequency
image magnitude is treated in Section 3. The tradeoS and design procedure are well
summarized by Equations (9) and (10), with background suppled by Equations (4) and
(5).

Specification of stopband attenuation is determined by requirements in reje,ý.'.n
of unwanted mixer outputs at the I.F. frequency and its harmonics, and the fact that
these low pass filters work with the receiver I.F. filters to achieve total Aystem adjacent
channel rejection. Rejection of signals in the receiver I.F. band at medium and low
PRFs is discussed in Section 4. Considerations related to unwanted mixer outputs and
adjacent channel rejection are discussed in Section 5.

Specification of the passband bandwidth is fairly straightforward, but the stopband
edge specification is less obvious. The tradeoffs and design equations are discussed in
Section 4. A design procedure is summarized below.

* Define the number of samples per range gate at the highest PI, F Nm%. A value
of 2 is suggested, although 1 is a viable number with some comrrmises in
adjacent channel rejection.

* Define the I.F. bandwidth by matching it to the narrowest pulse width. For a
system clock of fc and a pulse width countdown of nM,,., the I.F. bandwidth B is

07MIN

* Define the sample rate (complex) for the highest PRF fsx,
N -f

$X - n - ' (16)

0 Define the sample rates for the other PRFs fs to allow for digital range gating
A and simple countdowns from the master system clock fo, but keeping the samp!-!

rate close to fsx by varying the number of pulses per range gate N,:
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NfsffX (17)

* Determine the shape factor SF of the low pass cleanup filters from the minimum
sample rate fs,

SF < -I'M/ . (8

B

* Set the passband bandwidth .o B/2 and the stopband to SF* B/2.

This process will usually be an iterative design procedure because the shape
factor, hardware A to D sampling clock countdown, passband matching specifications,
and stopband attenuation requirements all interact. Also, attenuation of high Doppler
targets at low or medium PRF by the summation of samples in a range gate should be
checked.O 7.0 REFERENCES

[1] "Coherent P adar Performance Estimation," James A. Fcheer and James L. Kurtz,
Editors, Chapter 3: "Effects of I/Q Errors," pp 61-68.

[21 'Theory and Application of Digital Signal Processing," Lawrence R. Rabiner and
Bernard Gold, Prentice-Hall (1975) pp 187-204.
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TECHNICAL MEPJORANDUM

To: List From: J. K. Beard
Date: August 20, 1993 Reference:JKB-93-10
Subject: Digital Range Gating in Pulse-Doppler Radars

1.0 SUMMARY

Digital range gating in pulse-Doppler radars provides versatility and programmability
without 3rmplex analog hardware. In addition, clutter data is available in the digital signal
processor. Although dynamic range requirements at the A to D converter are greater than
in analog range gated systems using a clutter notch, the current state of the art in A to D
technology makes digital range gating a simpler and more practical choice for most new
system configurations. This and other design and implementation issues in digital range
gating are identified and discussed.

2.0 PROBLEM STATEMENT

Airborne pulse-Doppler systems have used digital range gating for many years.
However, ground based pulse-Doppler systems differ in that th,.ý ground clutter is much
greater, and the Doppler of ground clutter is confined to near zero frequency. Analog rangeQ gating allows a clutter notch to be used, so that the higher clutter levels are attenuated prior
to the A to D converter. However, complex analog hardware is necessary to support the
analog range gate and clutter notch. In particular, the clean-up filter following the analog
range gate must have a programmable cutoff frequency to follow significant changes in pulse
repetition frequency (PRF).

The analog range gate with clutter notch scheme has one other significant
disadvantage relative to digital range gating: the clutter notch filter must be allowed to
settleM1 . The clutter attenuation in the digital range gating scheme is in the spectral window
used in the FFT. The tradeoff is the use of an analog filter with poles versus the use of a
convolution filter (the spectral window) which has no poles. The result is that the digital
range gating scheme allows use of a greater portion of the burst for processing.

A difficulty with the digital range gating scheme is that the sample rate, like the
analog range gate timing, must be coherent with the PRF sc, that the ground clutter appears
at the same phase and range for every pulse in the burst. If this rule is not strictly followed,
the ground clutter will be smeared over the Doppler, reducing the sensitivity of the radar.
The relationships determining the sample rate are developed and implementation of sample
clock timings are discussed.

0
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3.0 DIGITAL RANGE GATING

O 3.1 The Analog Range Gate System Concept

A pulse-Doppler radar signal is essentially a burst of pulses, generally at a PRF high
enough so that some ranee ambiguity exists. Ground clutter is received with a resolution
consistent with tht pulse width. The clutter spectrum therefore has a bandwidth equal to
that of the transm-•ted pulse. Also, the clutter repeats in time at a repetition frequency
equal to the PRF, so the clutter spectrum is repeated across the receiver bandwidth at
frequency intervals equal to the PRF. These repeated clutter spectra in the receiver
bandwidth are called clutter lines. The number of clutter lines in the received spectrum is
approximated by one over the duty cycle of the burst.

A processing filter matched to a target would have an impulse response which was
a replica of the return pulse, at the same Doppler, but with the time variable reversed.
Processing which approximates this matched filter is gating the receiver output
synchronously with the PRF, matching the time extent of the returned pulse, followed by
a spectrum analyzer which integrates over the time of the burst. This is a gated spectrum
analyzer, and is the fundamental pulse-Doppler radar signal processor.

Examining the signal processing scheme in the frequency domain reveals that range
gating effectively undersamples the pulse bandwidth, but, since the sample rate is the same
as the PRF, all the clutter lines are aliased to the zero frequency clutter line. In addition,

O analog range gating is a chopping operation, and chopping the receiver output introduces
splatter lines which are also periodic in frequency at intervals separated by the PRF. A low
pass filter which restricts bandwidth to 1/2 the PRF will eliminate the splatter while
preserving all information which is passed by the range gate. This clean up filter also is an
antialiasing filter for the A to D converter which follows. Use of a quadrature demodulator
requires that two channels be used, but the ambiguity between positive and negative
Doppler shifts is resolved by the relative phase of signals ir the in-phase and quadrature
channels.

Following the clean up filter, the power spectrum of a ground based radar is
dominated by the ground clutter, which is confined to the region near DC. A high pass
filter (called a "roughing filter" in some references) at this point will dramatically reduce the
power at this point without significantly affecting the signal. This reduces the headroom
required at the A to D converter, so that less bits are necessary. The disadvantage of using
a clutter notch is that the high 0 low frequency poles of such a filter will ring, and it is
necessary to wait for the filter to settle before beginning processing the burst. The clutter
notch settling time encroaches on the coherent processing interval (CPI).

3.2 The Digital Range Gate System Concept

When the range gating is done digitally, the output of the quadrature demodulator
is sampled. The receiver output is sampled for each pulse in the burst in exactly the sameQ manner. Data that would have been in an analog range gate is sampled at the same point
in time, so that range gating can be accomplished exactly as in analog range gating.
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The method for accomplishing digital range gating is to store the digitized data in a
O raster or rectangular matrix format. The data from each pulse in the burst is stored in a

row, and each range gate is represented by a column of the matrix. The FFT is done across
the columns of the matrix. The data after the PET is a range-Doppler map. This data
buffer is sometimes called a ",corner-turning buffer.'

The number of samples per range gate is a design parameter. If only one sample per
range gate is used, the sample rate is minimized and a workable system concept results. If
more than one sample per range gate is used, processing loses are reduced by about 2 dB21.
A simple presum of two samples per range gate will obtain nearly all gains possible with
negligible impact on requirements for processor resources. Other processing options are
available, such as overlap or redundancy in range gate processing, which will further reduce
processing losses. However, the A to D rate increases in direct proportion to the number
of samples per range gate. Of course, signal processor resource requirements are directly
proportional to redundancy in range gate processing.

3.3 A to D Clock Timing

It is not a hard requirement is that the sample rate be a multiple of the PRE.
However, it is necessary that the timing of the A to D clock be coherent with the clock used
to count down the pulse repetition interval (PRI). If the sample rate is not a multiple of
the PRF, it is absolutely necessary that the counter for the A to D clock be reset each pulse
so that the samples fall in the same timing pattern for each pulse in the burst. The designQ equations for the A to D clock timing are different for these two cases and are treated
separately.

The variables and notation used in the desi"n_ ,,,,,,6,nn ar,:
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fc = clock rate

Pi = PRI countdown for PRF number i
(1)

p,= pulse width clock count for PRF number i

NG =number of samples per range gate

3.3.1 Sample Rate Not a Multiple of the PRF

In this case, the design equations are very simple. The sample rate is given by

/ NG fc (2)

Implementation is simple; a master clock of N,'fj is divided by P,. Since the sample rate
is not a multiple of the PRF, the samples will fall or a different place from pulse to pulse

O unless the A to D clock counter is reset as each pulse is transmitted.

3.3.1 Sample Rate a Multiple of the PRF

Here, we have a little more complex tradeoff. We begin by defining the sample rate
gs approximately No samples counts p r p, clock counts as before,

/s =0 NO"fc, (3)

but we adjust the sample rate slightly so that the samples fall on the same place every pulse:
Is= k1 (4)f ==1 4

The multiplier k is given by

' • k• -- (5)k No-Pi()

0
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The simplest way to arrive at k is to round the value given by Equation (5). Then, the() sample rate is given by Equation (4).

Implementation generally requires that fk Le multiplied to a much higher master A
to D clock than when the A to D clock counter is reset every pulse. This is illustrated by

Table I. Sample Clock Examples

Pi p, ) k fs, no reset fs, reset

121 9 27 324 MHz/1221 24 MHz/9

120 9 27 324 MHz/120 24 MHz/9

118 9 26 312 MHz/118 24 MHz/9

110 8 27 324 MHz/110 24 MHz/8

the example given in Table I below. In the table, fc is 12 MHz, No is two, and the duty

cycle is held constant by a change in pi as the PRF changes.

O 4.0 CONCLUSIONS

Examining the table, it is clear that the preferable arrangement is to reset the A to
D sample clock counter each pulse. If this is not done, the master countdown for the A to
D clock will be a large multiple of the master system clock fc. It is possible use the same
k and to avoid generating this high frequency in implementation but, in any case,
implementation of the A to D clock is more complex when it is reset only once per burst
than when it is reset each pulse.

5.0 REFERENCES

f 1] J. K Beard, "Subcluter Visibility in Pulse-Doppler Radars," SRC Technical
Memorandum JKB-92-13A, 21 December 1992.

[2] J. K. Beard, "A 14-Bit A to D Gives a 100 dB Noise Floor in the WFS Signal
Processor Upgrade," SRC Technical Memorandum JKB-93-04, April 12, 1993.
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TECHNICAL MEMORANDUM

To: List From: J. K. Beard
Date: August 23, 1993 Reference: JKB-93-1IA
Subject: A Doppler Resolve Methodology for Pulse Doppler Radars

I SUMMARY

A fast method has been found for performing the Doppler resolve function using
ambiguous Dopplers from multiple pulse repetition frequencies (PRFs). The method is
applicable to pulse repetition intervals (PRIs, the PRI defined as equal to one over the
PRF) which, whep given in terms of ticks of a single master system clock from which all
the PRFs are counted down, share prime factors in common. Requirements on tracker
accuracy are relaxed in proportion to the product of prime factors shared between PRIs,
so that shared factors are a requirement for practical application for closely spaced
PRFs. The method, its derivation, and examples are given in this report. The method
given here is adapted from the range resohle methodology reported earlier"'.

2 PROBLEM STATEMENT

O 2.1 The Doppler Resolve Problem

Pulse-Doppler radars transmit RF energy as bursts of pulses characterized by a
pulse type (usually unmodulated, but sometimes a chirp) and a burst duration. If a PRF
is too low, target Doppler can be ambiguous. This is because the radar data is sampled
at the PRF rate, and the PRF undersamples the target Doppler, aliasing it. The degree
of aliasing represents an ambiguity in the target Doppler. This is the Doppler ambiguity
problem inherent in the pulse-Doppler radar system concept.

In pulse-Doppler radars, PRFs are loosely catego-ized as low, medium, or high.
Low PRFs are those low enough so that, for the application at hand, range is
unambiguous. Medium PRFs are those for which range is ambiguous, but not high
enough so that Doppler is unambiguous. High PRFs are those which are high enough
that Doppler is unambiguous. Pulse-Doppler radars often use low or medium PRFs for
search and acquisition so that target Doppler is ambiguous.

Doppler ambiguities are resolved by chaining PRFs and observing differences in
apparent, or ambiguous, target Doppler. If the target Doppler does not change with
PRF, the target Doppler is less than half the PRF and is unambiguous. If the target
return appears at different Doppler for different PRFs, then the true Dopplers differ
from each ambiguous Doppler by integer multiples of the respective PRFs. DopplerO ambiguity is resolved by determining these integer multiples.
2.2 System Engineering Tradeoffs
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Om In selecting a set of low or medium PRFs for a pulse-Doppler design, it is
"important that the PRFs for each class of modes be varied over a significant range so

that a target cannot fall into a blind range or Doppler for more than one PRF. Also,
Doppler resolve is done early in the track history, so that tracker accuracy is limited to
approximately two over the dwell time (one over the dwell time with a factor of two for
processing losses).

The dwell time of the radar, for unmodulated pulse train bursts, is approdmated
by the length used in the bursts, minus a lead time. A wait time of (2*RmAX/c) is
necessary to wait for returns to begin coming in from the longest range targets.
Processing begins at the end of this wait time and continues through the end of the
burst. This processing time, called the coherent processing interval (CPI), determines
the energy on the target during the burst, and the Doppler resolution of the radar is
inversely proportional to the CPI.

Tracker performance is determined by range accuracy, Doppler accuracy, and
revisit time. The number of dwiells between revisit times is the limit of independent
targets a phased array may consider independently; this is called the beam occupancy
limit. Thus CPI is traded off against the revisit time and the number of simultaneous
target tracks.

A single system clock crystal is usually used in pulse-Doppler radars so that
receiver design deals only with the tonal lines of one oscillator and its harmonics; this
oscillator frequency is usually selected in terms -)f the minimum display granularity of the
system. System clocks of 10 to 15 MHz, corresponding to system granularities of 65 to
100 nanoseconds or 10 to 15 meters, are common. PRIs are selected as integers
multiples of the system granularity. This means that design of the Doppler resolve
methodology interacts with selection of the system clock frequency. 'It should be noted
that design of a range resolve methodology at high PRF interacts with these same
parameters.

In summary, requirements on the range and Doppler resolve designs are
determined from the rcquiremc-ts on a phased array radar, posed in terms of maximum
range requirements, peak and a,,,,rage power available, and tracker performance
requirements. Range and Doppler resolve methodologies are selected within the
constraints of number theory, using system clock frequency as a free parameter, to meet
system requirements in terms of allowable tracker accuracy, maximum range, the number
of iadependent target tracks, the number of PRFs, the number of range gates, and the
system clock frequency.

R
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() 3 RESOLVING DOPPLER AMBIGUIT'

3.1 The Method

The method, as presented here, is applied to two PRFs. Although in most
practical cases this use of three PRFs is uot required, the method is easily nested to
apply it to three or more PRFs. The results of combining the first two PRFs is used as
data which is taken as inputs from a virtual PRF which is much lower, and this data is
used with data from a third PRF.

The problem statement is: given two pulse repetition intervals (PRIs) in terms of
clock counts for a common system clock P1 and P2, and ambiguous Dopplers from PRFs
corresponding to these PRIs, find the smallest Doppler that would result in these
observed ambiguous Dopplers.

As part of the radar mode setup, some offline computations are performed to set
up the Doppler resolve methodology. These steps are:

1. Find the prime factors of the two PRIs P, and P2, From these sets of prime
factors, find the greatest common multiple (GCM) of P, and P2, F,2, and find the
mutually prime virtual PRIs P'1=PIF,2 and P'2=P,/FF2,

O 2. Define the context granularity as the system clock rate divided by F12, f'c = fc/F12,

3. Define the "magic number" S,2 such that (Sg*P'2 ) mod (P',) = 1.

Real time computations, done as part of the tracker functions when Doppler resolve is to
be executed, are:

a. If the range rate is changing significantly between updates, extrapolate the two
tracker ambiguous Doppler position states to the same effective time (selected to
minimize the variance of f, - f2 as used in the next step),

b. Find the difference in the ambiguous Dopplers f, - f2, rounded to the nearest

number of "context Doppler bins," (fb, - fb2) = (f, - f2)/df, where df = f'c/(P'j*P'2).

c. Find E = (fb1 - fb2) mod (P',); if E<O add P'2,

d. Find B2 = (S, 2-E) mod (P' 2) (this step may be skipped if S12 = 1 because, in this
case, B2 % E), and

e. Find the unambiguous Doppler f12 = f2 + B,*P 1*df

Note that the tracker accuracy requirement, defined by the rounding in step (b)
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O above, requires that the difference between two ambiguous Dopplers be accurate wiithin
a "bin' of df, and that the maximum unambiguous Doppler ambiguity range is
Fu*Fc/(P1 .PO). This means that F,2 should be at least (2.Pl*P2)/(fc<CPI) but less than
fAx, where f. is the total maximum unambiguous target Doppler range. Note that
the product fc*CPI is the CPI in system clock ticks.

In most applications, combinations of PRFs can be found such that S12 is 1 for
useful PRF combinations. When this is done, step (d) above is redundant with step (c)
and is omitted.

Practical application occazionally requires that more than two PRFs be used in
resolving Doppler ambiguity. This is done by nesting the method. This process is
described in the next section.

3.2 More than Two PRFs

Nearly always, resolution of Doppler ambiguity can be accomplished using two
PRFs. However, when necessaly, adding PRFs is simple. The process is as follows:

i. .Select two PRFs and apply the method as described above, including defining the
effective PRI corresponding to the combination of Pt and P2, P12 = F12 0P'1.P' 2,

O ii. Take the Doppler and effective time for f12 as those of f2, so that a complete set
of virtual ambiguous Doppler tracker states is defined for the results of combining
PRF I and PRF 2,

iii. Take the ambiguous Doppler tracker states for PRF 3 and combine it with the
virtual tracker states defined for PRFs I and 2 and reapply the method.

For the new set of common factors F23 is computed from P12 and P., as is the new
"magic number" S,. The value of S, is dependent on the order of the PRFs selected in
application of the method, and that some simplification can be achieved if the order of
the PRFs is selected such that S23 is 1. Examination of the possibilities shows that there
are six ways that three PRFs can be combined. All should be examined in development
of a methodology to be applied in an actual system.

The minimum value of F that is used throughout the process determines the
accuracy requirements on the ambiguous Doppler trackers. Estimates of trackcr
accuracy available from the track file data should be used to ensure that Doppler
ambiguity resolution can be accomplished with high confidence before proceeding. Also,
the ambiguous Doppler tracks should be continued and Doppler ambiguity resolution
checked for several "hits" to ensure the Doppler ambiguity resolution is accomplished
correctly.

3.3 Derivation of the Method
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Ambiguous Dopplers from each PRF are, in terms of the true Doppler f, the PRF
f•, the system clock frequency fc, and the PRI in system clock ticks Pi,

fi= (1)mod (Q, _ (1

which can be restated in terms of produCA and em"A ai"AAr -a

5 
(2)

f= + B24p2, 05 B2 <' PI-

To simplify the derivation in this section, we are dealing with the situation after the
GCM has already been divided out of PI, P2, and fc; this allows the assumption here that
the GCM of P, and P2 is I.

In Equation (2), the integers B, and B2 are unknown. Determination of either B,
O or B2 resolves the Doppler ambiguity.

Subtracting the two forms given in Equation (2) and rearranging terms gives

IfC2- P R - BP (3)

where fc, and fc2 are the ambiguous Dopplers given in FFT bins,

fc,

(4)

k24

where df is

0
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0
d.•f~c (5)

Taking both sides of Equation (3) modu!ls P2 gives

E= (B.ýj) mod (P2) (6)

where the left hand side E is given by

E-(fcj - fc2) mod (P2), if E < 0 then add P2 to E (7)

The Doppler resolve problem has now been reduced to finding B2 from E in Equation
(6). This can be done uring number theory as follows. Writing the modulus relationship
in Equation (6) in terms of a product and remainder gives

A,..j -E E kJP2, 0o_ k<P,. (P)

C) We need to eliminate k in Equation (8), while extracting B2 from the left hand
side. We accomplish this by proceeding as follows. Multiply Equation (8) by an
arbitrary integer S,

B2 -Ps- ES.s + k1.PS (9)

Taking this result modulus P2 eliminates k:

(,B2 P! .S) mod (P,) = (E'S) mod (P,). (10)

To extract %2 from the left hand side, we only need define S such that

(S-P) mod (Pg) = 1 (11)

to allow %2 to be found asill

2 = (E.S) mod (P2). (12)0
Since P1 and P2 are mutually prime, S alwa,, e -isandi is • ,nin q e . . hp fnund
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O directly from Equation (12) by simply stepping test values from I to (P2 - 1) and testing
the modulus.

4 EXAMPLES

Two examples are given here. One is given with medium PRls poorly selected for
Doppler ambiguity resolution, and a slight modification of these same PRIs is given to
show well selected PRIs. Both examples use four PRIs spaced over an octave and
separated by factors of about 2'. This spacing gives maximum probability that a target
will not fall into blind range and Doppler for more than one PRF at a time, a good
design criteria for search and acquisition modes.

4.1 PRI counts of 880, 658, 548, and 440

The first PRI is an exact integer multiple of the last PRI; therefore these are not
useful in combination. For a system clock of 15 MHz and a center frequency of 10 GHz,
the combinations of 548 and 440 or 880 counts have GCMs of 4, corresponding to a
tracker tolerance of 7.5 meters per second, which requires an excessive CPI of about 10
milliseconds. Maximum unambiguous Doppler range is excessive. It is obvious from this
analysis that this is a very poor selection of PRIs for Doppler ambiguity T-solution. A
table of magic numbers S is given below as Table I.

) Table I. Ms& Numbers. First Example

880 658 f 548 440

880 83 104

658 329 3 109

548 53 323 53

440 166 71

4.2 PRI Counts of 870, 690, 570, and 450

The PRIs have been adjusted to be multiples of 30 clock ticks, and each pair has
a CCM of 30. The same system clock and center frequency of 15 MHz and 10 GHz,
respectively, give a worst case tracker tolerance of 750 Hz using Equation (5),
corresponding to a realizable CPI of 2.7 milliseconds. The maximum unambiguous
Dopplers are 7,500 meters per second for any pair of PRFs. These PRIs are moreO reasonable for Doppler ambiguity resolution. The magic numbers are listed below as
Table II.
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()Table It. Magic Numbers

1 7 690 570 450

870 4 2 14

690 24 5 2

570 26 17 4

450 2 20 14

5 CONCLUSIONS

Resolution of Doppler ambiguity is easily done at low or medium PRF using two
PRFs. PRIs must be selected so that, when the number of system clock counts in each
PRI is examined, a large GCM exists to allow tracker accuracy requirements to be met
with one or two hits. Use of PRIs whose durations in system clock ticks do not contain
a large GCM cannot be easily used to resolve Doppler ambiguity using the methods
given here.

It may be possible to achieve resolution of Doppler ambiguity with PRI pairs
which do not meet the number theory criteria given here by use of slightly different
virtual PRIs, and simply accepting the differences in measured ambiguous Dopplers as
errors. This possibiity was not explored here.

6 REFERENCES

[1] J. K. Beard, "A Range Resolve Methodology for Pulse Doppler Radars," SRC
Technical Memo JKB-93-09A, July 30, 1993.

[2] See Appendix A, First Lemma.

[3] See Appendix A, Second Lemma.
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O A Appendix

The proofs given here are from classical elementary number theory. They are
given in this Appendix because they are critical to the method as given in this report,
they are not necessarily intuitively obvious to all readers, and because references on
number theory are not readily available to the engineering community.

A.1 First Lemma: Nested Modulus

This simple lemma is stated

(A.B.C) mod (D) = (A.E) mod (D), (A-i)

where E= (B. C) mod(D) (

where A, B, C, D and E are nonnegative integers and E is less than D. The modulus
operation is defined here as a nonnegative remainder. The proof is accomplished by
restating the definition of E in terms of a quotient and a remainder,

B.C= E+ k.D (A-i)

and substituting the result into the first term of the equation for the triple product:

(A.B.C) rmod (D) = (A'(E+ k'D))mod (D)

= (A.E÷k.A.D)) mod (D) (A-I)

(A- E) mod (D).

This result shows that, given Equation (11) in the report, Equation (12) follows from

Equation (10).

A.2 Second Lemma: Unique Existence of Factor with Product Modulus of 1

This more complex result is stated as follows: there exists a unique S such that,
when P and Q are mutually prime (i. e., their GCM is 1), then

(S.P)mod(Q)=1, i<S<O. (A-i)

We begin by generalizing the lemma, by ma.king Ltk rifgt, Anrd i VAAble An

allowing a value of 0 for S:

(SSP) rood (R) e-e M, 0 < S< C. (A-1)

Scientific Research CorporationF-1-
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O The generalized lemma is stated: given that the GCM of P and Q is 1, then for each M
from 0 to Q-1 there exists a unique S which satisfies Equation (A-5). This is equivalent
to a fundamental premise in number theory: that every nonnegative N less than P-Q is
uniquely defined by the digits a, and a2 or b, and b2, and that N is returned by the
relationships

N= 31 a2.P bl - b2"0,

O0a,<P, 0 5a 2 < Q, (A-1)

0< bl <O, 0:b2<RP

This fundamental theorem is the root of the Chinese Remainder Theorem. The
equivalence to Equation (A-5) is seen by taking (b, - al) as M, a2 as S, and taking the
equation returning N modulo Q.

The generalized lemma is proved by showing that there are Q distinct values of
both S and M. We begin by showing the uniqueness of M for each Q by assuming a
contradiction and reducing the contradiction to absurdity. Since Equation (A-5) is a
defined arithmetic action (i. e., a nonnegative remainder) then for every S there exists at

O least one M. Suppose that both M, and M, satisfy Equation (A-5) for the same S.
Then,

(S.P)mod() = MI,
(A-I)

(S"P) mod (O) AM,.

Subtracting these two equations shows that

I = M2 (A-1)

This proves that M is unique for each S. Since there are Q values of S, there are Q
values of M (if each value of M is generated by only one value of Q), and that is all of
them, since no two are the same. All that remains is to show that each value of M is
generated by only one value of Q. We show this, again using reduction to absurdity. If
a single value of M is generated by two distinct values of S,

0
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0(SI -P)mod(Q MI (A-1)

($&-P) mod(Q) M

then the difference between these equaions s'"--hs that

((SI-.S2)FP)mod(Q)2= O, -Q< S -S2-<Q. (A-1)

Without loss of generalty, we can restate Enu1tiOn (A-10) as

((ASF)roodO)=O, O<AS<O (A-)

because the value of 0 for AS is the one showing S1 = S2, and reversing the order of the
subtraction makes the equation identical for positive and negative values of AS. This
equation can never hold for AS in bounds when the GCM of P and Q is 1, because
AS-P can never contain all the prime factors of Q so long a, AS is less than 0.
Therefore, for every M there exists a unique value of S which generates M according to
Equation (A-5). Therefore, for any S there is a unique M, and for any M there is a
unique S. If P and Q had a GCM C greater than one,

P P'.C
(A-1)

then there would be only Q' values of M, which would repeat as S increased from 0 to Q
- 1; this can be seen by substituting Equation (A-12) into Equation (A-11) because a
value of AS equal to any multiple of Q' would satisfy Equation (A-il). Therefore, it is
necessary that P and Q be mutually prime for S to be unique for each M.

The original lemma is the particular case where M is 1. This case always exists
because all Q values of M are represented, and one of them is necessarily 1. The value
of 0 for S is excluded in Equation (A-5) because M is always 0 when S is zero. Since a
uniqje S always exists, then the use of Equation (11) in the derivation of the Doppler
resolve methodology is legitimate.

0
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TECHNICAL MEMORAND"UM

To: List From: J. K. Beard
Date: 2 September 1993 Reference: JKB-93-12
Subject: Sample Jitter and Skew in Digital Pulse Doppler Radars

1.0 SUMMARY

A digital pulse-Doppler radar does not use analog range gates, but samples the
I.F. output directly. The sample rate clock is synchronous with the range gating, so that
range gating is performed by demultiplexing the A to D output. As such, the bandwidth
at the A to D is much higher in a digital system than in an analog system. Therefore,
the sampling jitter and skew requirements arm more stringent than in an analog system.

The A to D sampling aperture jitter requirement is examined in terms of a
dynamic range specification. A numerical example relevant to WFS is used to show that
the A to D jitter requirement is consistent with performances guaranteed for most COTS
video A to Ds.

Skew in sample clock between the sum channel and the difference channels will
result in errors in the monopulse ratio. The sample skew requirement is examined in
terms of specification of the quality of the monopulse ratio. A numerical example
relevant to WFS reveals that the sample skew requirement is on the order of 35
picoseconds, which is achievable with care in design and layout of the clock drivers and
clock routing in the data acquisition subsystem.

2.0 PROBLEM STATEMENT

In analog pulse-Doppler radars, the I.F. signal is range gated. A filter is used to
clean up the outputs of the range gates which has a bandwidth of approximately half the
PRF. This is the signal which is digitized when digital spectrum analyzers are used. In
digital pulse-Doppler radars, the I.F. signal is digitized, so that the bandwidth of the
signal at the A to D is the pulse bandwidth. This bandwidth is higher than that of the
analog cleanup filters by a factor of one over the duty cycle of the pulse-Doppler burst,
or about an order of magnitude.

The A to D sampling aperture jitter generates noise in proportion to the average
slope of the signal at the A to D input. Because of the higher bandwidth at the input of
the A to D, the sampling aperture jitter is more likely to be part of the system dynamic
range budget than in analog systems. Also, error due to sampling skew between
monopulse channels is proportional to bandwidth at the A to D.0
Scientific Research Corporatian
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O 3.0 SAMPLE APERTURE JrT=ER rQT.T= rENEY

Jitter in the sampling aperture maps into additive noise. This can be seen by
examining the data samples from a sine wave of amplitude e., angular frequency cis, and
RMS aperture jitter ac:

s, = eo.cos(w;(t; + oda l ) +)(1)

where tk is the sample time for sample i, n, is instance i of a Gaussian random variable
(zero mean, unit variance), and 0 is a uniformly distributed random phase. What
happens is that when the sample happens on the slope of the sine wave, the timing jitter
maps into voltage in si in proportion to the slope at that point. We can analyze this
effect by looking at the differential. Defining the ideal sample s0, as a sample ijent•ical
to ; but having no jitter, the differential is

s.,= -s. =s -2.eo;sin(co;Q +'t a •n,,. + 0)-sn((2 *1'snT'`,) (2)

If the aperture jitter is small compared to a cycle of signal at frequency ws, then the

differential is well approximated as

Si+ -e- + )(3)

and its variance, taking an ensemble over both i and 4, is

2 ,(4)

We can now write the ratio of the RMS signal level to the RMS noise floor for
aperture this case as

SNR = -2"Oogl 0(woy"), (5)

a nice simple result. This number compares with the broadband SNR specification of an
A to D converter. For comparison of noise level in a 1 Hz band, the SNR is increased
by 10 log of the sampled bandwidth. This is the complex sample rate for quadrature
demodulated signals or half the sample rate for real sampled data.

0
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For WFS, we might say that the dynamic range at the A to D must be 76 dB to
support a 100 dB dynamic range in a 512 point FFT bin, allowing for 3 dB window
weighting loss. A curve of the maximum frequency full amplitude sine wave versus the
RMS A to D aperture jitter is shown as Figure 1. As can be seen from the plot,
aperture jitters of 10 to 20 picoseconds are allowable; this is consistent with performance
of the track-and-hold modules associated with commercially available A to D converters
for sample rates over 1 MHz and resolutions greater than 12 bits.

4.0 SKEW BETWEEN MONOPULSE CHANNELS

4.1 Description of Phase Monopulse

In order to provide a basis for analysis, a quick derivation of a phase monopulse
target angle measurement is given here. The signals at the output of two adjacent array
segments with phase centers separated by distance d, from a signal at angle 0 toward
array segemtn I from boresight, are the real parts of

Scientific Research Corporation
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0, - e.-exp(-j(&, -t + 1-(x + .. ssnO) -
(6)

e = e.exp(-C-(w.t + k.(x- f.sinO) 4))2

where k is the wavenumber,

,k, (" . (7)

The sum and difference channels are given by

S= el + e2 =2.eo.exp(-j((w-t+ k'x-+45)).cos(".sin9)
2(8)

D= e1 - e -2j.e.exp(-jQ(j"t+k'x+)).sin(!•.sinO).

We know that the the receiver affects these signals primarily by shifting frequency.
So, we can represent the output of the quadrature demodulators by the same equations,
but c represents the angular frequency of the Doppler shift, not the RF frequency as at
the horns. In addition, we can consider the complex numbers because quadrrature
demodulation has been used. With this understanding, the monopulse ratio is

D (9-& - tan(A.sinO). ()

4.2 Sampling Skew between Monopulse Channels

The signal presented to the A to D converter is a quadrature demodulated video
signal. The signal is the return pulse, downconverted to DC so that its center frequency
is the target Doppler shift. Its envelope is the pulse shape. Since the pulse duration is
nearly always short compared to a period of maximum Doppler (i.e., the pulse bandwidth
is much higher than the Doppler shift) then the phase changes little during each pulse
period as it is received. Therefore, the principal errors in skew between sum and
difference channels is in amplitude due to sampling the pulse envelope at different times.

A Gaussian pulse whose bandwidth B is defined as the two-sigia extent of its
Fourier transform has the form

p . eoexp(-( ) (10)
2
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and its maximum slope is
P'MA: =P'(.---' = eo.. 'B.exp(-!) . 1.9.eo.B. (11)

This shows that, for a skew of T-w, a monopulse error of 0.1 deg.rees, %r I SapS.t. o

the restriction
1 12

1092.B

or, for a bandwidth of 1.5 MHz, TE,, m!!ct be less than 600 picosserod.

Target Doppler maps 0.1 degrees of monopulse error to the rest.rieton

I (13)Ts.v<3600.fDOPPLER15

which is 72 milliseconds for 50 KHz of Doppler shift.

O 4.3 Sampling Skew between I and Q Channels

Skew between sampling of the I and Q channels of the quadrature demodulator
will cause amplitude and phase mismatch which results in negative frequency images of
targets. This effect is similar to target images caused by phase and amplitude mismatch
in quadrature demodulators. The same analysis given above holds, except that 0.1
degrees of monopulse error maps to a negative frequency image of 55 dB. Therefore,
approximately the same skew restrictions apply to skew in sample clocks for quadrature
demodulators.

5.0 CONCLUSIONS

The RMS track-ard-hold jitter requirement for digital pulse-Doppler radar data
acquisition is on the order of 12 picoseconds when clutter attenuation of about 100 dB is
required. This is effectively used up by the A to D itself. The clock signal itself should
have an RMS phase jitter smaller than 10 picoseconds.

Sampling skew can cause errors in monopulse angle measurement and cause
negative frequency images in quadrature demodulators by contributing to amplitude and
phase mismatch between the I and Q channels. Skew errors should be kept under 500
picoseconds. This much error can be caused about 4 inches of cable length mismatch.0
Scientific Research Corporation
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O TECH WCAL MEMO

To: Whom It May Concern From: Michael L Emry
Date: 18 May 1993 Reference:-
Subject: A/D Testing and Characterization

1.0 INTRODUCTION

This document describes the procedures that will be used to test and record the
characteristics of each of the Pentek 4261A 10 MHz, A/D Converters that are a part of
the A/D Converters Subsystem of the Waveform Simulation Upgrade project. The
complete set of static and dynamic tests will verify that the A/D has been correctly offset,
show system harmonics, and determine the following specifications:

SNR Signal to Noise Ratio
Meff Effective Numberof Bits
SINAD Signal to Noise and Distortion
SFDR Spurious Free Dynamic Range
DLE Differential Linear Error
THD Total Harmonic Distortion

O 2.0 EQUIPMENT LIST

Fluke 6082A Synthesized RF Signal Generator
HP 8656B Signal Generator .1 - 999 MHz
Wavetek 12 MHz Synthesized Function Generator model 23
Kepco Power Supply
2 9th Order Chebyshev .1 dB Low Pass Filters (custom made)
Sinewave to TTL Clock Circuit (custom made)
50 Ohm Termination Load
Mini Circuits ZFSC-2-1 signal combiner
Personal Computer with MATLAB and File Transfer Protocol (FTP) Capabilities

3.0 TEST SETUP

The Fluke 6082A Synthesized RF Signal Generator will be used to generate the external
sampling clock for the A/D board. The Fluke 6082A will be set at the sampling frequency
of 2 MHz which is consistent with the sampling rate of the Waveform Simulation Upgrade
System. The output of the signal generator will run through the Sinewave to TTL Clock
Circuit to create a 2 MHz TTL level clock that can be connected to the AID external clock

Scientific Research Corporation F.13. I
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SRC Proprietary

O input. The TTL clock needs to be connected to the ND with a 50 Ohm termination load
using a T connection at the AID external clock input.

Software written for the ND Converters Subsystern allows output data.from the A/D's to
be dumped to the screen or stored in a binary fila. Data written to output files can be
downloaded to a PC over ethernet using File Transfer Protocol Softare. The file can
then be processed using MATLAB. All Discrete Fourier Transforms used in these tests
will be 1024 point FFT's processed on MATLAB.

In determining the value of the Input frequency used In the tests, there were several
factors that came into play. First the input frequency needed to be within the 1 MHz
bandwidth used in the WFS project. Secondly this frequency needed to be as fast as
possible to produce the worst case harmonics but remain below the Nyquist rate of the
sampling clock (Nyquist rate Is 1 MHz for this case). Finally in order to reduce the effects
of spectral leakage as much as possible, the input frequency needed to be phaselocked
to the sampling frequency. This required that the input frequency, (Fin = (m * Fs)
/ N). N represents the number of points In the FFT, already determined to be 1024. Fs
represents the sampling frequency of 2 MHz and m is an integer. The input frequency,
Fin was calculated for m - 500 and is equal to 976.563 kHz.

O 4.0 TEST PROCEDURE

1) System Harmonics

Terminate the input signal to the A/D with a 50 Ohm load. Verify that the offset of the
A/D has been adjusted properly so that the A/D output Is correct for 0 V. It the offset is
not adjusted properly, the AID should be tuned for an output of 0 V. Once the ND board
is properly tuned, collect data and run an FFT on the data. The frequency domain data
will show any miscellaneous system harmonics that are present on the A/D chip.

2) Signal to Noise Ratio
Effective Number of Bits

Using the Kepco Power Supply, inject the minimum level DC signal (approximately -1 V)
and collect data. An averaging of the data collected will give the noise floor of the A/D.
Repeat the test using a maximum level DC signal (approximately +1 V) to calculate the
upper bound of the ND. From the difference of these values the Signal to Noise Ratio
can be determined. The Effective Number of Bits (Meff) can then be calculated from the
Signal to Noise Ratio using the formula Meff = (SNR - 1.76) / 6.02.

3) Signal to Noise and Distortion

0
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SRC Proprietary

Spurious Free Dynamic Range

This test will require combining 2 sinewaves and adjusting their amplitudes for a
combined input amplitude at the maximum level of approximately 2 Vpp. One sinewave
will be generated with a frequency of Fin = 976.563 kHz (m = 500) using the HP 8656B
Signal Generator and the second sinewave will be generated with a frequency of 966.797
kHz (m = 495) using the Wavetek 12 MHz Synthesized Function Generator. Each signal
will be filtered through an 8th order .1 dB Chebyshav Low Pass Filter to remove
harmonics. Inject the combined signal into the NAD, collect data, and run an FFT on the
data. The data will show the Signal to Noise and Distortion (SINAD) value. Reduce the
amplitudes of the Input sinewaves until the spurs are lost in the noise floor. Collect data
and run an FFT on the data. Measure the Spurious Free Dynamic Range (SFDR).

4) Differential Unearity Error

Using the HP 8656B Signal Generator inject a sinewave with a frequency of 976.563 kHz
(m = 500) and with the maximum level amplitude of approximately 2 Vpp, collect as many
samples of data as possible. This will be approximately 1.5 million samples. Create a
histogram of the output data with the vertical axis representing analog amplitude and the
horizontal amplitude representing the 16384 possible codes from 14-bit conversion.
Analyzing the histogram and comparing to the standard parabolic distribution willO determine missing states and Differential Unearity Error (DLE).

5) Total Harmonic Distortion

Using the HP 8656B Signal Generator Inject a sinewave with a frequency of 976.563 kHz
(m = 500) and with the maximum level amplitude of approximately 2 Vpp, collect data and
run an FFT on the data. Find the values of the first five harmonics and calculate their
magnitude. This will be the value of the Total Harmonic Distortion (THD).

5.0 REFERENCES

[I] Michael W. Johnson, "Test High Speed, High-Resolution A-D Converters",
Design Applications, May 10, 1990 pp 95-100.

[21 Robert E. Leonard Jr., "Data Converters: Getting to Know Dynamic Specs",
Design Applications, November 8, 1990 pp 89-04.

(3] James L Kurtz and Robert G. Pauley, "Radar Component and Subsystem
Tests", Coherent Radar Performance Estimates, Chapter 15, 1993.
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0 ~ TECHNICAL MEMO

To: Ust From: J.K. Beard
Date: 12 August 1992 Reference: JKB-92-08
Subject: A Beam Steering Controller Concept for Phased Arrays

1. SUM1ARY

Phased arrays, or electrically steered arrays (ESA's) are used in high-performance

tracking radars. The ability to ster the t-ansmit a--d iVeams el.ect.ri-ca-lly llo"-".. these
radars to track several targets at once without moving the array. An ESA is made up of an RF

feed and a large numbcr of phase shifer. n.. OA tIM Order of , , te,•Vse MUM M . .

an ESA that has a I * pencil beam and steers over a 60D cone.

A major system problem in operating ESA's is meeting the requirement of driving W01 the

phase shifters. The 10,000 phase shift computations must be accomplished as part of preparing

to resteer the beam. A simple methodology is presented hem for accompli-hing thi n wihe

multiplications and two additions per ESA element. The methodology can be cascaded, allowing

it to be used for subarrays. The methodology is also adaptable !o multiple. par1"lel p,,.ocss.r., ,.,

that the computation can be done using multiple processors in the beam steering computer or

even at the element level.

2. PROBLEM STATErtIENT

A beamformer adds the signals received from all the ESA elements. The basic problem
of steering the beam in a given di ;,a,, is flnding the +& s s..i. or- eA. . l.-t. t. ,t.., of

U .4,k.U&A. L AJOL •Alt•AilAA U J I/I.• QLUlL4 &VA%,i•.l 3,, l, ll•lL l Al Ul~al. U1

the signal from a given element in phase with the signals from the other elements, performing the

necessary computations, and driig the ,;shifters t m t ph- shftvi1 "- lll"kK 31LL-1 %U 111l1JAWMlL•,l, LlIQ P1)42b%; WHIMl,•

0
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O 3. SYSTEM CONCEPT

3.1 Methodology

We will use vector notation because this results in a very simple final result.

Consider an ESA with a phase center --. The phanse enter is the oi;n, in space, that rep",0r.t,

the virtual position of the ESA as an RF reception sensor. For each element i, at position X, we
want to determine the phase shift ij that vivll put the •;si,• Greeie, t that ,leent i,,n phae w4th

the signals from all the other elements. We do this by putting all the elements in phase with a

virtual element the array phase center at ,vos;t;nny, .

The phase shift is found in terms of the difference in path length di between an

element at position x, and at position 1. If a unit pointing vector in the direction of the beam

boresight is denoted by u, then, the vector between positions x0 and xi is (xi - x). The difference

in wave propagation path length along %, di, is given by the dot product of the vectors u and (xi -
Ed),

(1) d, = (x,--xa) Y._u

This relationship is well knowmn [1, p. 11-151 [2, p. 20-16]. Given thL udCfrential path

length that the phase shifter must account for, we convert to phase by multiplying by the

wavenumber:

(2) d. where I is the wavelength.

3.2 Spherical Correction

A corporate feed that supplies a planar wave forms an unsteered beam. Applying the

phase shifts given by Equation (2) will steer the beam in the ietn., f the •p,.r;.. ,,,ew 1.i

However, when an array is fed from a single hom some distance from the array, the phase

shifters must deal with a spherical wave and form a be•am, as we!l ats Artr the beam. Thae.e
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arrays are aptly called ESA lenses. The correction for ",e spherical wave is fixed and is simply

added to the phase used to steer the benam.

3.3 Temperature Compensation

The accuracy of phase shifters depends on compensating for i.,r.ton nhn-.,, t 'nm .',r

frequency, and other factors. Compensation for insertion phase, temperature and frequency is

done by correcting ýj, usually by means of a leokup table and interea.-.ion. T UI-y,,,IuV. q p-,.

table is fixed for a given frequency and the temperature is determined by a sensor local to the

phase shifter element. This compensation for in•sertion phase a.d temprnture is "mp,"mocs d"one

at the phase shifter element driver, not in the beam steering controller. Different lookup tables

are used at different frequencies.

3.4 Binary Phase Shifteis

Some ferrite phase shifters are analog in nature. However, most phase shifters arc binary,

O having on-off phase shifis of about 180', 902, 45^, 22.50, etc. The most significant bit nearly

always corresponds to 1800. Usually three to five bits of accuracy are used, with four bits being

the typical case. The bits for the phase shifter are found by the most significant bits in the

fractional part of the quantity *i/(2n).

3.5 Subarrays

Most ESA's are built as a collection of subarrays. -When the transmitter and receiver are
segmented into the subarrays, an opportunijY _9nse to ,h, ,, r,,. , . ... --,,, u, o,,,h

subarrays to the conglomerate array phase center. When true time delay binary phase correction
is used, all the significant bits of 4( m-ust IV .. ed. .A..:........ mi.• p -ls. --dge

transients for steered beams and increases the instantaneous bandwidth of the ESA.
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4. SUMMARY

4.1 The Phase Shift

An ESA is steered in the direction of a unit pointing vector u by phasing the output of the

elements before summing in the beamformer. The data flow for implementing thfis phasing

operation for an ESA can be implemented by computing the phase shift in revolutions yi, for

each element i:

(3) , - i

x!
The factor of 1]X can be absorbed into u as transmitted to the beam steering controller as

part of the beam steering command. The phase center & can be removed from the equation by

making x the origin of the coordinate system in which & is expressed. This reduces

implementation of Equation (3) to a simple dot product, which is three multiplications and two

additions.

4.2 Compensation for Spherical Waves, Insertion Phase, Tempefatlue, and Frequency

Spherical correction, insertion phase and temperature compensation can be accomplished

by means of a single lookup t-able. Onl, ., •h wn , V,, ,a bits of %... AAA ,hn &,,t",,

table. When true time delay is not used, only the bits below the binary point are significant.

Interpolation can be done using rthe first few bitz nf w. an, int.rr-ogting the l,.,-,n tibhle ROM

for this value and its increment, then interpolating by using the bits of y1 not used in the lookup

operation.

Frequency compensation can be implemented by using a separate temperature

compensation lookup table for each frequency. If finer resolution is necessar', a lookup table

can be used for frequency compensation that is identical to the scheme used for temperature

compensation.

0
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O 4.3 Computing the Phase Shifts and Driving the Phase Shifters

Tradeoffs exist in where the phase shift is computed. The concept presented here is

cons;stent with values of . being broadcast to the phase shifter drivers at the element level, or

the beam steering control!er can perform all computations and send phase shifter bits to the

elements, or anywhere in between.

5. REFERENCES

[1) "Radar Handbook", Merrill Skohni., ad., C •c H .( A97)

[2] "Antenna Engineering Handbook," Second Edition, Richards C. Johnson and

Henry Jasik, Eds.. McGraw-Hill (1984).
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TECHNICAL MEMO

To: List From: J.K. Beard
Date: 12 August 1992 Reference: JKB-92-08
Subject: An Analysis Model for ESA Point Designs

1.0 SUMMARY

Attached is a report on an analysis model for prediction of patterns for electrically
steered arrays (ESAs). The model produces two dimensional beam patterns in sine
space, given element positions and amplitude weightings. If desired, the model will
apply a single element pattern which applies to all elements. Element positions are
parameterized as positions on a fixed planar rectangular grid; this allows modeling of
triangular grids. Modeling of sparse arrays is implicit in the model. The model is also
capable of modeling perturbations due to phase shifter errors and weighting errors.

The use of sine space to produce the beam pattern allows a single model run
to produce a pattern which applies to all steered beams. This is because beam
steering in sine space is a simple translation of the pattern, and the beam pattern is
mapped from a unit circle centered on the physical (unsteered) boresight of the
antenna. Therefore, the effects of steering can be examined by moving a unit circle
around on the pattern and observing the lobes which enter the unit circle. The
element pattern moves with the unit circle and is applied multiplicatively on the array
pattern.

2.0 EXAMPLE

To test the model, a 0.7 m circular array with equilateral element spacing of 1
wavelength was run with the program. The frequency was 10 GHz and the array
had 990 elements.

2.1 RESULTS OF MODEL

The plot in figure B-1 is a unshaded circular aperture. This array uses four bit
phase shifters with 0.5 degree 1-a random insertion phase. The array errors
plotted in linear amplitude are shown in figure B-2.

Next an amplitude weighting was applied to the array. Amplitude weighting of the
foimm (1-(r/radius)2)2 was used. The resultant plot is shown in figure B-3,

Scientific Research Corporation F-15-1
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SRC JKB-93-01

The same array was thinned using stochastic thinning. The number of active elements
used was 374. Figure B-4 is the plot of combined amplitude weighting and stochastic
thinning. Finally, Bickmore-Spellmire Weighting was applied to array. Figure B-5 is the
resultant output.

0
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Fig. B-1 Unshaded Circular Aperture.
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Fig. B-2 Array Errors.
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"Fig- 8-3 (1 -(r/radiusy.,2 Weýighting.
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Fig. 6.,4 Shaded Array With Stochastic -rhinning.
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Fig. B-5 Bickmore-Speflmire Weighting.
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A BEAM PATTERN MODEL

FOR

ELECTRICALLY STEERED ARRAYS

CONTRACT NO. DASG60-91-C-01180

Prepared by:

SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH CORPORATION
230 WIndy Rldr3 PIerfy, Sulta 4C0 S

Atlanta, Goorgla 30339

19 March 1993
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C) A BEAM PATTERN V.ODEL FOR ELECTRICALLY STEERED ARRAYS

1 Summary

A model for predicting beam patterns for electrically steered arrays (ESAs) is
presented. The array is assumed to be planar, and element positions are assumed
to be on a rectangular grid. Triangular grids are modeled by taking alternately odd
and even numbered positions in alternate rows, and by adjusting the array spacing.

The model produces two dimensional beam patterns in sine space [1, pp 11-
15 through 11-20], given element positions and amplitude weightings. If desired, the
model will apply a single element pattern which applies to all elements. Element
positions are parameterized as positions on a fixed planar rectangular grid; this
allows modeling of triangular grids. Modeling of sparse arrays is impldt in the
model. The model is also capable of modeling perturbations due to phase shifter
errors and weighting errors.

Sine space is a coordinate system identical to the orthonormal mapping
projection, which maps a spherical surface to a plane. A projection plane is defined
as the plane of the array, and the origin of the coordinate system is the phase center

0
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o" of the array. Pointing directions are mapped onto the plane by projecting a unit
vector from the origin toward the pointing direction, and projecting its tip to the p!ane
along a line perpendicular to the plane. In this way, the hemisphere in front of the
phased array is mapped to a unit drcle. Points outside the drda arise
mathematically, but do not correspond to real pointing directions. For this reason,
the Interior of the circle is called the eal space and the exterior of the circle is called
the imaginary space.

The use of sine space to produce the beam pattern allows a single model run
to produce a pattern which applies to all steered beams. This is because beam
steering in sine space is a simple translation of the pattern, and the beam pattern is
mapped from a unit circle centered on the physical (unsteered) boresight of the
antenna. Therefore, the effects of steering can be examined by moving a unit circle
around on the pattern and observing the lobes which enter the unit circle. The
element pattern moves with the unit circle and is applied multiplicatively on the array
pattern.

2 Applicat'o DocumeTts

2.1 Government Documents

NONE

() 2.2 Non-Government Documents

[1J "Radar Handbook," Merrill Skolnik, Editor, Chapter 11, "Array Antennas" by
Theodore C. Cheston and Joe Frak.

(2] "Antenna Engineering Handbook," Richard C. Johnson and Henry Jasik,
Editors, Chapter 20, "Phased Arrays" by Raymond Tang and Richard C.
Bums.

3 The Model

3.1 Analytical Basis and Assumptions

3.1.1 The Beamformer Equation

The far-field beamformer equation is developed as follows. Electromagnetic
waves are summed as they pass through a hypothetical plane, which is positioned
normal to a line passing through the phase center of the array. Time delay from the
phase center to the hypothetical plane is then dropped. The result is the far-field
beam pattern, with signal phasing equal to that of the array phase center. Complex
arithmetic is used to represent signal phase.

0
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The beam pattern is a linear combination of contributions of each of the0elements. This contribution is multiplicatively modified by an element pattern f(d),
where d is a unit vector pointing in the direction of a point for which the beam pattern
is to be computed. The total beam pattern is [2, pp 20-16 through 20-211

P() =f)ewP(,, oexp -" O .d-

where the subscripts i, and i3 represent element positions along rows and columns in
a rectangular grid. The ampltuds weights wt are inputs, and are zero for unused
element positions. The phase steering anglas 0, are computed for a desired
stoering direction g1 by

Oslo= (d)

The element positions 4 are assumed to be in a coordinate system whose x
and y axes are in the plane of the array, and whose origin is the phase center of the
array ,T. The phase center 26 is the weighteo Lveragt- of element positions,

Taking the element. phasing , gorithm as given by Equation (2) into account, the
beam steering equation is

P(.)=fJr * WWeexp(-jjL)* .td-,))_ _ . 4

This result 13 the bearnforming equation. The beam relative intensity P is given in
terms of a pointing vector d using the element pattern i(d), the element weights w.,
the element positions 4., and the pointing vector 1L to account for beam steering.
The wavelength X is included in the equation. The direction cosines are the
components of d corresponding to the plane of the array.

3.1.2 Beam Patterns as Fourier Transforms

Our coordinate system has its origin at the array phase center and its x and y
axes in the plane of the array. The x axis is horizontal, the z axis points out alongOthe array boresight, and the y axis is in the direction of the z axis crossed Into the x
axis. This coordinate syste)m is commonly called array coordinates. If the array
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elements are positioned on a rectangular grid whose hoezontal and vertical
separations are aý and a2, respectively, then the element positions Z can be givenas

4d•- ilea,°J+i2ea2: 5,

where g, and g2 are the unit vectors along the x and y direcons, respectivrly, i n
array coordinates. The unit vector j points out along the array axis.

The pointing vector a can be quanfted in such a way that the complex
exponential in the beamformer equation conforms to a discrete Fourier transform
(DFT). The quantization is

sinOe= o k- 6
ai No

where i Is 1 for the horizontal direction and 2 for the vertical direction. N, and N2 are
the number of points in the rectangular grid in the vertical and horizontal direction,
respectively, and k, and k2 are new indices which give the output of the trio
dimensional DFT in terms of the pointing vector d. The full equation for d is

Q d= sinoic, + sino2.e + sinOe3 e 7

where sine, is found from

(sinejY+(sirmi2 +=(sinejf 1. 8

Given these variable changes, the beamformer equation -1

P(,t k2)= fl k,,k2,9

S.,,.p(J ,,,,

9exp(j02nt(""'++iz,)

which is very apparently a two dimensional DFT of the element weights and the
phase shifter phases, with the element pattern as a multiplicative factor.
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O compatibility requirements must be met for MATLAB to access extended memory,
such as use of no high memory manager, or use of QEMM or 385MAX instead of
HIMEM, the memory manager supplied with MS-DOS.

The array definition module shown in the above isting executes for several
minutes for even a small array. Because of this, since the istings above were
written, the array definition module was recoded in Microsoft FORTRAN and is
executed as a separate module. Using FORTRAN, the array definition process
takes only a few seconds.

Microsoft FORTRAN supports compilation for Windows and OS/2 as well as
DOS. An attempt was made to compile the array definition segment to define a 2
MB array under Windows, but it was not possible to access extended memory. The
program was compiled for OS/2 and executed under an individuars personal copy of
OS/2. A project copy of OS/2 is being procured to support this model in future
development and use.

0

0
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() 4 Results, Conclusions, and Recommendations

The model has been implemented using the simple MATLAB scripts and
FORTRAN program given above. The resuring fishnet and contour plots are
attached. The baarn pattern in sine space is end-around periodic in both directions,
so that the plots given can be extendd as far as dosired.

From the definitions of the element spacing grid given in the program, the
extent of the plot in the x direction is 2 and the extent in the y direction is 1.1547, so
that the distance of the first grating loba from the main lobe is 1.1547 In sine space.
This means that the array can be scanned only about 9 dogrees in some directions
before a grating lobe begins to peek over the edge of the array.

The element pattern can be used to suppress the grating lobe to extend the
scanning angle. In general, the maximum scanning angle possible without
emergence of a grating lobe, using equliteral triangular spacing, requires a
reduction in the element grid spacing of 1/1.732 over that given in the example. The
array elements will then be three times as dense per unit of area on the array face.
If this were done, the plots would appear the same, but the scale factors in sine
space as given by Equation 6 will change so that the radius from the main lobe to
the nearest grating lobe is 2.0

0
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0 Usting 1. n Progr-m

Clema

•Dcfine the array element positions and weighfings

%. weightmat is a file containing the array elements
load weightl .mat
ohntour(elements). %Look at &rray shape

pause

%Compute the beam pattern

bea•m n.pattem=fft2(elements); %.Compute be-am pattern in sine. space

%Write the outputs

ui=abs(bea&n.peterm)+l.e-10, %.Real nonmegativc envelop
w=:-20OlO(uxx); 

%.Log plots

meh(xx); %Fishnet plot in linear amplitude
pause
mbh(w); %Fishnet plot in dB
pause
cantou(w); %.Contour map in dB

0 Ll,,'ting 2. Array Definition Module

Program Compute

'I This Program defines the element positions and weightings tor
"* a model of an ESA Radar.
, Define variables

implicit none
Integer opt
Real avert(1O),yvat(LO).hep~vegsswidth
Double precision rweights(128,128).qweights(128.125)
Common /Global/ xvert.yvert~hcgs,vegs.width

**0*0 opt -option
***'se avert - z vertices

Syvert -y vertices
Sheps -horizontall element grid spacing (meters)

• * vegs - vertical element grid spacing (meters)
S***'* width -width of octagon
*.... iweights - real weights of array

"'*'** qweights - imaginary weights of array

S*~**** Setup derfs• position of Octagon, options in the program,
ee* and element grid pacing.

Call rtup(opt)

0000** 1narray (tfines the real and imaginary weights of the array() Call Inarray(rw,.ights.qweights.opt)
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**s*** Savmatx praes rweights and qweights to be outputted in a format
A ****0* Matlab can read.

Call Savmt(rweightsqweightsopW)

End

Subroutine Setup(opt)
implicit none
Integer opt
Real LambdaFO.CVELSide.width.pl .p2.xvert(1O).yvert(1O)
Real hcgs,vcgsxsizeysiz8
Common /GlobV/ xvcrtyventjegs.vegsswidth

*.etoao FO-
eo CVEL- Speed of light
,*..a. La-mtxis -

e isize - size of octagonal in x direction
SySize, size of octagonal in y direction

FO=10e9 IX-BAND
CVELA29792458. I Speed of Light
LA1VlBDA=CVEL/FO
HEGS=3*LAMBDA
VEGS=SQRT(.75)*HBGS
width=0.3 !Aray width in meters

xsizer=width/hegs !Matrix of element positions. horizontal spacing
ysizc=width/vegs I "*;v ertical spacing

** Displays options for the user and tells the size of the octagon
print *.FACTS ABOUT THE ESA MODEL'
Print 0
print *; Present size of Aray: 128x128'
print 0: Horizontal element grid spacing:'
print 10. hegs
print 0.' Vertical clrment grid spacting:'
print 10,vegs
print *' Width of Octagon: 2 metets'
print *: Number of elements horizonttally in octagon'
print 10. xsize
print *.' Number of elements vertically in octagon'
print 10. ysize
print'
print"
print .VThis ESA Model provides you with the folloWinq op.i.n:'
print
print *,'1) Noisy array with the use of Random variables'
print *'2) Regular array with use of Random variables'
print 0.3) Regular array without use of Random variables'
print $
print *,'Please enter a selection of 1-3:Y
read 0,opt

10 Format (Ox~g15.6)

"**0 Define positions of Octagon

*i**** side - Length of side of octagon

"sea*. p1 -position of vet'ices of octagon
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plimsidelsqr(2.)
p2=pl+side
xvcrt(1):pl IMosition of first vertex
yvett(l)=O
xvert(2)zp2 IWosition, of second vertex
yvtrt(2)=O
zvert(3)=width tPosition of third vertex
yvuil(3)zp1
xvert(4)=width tPosition of fourth vertex
yvert(4)=p2
xtveWt5)=pZ IWosition of fifth vertex
yvert(S)=width
xvert(6)=pI !Position of sixth vertex
yvert(6)=width
3tveWt7)=O I~osition of seventh vertex
yvert(7)-p2
xver(3)=O I~osition of eighth vertex
yvet(SWpI
ltveit()=pl IRepest first vertex in ninth position
yvert(9)=0

Return
End

Subroutine Jnarrayrweights~qweigltts~opt)

implicit none
Int heger icLojcdp
Real x.y.xvert(1O),Yveu(1O)
Real hep~vegsnb~rb~cliand-gaurand~pi.theta~width
Double precision rweights(128,128).qweights(128,128),Wl
Common /Global/ xvenmyvers~egs~vegs~width
Logical test

MB4lw Wmoo bit phase shifters:
pi-4.*atn(l.)
CL=lS04pi 15.3 radians to d-grees conversion facto
RB=S.Icl 15 degrees one-sigma angle ermo

SInitializo Random Number Generator
Call Getseed(seed)

*~s*For each possible element position (ij). find only element
****positions within octagon.
do i--1.128
doij-l.128

x--(i-l)Ohgs

If (x.le.width.and.y Ie.width) then
itest=i+j
itest=iteat-(itestI2)*2
WO=O.
if (itess.ne.CJ) MEN

IF (test(x.y)) then I skip (i+j) odd for triangular position
Select Case (opt)

Case (1) 1 Noisy Array with Random variables
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thetaurbO~surad(seed)0wl-l .+(2.0*(4M3))(rarkd(scl)-..S)

qweightb(Ij-)=wlsan(theta)

Cuse (2) 1 Regular Array with Random variables
thewa-b~gaurand(seed)
w1=1 ..(2.**(-MB))*(rand(secd)-.5)
rwcights(i~j)=w1'cos(theta)-1.
qweights(ij)=w1*&in(dteta)

Cane (3) 1Regular Array w/6 Random variables
rweights(i~j)=1
qweights(i~j)=-O

end select
* endif

endif
ondif
enddo

enddo
Return
End

**~~Subroutine that prepares arry in a forinat Matlab ran read.
Subroutine savmatxrwcighbzqweights.opt)

000* ,Define variables
implicit none0 ~Real xvert(lO),yvvrt(lO),hegs.vegs.width
Double precision Tweights(128,128),lIwcights(128.128)
Integer*4 typexvncols~irnagfjunazn~enflg
Integer opt
Character name(9)*1
Common /Global/ xvert.yvertJwtegs.veswidth

Smrows - number oftrows in arry
Sncols -number of columns in array

' imagf. -1 if imnaginary numbers are used in array
**,* namlen - name of array

Swdlz - write Mla (lest for successful, export)

mrows=128
ncals=-12S
if (opt.eq.I .of. opt~eq.2) then

zmagfl1
endif

name(2)=c'

name(6)=*n
name(7)=ee

nama~g)=c
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name(9)=O

"*"*C Calls subroutine to actually sve arays in Mattab format
Call Savemat(t"e.mows,ncols.imagf.namlennnamcrwcights,

+ qweights,10.wtlg)

Return
End

Subroutine Getsved(seed)

*** Definec variables
Implicit None
Integer IHOUR.IMINJSEC.IHUNSeed

****$, Ihour - Integer for the hour number on computer's clock

***** Imin - Integer for the minute number on computer's clock

" Isec - Integer for the second number on compuer's clock
" hun - Integer for the ]llOOth number on computers clock
"Seed - Seed for Random number generator

Call GCetim(ThourJminJscc.Jun)

If (Imin.EQ.O.O) then
Imin=1.O

Endif
If (Isec.1Q.O.O) then

Isec=1.0

0 Endif
Sced=((Imin'lsec*lhun)/13)+l

Return
End

0000*0 logical Function to test if & point falls in the octagon
Logical function tast(xe.ye)

ese Define variables
implicit none
Integer I
Real dxv.dyvdxLdytisit~xe.ye.xv(10),yv(I10)Ab.a widih
Common /Global/ xv,yv,a~b.width

tsts.true.
Do i=I,8

dxv=xv(i+l)-xv(i)
dyvfyv(i+l)-yv(i)
dxtixe-xv(i)
dyt=ye-yv(i)
isit=(dxt"(-dyv))+(dyt'dxv)
if (isit.lt.O) then

test=.false.
exit

endif
enddo
return
end
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0*so* Function to generate a random number
RealiFuctitoneRndl
impictenoeri

real fac

Dama Fa/4.6566129E-lO/
3=ISHFr~a,-'is)
Y=IEOR(IJ)
I=ISJIFT(JL19)
J=ISHFrlXL-6)
I=IEORGIJ)
I=ISHFT(J.- 13)
I=ISIIP(I.27)
I=TSHFr(1,-1)
I=EOR0IJ)
RAND-i*FAC
EDD

**s*~* Gaussian randomi number generator
Real function gswand(seed)
implicit none
teal xlxz,2.rx.d~randxcosan~sinsang
integer need
logical oddcall
save oddcall
data oddc&I~wf

C) if(oddcafl) then
do while(.tue.) Mind (x~y) in unit circle

il~v2.rand(seed)-l. IStart with unit square

r2=xlo*2+xV 2'
iIQr2t.Il.) exit tReject corners: repeat 21% of the time
end do !repeat

r=.alog(r2) IScaled Poisson
d-sqzt(r2)
cosang-'xl/d
sftanpz2/d
gaurandr'osang
oddcall=.false.

else
SauraWndTrsinang
oddcaUl.triae.
end if

return
end

****Subroutine borrowed from Matlab to save arrays in a forrmal
SMatlab canread.

Subroutine saveinat( type. mrows, ncols, imagf. namlecn. name.
S rpar?. ipart. lunir Wtflg)

c Description of inputs:

YJtype -matrix type flag. considering the type flag as a
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c decimal integer, the ones decimal place is used to
c indicate numeric or textual interpretatio of the
e matrix data (0 for numeric of for textual);
c the 1000s decimal place is used to indicate the
c machine format for the matrix data (0 for Intel 80(2)86
c based machines, I for Motorola 6S000 based machines.
c and 2 for Vax d format). fao examp.:, A flag of 1000 indicate
c numeric data in a 60 machine format and a flag of
c 1001 indicates textual interpretation of the 68000
c machine format data.
c mrows . number of rcms in matrix
c ncols number of columns in matrix
c imagf -imaginaryflag:0fornoimaginary pnrt I if the
c data has an imaginary part
c namlen - number of characters in matix name plus I (for zero
C byte suting tleminator supplied by this routine)
c name -characte waray holding th matrix name. (Be sure
c character amray has room for the zero byte terminator)
c zpart - real pat of matrix (mrows x ncols double precision
C Clements stored column wise)
c ipart - imaginay p•rt of matrix (only used if imagf= 1)
c lunit logical unit number of output file
C
c Description of outputs:
C
C wtflg -write flag; 0= good write, -1 = encr during file write

c NOTES:

c o THE OU7PUT FILE MUST BE OPENED WITH THE FOLLOWING STATEMENT:
C opcn(unit=lunit, rdv='fidenme`. formubinar]')

c o Be sure that the 4 byte integer option is used when compiling
c this routine and that SAVeMATs integer argument amr 4 byte.
C
c o Be sure to close the file when there am no more
0 matrices Io be sved.

C o You may call SAVEMAT multiple times to write multiple matrices
C onto the output file before closing it.
C

implicit none
c20 byte header

integer type. mrows. ncols, imagf, namlen

c character string for name (length of name plus ca.e)
character nae(*Ye1

c double precision data arrys for example
double precision rpat(O). ipart(O)

C
c output file logical unit number

integer lunit
C
c write flag

integer wtflg

c zero byte needed to terminate variabie name
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integer-I zero&byte
iinteger*4 mnnJ
data zerobyte / 0

C

open (u=i-10,file;=wteight~maf,form=b~inary)
]unitz=10
mn amrows~ncols

c write header
write(lunit) "yemrowsxncolsnimagf~namnlen

C
C write variable namie

writeclunit) (name(i).i=I namlcn-1),zerobytc
C

c write real part of variable
write(Iunit) (rpart(i),-I=nn)

C
c write imaginary part of variable if any

if (imaof .eq. 1) write(lunit) (ipart(i)j=l in)
C
c good write

wtfig =0
retu~rn

c error during write
C999 wtflg=-l

Close (10)
rMurn
end

:'The End
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To: List From: J.K. Beard
Date: 12 August 1992 Reference: JKB-92- 10
Subject: Derivation of Antenna Pedestal Rotation Rate

1. SUMIMARY

The pu-pose of this derivation is to colculate the maximum mechanical movement
requirements of the radar's antenna pedestal. This model assumes that the tart,:t is moving in a
level flight path with constant velocity. For a target traveling at Mach 1.2 and 1500 m off the
deck will require a minimum pedestal azimuth velocity of 160 per second for a target pass
distance of 1500m. The results of this model can be used to size minimum velocity requirement
for radar pedestals.

2. PROBLEM STATEi'MENT

The geometry of the problem is the pass-course problem. Suppose a target under track is
crossing in front of the :zadar. The point where maximum angular velocity occurs is when the
target's velocity vector is tangential to the radar's boresight at a minimum range from the radar.

Vt

"--Targatet Crossover

/ ht

"='°°"* m'• •"• Re min

Radar •.

0
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The ground projection of the flight path is given below.
S~-Xi

Vt Crossover, e: go >

Rg Rc mtn

Radar

The maximum azimuth angular velocity for a radar antenna pedestal tracking a target in
level flight passing at Rcmin in front of the radar with a velocity of Vtarget may be calculated.

()Assumptions:
R max - 25000 m. (Maximum target range'

R min 1500 m. (Minimum target range)

Rc min R min (Minimum pass distance of target at crossove

V trge "426 m/sec. (Target velwocity = Macl 1.2)

Calculations:

V arget
Wmax mn max - 0.284 rad/sec (Maximum azimuth angular velocit

Odot max ) Maidot max = 16.272 deg/seC

If the minimum pass distance is varicd, the maximum azimuth ang•ilr vCeloci.t is:
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R ma"Rmrin
w r 0.. -- target range Index

500

Rct, Rmin- 500-tr m. (Pass distance calculation),

- target rad/sec (Maximum azimuth angular velocit
Re

Odoti, - w•;, 1. degtsec.

20
IS-...................... "'......

14 -• ....... ......

12 ..-.. . . . ..... .

7& 2

* ---i- ............__ __ __ _ __ __ __ _

4 -4 -.. 4: . . . '4. .. 4

0 2500 Soo 7D H.e0 1.25 l e 1 3,.0 15,-0 -. je 225.I '

Maximum azimuth angular velocity (deg/sec.) vs. pass distance

Looking at the azimuth angular velocity of the radar antenna pedestal for the pass course

flight, the equations of motion are:

Xi . 16000 m. (rargets initial cross range distance)

2. Xit - 0,0.1.. -ta sec. (Target flight time)

,(I) Xi - V target- m. (Target cross range dis!anc,,

Odot(t) mm target 180 deg/sec. (Angular velocity of the rada
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02dot(l) *2-V x(t) 180 deg/sec2. (Angular acce!eraUcn of Lhe rada

2 2RC~t) - e(x(t)) 2 . Rmin M. (Ground ange distance)

210' I

I~l

10001

4000

0 751 1502 22.S.1 3004 37.55 4506 5257 6003 67.59 7S]

- Ground range distance (m.) "ws. flight time

00
is

; .¢'

0 751 35.02 22.53 3004 3755 4506 3257 6008 6719 75.1

-- Angular velocity of antenna pedestal vs. flight time
- Angular acceleration of antenna pedestal vs. flight time

The maximum elevation angular velocity for a radar antenna pedestal tracking a target in
level flight passing at Rcmin in front of the radar with a velocity of Vtarget may be calculatcd.

0
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Assumptions:

ht : 1500 m. (Target height during flight)

Calculations:

Elev - atan ht -10 deg. (Maximum elevation angi
R min

Elev -45 deg.

ht 180
Ele%(t) -tan ) deg. (Antenna elevation)

Rg(t) x

50

40 .*. /..- - -

35. 30

Ele,,<t) 2 ... .. .. .. .. .-. . .. . .. J. -

2 0 .. .. .

0 7.S1 1502 22.53 30,04 37.5S 4506 52S7 6008 67.59 751
t

-- Antenna elevation (deg.) vs. flight time

Looking at the elevation angular velocity of the radar antenna pedestal for the pass course
flight, the equations of motion are:

-ht.x( t)
SV target

(Xt) R m0 ISO deg/sec. (Elevation angular velocity of
Odott 2  

the radar)

i (x(t)) R min
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0 •~ s
2202dotEL(t) MV Rg 1S.IO..

2 • 2 , 1. " 25
NO~))2R min th?. NO~)' R Rmin

"+xt)Vare .s2 3'x(t)-Vtarget' WO~)) R min i5.

W~t))-Rmin jhr-i(x(t))" Rmin: h?2.x(t).Vtargct
' I(0()) 2 R mn" 2..5'

min.

degisec 2  (Elevation angular acce'era!-on of the iada

4 . -3 *-* ...... . ..

*, .. .--. '-q.........

2 -

W4otElQt)

O2dotE~tt) . -. ~ '

-2 7.51 .50 2-5 3.4 37-406 $. -60 73

'' i

t

*- Angular velocity of antenna pedestal vs. flight time
Angular acceleration of antenna pedestal vs. flight time
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O H-4. Introduction
The Wavelet Transform (U71), Invrse Wvl-t Tran-fo r (T), and Wvft aDnkt,4w

Transform (WPT) can be used for joint time/frequency analysis of signals. In radar systems, this

function corresponds to simultaneous exturaction of range and range rat from a ta-get ret"rn.

Specialized wavelet transforms can require fewer mathematical operations than conventional

techniques (e.g., Fast Fourier Transforms - FF') to perform this .nl.ysi', and - l ..... y ld m -

useful results. Wavelet processing can also be used to convert between time domain and

quency domain signal represenfLatious, mln NNA CUP,, Ln--a, U-, ,PaVIALU,, 01 uu,,u- I A.4 I

techniques.

The mathematical properties of wavelets have been studied since the early 19501s.

Related mathematical systems that describe the velocity/momentum characteristics of sub-atomic

particles were developed in the 1920's by the originators of Quantum Mechanics and underlie

Heisenberg's well-known Uncertainty Principle.

C In the early- and mid-1980's several researchers developed the theory of "perfect

reconstruction" quadrature mirror filters (QMFs) and implemented subband eoding
communications systems built around these filters (Signal Processing 10(3) , M. Vetterli, 1986).

In the late 1980's, the useful properties of specific classes of wavelets were "re-dL-wIs uvd" (1.

Daubechies, Communications on Pure and Applied Mathematics XLI, 1988), and the QMF

implementation of the Wavelet Transform was publicized.

Much of the information on wavelets has been treated as proprietary, trade secret, or

protected intellectual property. In the last year, standard techniques and toolkit have been

published (Electronic Engineering Times, October 10 1994; Adapted Wavelet Analysis from

Theory to Software, A. K. Peters Ltd, May 1994) which allow wa.vetes to be se-n as Pvstm

implementation tools, rather than mathematical research projects.

H-2. Technical Discussion

'The WT decomposes an input signal into components by iteratively correlating the input
with each of a set of basis functions. Most other "tran"-€-s (FUI.r, Cos.ne, , .',.) alV
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perform decomposition by correlation. implementation methods, however, vary widely between

Qtransform types.

The most familiar type- of transform, the FFT, uses sinusoidal basis functions, with a

constant frequency step between successive members of the Set. ... I ' .. 1C .......... -t: I..U

components of the input waveform) correspond to voltage levels in the signal at the frequencies

of the basis functions. The set of all components is the spectrum of-te signal.•

There are many different classes of wavelet basis functions. The most-widely used ones

are orthonormal and satisfy the follo,,ing conditions:

ON02+1akak+3 =Oea 00to)
keZ keZ keZ keZ

where the ak are "wavelet coefficients", and the set of k is a subset of the integers.

There are infinitely many sets of fiuictions uhoa satis.f thfe) €hvbese a &M B •,ijo f. -thor

are "compactly supported" can be used to perform joint time/frequency analysis. "Compact

support" can be taken to mean that Ute numbr ^f1n,,,..y,.,, ,.,,,.•,%fr,,T ;Q I,.c thn..n di. ,IMI, I'd

samples of the input signal being analyzed.

For example, one frequently-implemented set of coefficients is:

a-1 ((1+coscm+s1inc) - 1+opsnP -sn~o )..

Note that these equations define a maximum of six non-zero coefficients, and that there

are an infinite number of sets of coefficients that satisfy the equations, with each such set UdE-if-ed

Q by the values of a and
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Flow Graphs of typical implementations of the FFT and the WT are shown in Figures H-
O 1 and H-2, respectively. DQIVIF is a Decimating Quadrature Mirror Filter (DQFvT), which will

be defined later. HP and LP are the high-pass and low-pass outputs of the DQMF filter pairs.

The numbers of samples input and output at each processing node are adjacent to the flow lines

between nodes.

r aa

6464 64

a * ... ..- a ..-- U o ,p dU

Figureigre-1 E-2 Fow Graph of FaF avlt Trnfr (Simplified)Nmnlau

3 2 1 8 6

S d-

I d-

12 d

20 d

35 dO

Figure H-2: Flow Graphf of Basic Wavelet Transform (Siplijfied Nomenclature)
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Note that each stage of the standard FFT algorithm applies NT2 'butterfly' operations to IN

()• input samples, and outputs N results. This simplifies the memory access patterns of "in-place"

versions of the algorithm and allows efficient use of high degrees of parallelism in multi-

processor implementations.

Each stage of most WT9 impICmentationIs, howVe,,.,, prod,,ucesAj,,, Mo 11eLsapl than ,e-re

input to the stage. As shown in Figure H-2, the output of each DQMF is expanded by

approximately the number of non-zero wavelet coeflien ... Me,,.y,,lo.,ton ad ad .o;,.g

are more complicated for the WT than for the FFT. Parallelism is possible if the memory control

hardware of the computer on which the WT is exe--utedu hAs app...i.e. pwer.. l ad,.sI,,. ,

and data access capabilities. Alternatively, the output expansion can be avoided by using the

"Periodic" version of the ,VT, instead of the "Apeiodc" (conino,,) version show, ,,re.

Each DQMF is a pair of Finite Impulse Response (FIR, also known as transversal,

correlation, or convolution) filters. One of the filters performs a high-pass function, and the

other, a low-pass. The cutoff frequencies of the filters in each pair are identical, and their

(3 bandwidths are complementary. The multiplier values used by each filter are scaled, translated
versions of the wavelet basis function coefficients. For every set of consecutive input samples,

each filter calculates a set of consecutive output samples, each of which is the sum of the

products of all its multipliers with the input samples (i.e., the filter computes "dot" or "inner"

products). For example, with the coefficients defined above, each output sample is the product of

two six-term vectors. Half the outputs of each filter are used as inputs of the next stage, and half

are made available as transform outputs, effectively reducing the sampling rate by half at each

stage. Note that it is sensible to say that the filters have "complementary" bandwidths since it is

assumed that the input to the WT is band-limited and has no negative-frequency components.
For standard versions of the WT, the same set of-m'lip-ie . f.. psi .... by " v--

g, LiUIgI u , Ner llg oefldiera.s :1 Uscaul IVY •VFe-

DQMF (i.e., all filters have the same transfer function). This differs from the FFT, which
synthesizes a set of bandpass filters, each with a ,.,f,,,Cn.,t cntr 1Vk,,,u,,, .y CUM differet ,,,M,

coefficients. Another difference between the WVT and FFT is that the division of the %%l" into

successive stages is inherent in the definition of the "-'--S1i, whra ..... in t"he FFT, it r.S.u.tS

from implementation considerations (The Discrete Fourier Transform has a single-stage
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implementation. The multi-stage FFT computes the same result as the DFT, but performs less

( arithmetic).

Each output from an FFT or a WT has a specific resolution in time and frequency. These

resolutions can be visualized as the extents of rectangular ar.eas n a 2-..." N:I.. : t U1,

versus frequency. In other words, the transform outputs tile the time/frequency plane.

For the FF1', the time resolution of each ouut is th-Cmber of sames time th, ;nter.

sample period, and the nominal frequency resolution is the difference in frequencies of two
adjacent basis sinusoids. The resolutionof e2Ch ,;tpt 6 ,,,,,, ,f ever,.

other output, and the FFT does not allow localization of signals in the time domain. Therefore,

each tile in the time/frequency plamne s, nic AA Pr"st ;" " tims X ,;n, i,,,fk a m,,;-,l axtwt ;n

the fiequency dimension.

The WT is a multi-resolution transform. Each output provides a different combination of

time and frequency resolutions and different degrees of uncertainty for simultaneous localization

of signals in the time and frequency domains. For the example WT of Figure H-2, time and

S/ frequency resolutions are inversely related, by octaves. Output cl has a frequency resolution of

1/64 of the Nyquist rate, a center frequency of 3/128, and a time resolution of the entire data

acquisition period. It is approximately equivalent to the bin I output of an FFT. Output d.4 has a

frequency resolution of 1/32 of the Nyquist rate, a center friequency of 3/64, and'a time.reso!,ition

of 1/2 the data acquisition period. The other output resolutions progress up to do, which has

resolutions of 1/2 and 1/32, and a center frequency of 3/4.

Each tile in the WT output time/frequency plane has a different shape, with small extents

in the low-frequency part of the plane and large extents in the high-frequency part. The

time/frequency localization capabilities of this transform are clearly non-optimal for radar

applications, since it can resolve the times (ranges) of signals (targets) at high frequencies (large

Doppier shifts) but not their specific frequencies (range rates).

The Wavelet Packet Transform (WPT) overcomes these difficulties (R. R. Coifman, Y.

Meyer, S. R. Quake, M.L. Wickerhause r, Progeess in 'avelet Analysis and Appa.ons, J"" u.. n- e

1992). The WPT uses linear combinations of wavelet functions as its basis functions. The WPT
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is implemented by use of additional DQMFs to process the High-Pass outputs of higher-level

O filters (the d, outputs of Figure H-2).

If all outputs from all filters (including the ones added for the WPT) are processed, the
implementation has a tree or pyramid stiucture, instead of the linear swtuue of Figure H-2. As

a result, all transform outputs have minimal-frequency, maximal-time resolutions. If only
selected portions of the filter sequence are expanded. the WPT can himplement any com"'--"-n"

of time and frequency resolutions independent of filter center frequencies, subject to the

constraints that the resolutions are inverse and that the nominal passbands Of h- outpiut do not,

overlap.

For example, a WPT that emlate. the FFT c.,,ld be gvenevaed by, cmimg M, fln tee

to the finest level of frequency resolution from every branch, and allowing the time resolution to

degrade. Or the inverse of Figure H-2 could be syTthesized, with gCod rnog r.%--h .-.- n

associated with low frequencies.

Wavelet transforms provide great flexibility in tailoring the transform to match the
application. In addition to the choice of filter resolutions and transform structure mentioned

above, the choice of basis function affects the transform functionality. Bases can be chosen to
optimize recognition of specific signals or waveforms in a background of noise or interference.

Basis functions can be derived from descriptions of expected signal and noise characteristics, or
experimentally selected from pre-defined "libraries" by evaluation of system characteristics in

simulated or actual operating conditions (M. L. Wickerhauser, Adapted Wavelet Analysis, 1994).

H-2. 1.1.1 Potential Radar Applications

A partial search of recent technical literature (published in 1993 and 1994) yielded 98

items relevant to wavelets. This included a textbook, several conference proceedings, two single-
topic issues of monthly journals, and a comprehensive literature survey. The high level of current

interest is indicated by the 976 entries for 1993 in the literature survey, which projects a 1994

total of about 2000 entries.

(3 Most of the literature is general, theoretical, and mathematical. Much of the remainder is
directed toward image processing, data C-Ain . ., " -- :- - 4Sc f Ju I'll Reser3h op1,o ra•tonIL-
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dimensional processing, or multi-sensor processing. The current immaturity of the field is) indicated by the fact that only about 10 percent of the articles refer to actual implementations or

applications. Only two of the 98 sources mentioned above explicitly concern radar systems.

The obvious application of the WVT and IMPT is for genration of ra....-Dpp-.a, ..... w

Doppler (e.g., high-PRF) radar systems. They are also capable of doing the types of baseband

signal processing that are traditionally pcrfo.nicd by FFHI and ,FIR digitl A-, (. T d

matched filter/correlation processing). It is not clear whether wavelet techniques would be more

efficient than existing techniques for these applicatiO-".

Wavelets may provide an attractive alternative to standard CFAR techniques for target

detection. A target dctection sub-system could be implemented analogously to an image-

processing feature-extraction subsystem, with the desired features being copies, subject to

distortion and noise, of the transmitted signal. Current feature-e'traction algorithms (A. E, Cetin,

R. Ansari, Signal Recovery From Wavelet Transform Maxima, IEEE Transactions on Signal

Processing, Vol. 42, No. 1, January 1994) are rather complex, which leaves the practicality of

O this approach open to question.

The largest advantages of wavelet processing over other techniques seem to be in the

areas of wideband, multi-sensor, and/or multi-dimensional processing. These advantages make

wavelets particularly effective in sonar signal processing (L. G. Weiss, Wavelets and Wideband

Correlation Processing, IEEE Signal Processing Magazine, January, 1994). These processing

methods should be directly adaptable to radar systems that employ high-bandwidth signals (e.g.,

pseudo-noise or 1FM) or perform dynamic beam forming. These seem to be the most attractive

areas of research for development of practical wavelet applications. However, because the study
team found no articles that explicitly addressed these methods in the initial literature search, this

claim is currently speculative.

0
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RMS Root Mean Square SWR Standing Wave Ratio
RPP Radar Post Processor T&C Timing and Control
RGPO Range Gale Pulloff TBM Tactical Ballistic Missile
RH Right Hand TO Time Delay
RHI Range-Height Indicator TER Target Engagement Radar
ROW Rest-Of-World TIR Target Illumination Radar
RPP Radar Post Processor T/R Transmit and Receive
RTRS Reconfigurable Transportable TSPI Time, Space, Position

Radar Set Indicator
S&TI Scientific and Technical TTB Technical Test Bed

Intelligence TTD True Time Delay
SAM Surface to Air Missile TTR Target Tracking Radar
SAR Synthetic Aperture Radar TWT Traveling-Wave-Tubes
SAW Surface Acoustic Wave UHF Ultra High Frequency
SCI Storage Concept Incorporated USD Under Secretary of Defense
SCV SubClutter Visibility VCXO Voltage Controlled Crystal
SDIO Strategic Defense Initiative Oscillator

Office VGPO Velocity Gate Pull-Off
SEAD Suppression of Enemy Air VL Vertical Linear

Defense VLSI Very Large Scale Integration
SHARC Super Harvard Architecture VSWR Voltage Standing Wave Ratio

Computer VUE Visual User Environment
SLB Side Lobe Blanking WDM Wavelength Division
SNR Signal to Noise Ratio Multiplexing
SOTA State Of The Art WFS WaveForm Simulator
SRC Scientific Research Corporation WORM Write Once Read Multiple
STALO Stable Local Oscillator WPT Wavelet Packet Transform

w"% STAMO Stable Master Oscillator WT Wavelet Transform
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